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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

National Bank Protection

of Ellsworth, sod Mr. Lord’s mother, Mrs.
Aphis Lord, of Elsworth Falls, are with
them.

west bulb worth.

SCHOOL BOARD MEETING.

Mn. lob Tr near oath jr, of BUewoeth, b
visiting her ion, D. G. Trneworthy.

Additional Teachers Elected—Shore
Road School Reopened.
Kebo spring water.
F. M. Wilbur, of Ellsworth Falla, waa
A special meeting of tbe school board
<.
sweater.
deal
to
as
a
Lost-Gray
you
was held last evening.
means a great
depositor. Our books are examined by
The loll board the guest over Sunday of hb abter, Mrs,
reunion.
Gray
family
Grace Barron.
was present.
Kational Bank examiners under the supervision of the Comptroller J A
Haynes—Cash market.
There are four schools In the city where
Her. W. R. Dunham, of Burry, wUI
the Currency at least twice a year. There is no better security than that
Bxec notice—Est Snsan P. Blake.
tbs average attendance is Just about tbe preach at the Doiiardtown aeboolhouaa
**
"
—Est Martha D Swasey.
Lswis Foster and his listen Marjorie,
eight popils required. The board discus- next Sunday at 9 o'clock.
New England Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Helen sad Frances ere occupying the new
sed tbe advisability of closing soma Of
Ellsworth Loan and Building AssociationFoster bungalow on the Sorry road. Their
Statement.
these seoools. It was Anally voted that
Irving Carter aad wife, of BluaMU,
parents. Stetson Foster and wife, of the teachers for these schools be
Bangor. Me:
engaged visited his mother, Mn. Henry Carter,
j Htogham, Maas., are expected soon.
a
but
it
meat.s
is
a
deal.
It
is
the
Thrift
simple thing,
great
founda- Eastern Trnst A Banking Co.
by tbs term, with tbe understanding that Sunday.
Roecoe H. Smith, who is in the employ 11 tbs
tion of Hugpcial success and contentment. Save money and put it Herron, Me:
average attendance for the term falls
H. W. Cunningham and wife, of Bluehill,
j
of
the
Metropolitan Steamship Co., run- below tbe legal requirement, the board are
Hebroor academy— Fall term.
away safely where it will draw 4 per cent, interest, as it does with the
visiting their daughter, Robert Caron
the
steamer
Yale
between Boston may discontinue tbe school on the succeedning
Auocsta, Me:
lisle and wife.
and
New
is
a
vacation ing term. On these conditions also it was
York,
spending
Meeting of board of State assessors.
There will be a dance at Grange hall
bis parents, James W. Smith and voted to
Boston, Mass:
reopen tbe shore road school,
j with
Saturday evening, July 31. Cake and icewife,
which was discontinued last year.
Dr. Greene's L&xura.
'
cream will be served.
Hon. Harrison Hume, of Boston, s forThe following tescbi
were elected in
ELLSWORTH, MAINE:.
Manchester, Conn:
Dudley Prescott will give a show in
mer Washington county man, and years addition to those chosen at tbe last meetC R Burr A Co—Agent wanted.
hall Friday evening, Aug. 6. Mr.
ago conspicuous in Maine politics, was in ing of tbe board: No. 1, Martin A. Oar- Grange
the city last' Saturday and Sunday, the land; No 2, Bernice Franklin; No. 4, Prescott is from Boston, and is a line
SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
AJ ELLSWORTH POSTOFPXCF.
guest of Mrs. N. C. Cunningham at the Rubie J. Gurney; No. 5. Evelyn M. Bon- entertainer.
In tffert June SI, l**-9
American house.
sey; No 8, Mary F. Davis; No. 7, Lena F.
€031 INC. EVENTS.
L. M. Moore, treasurer of the Union Anstin; No. 9, Ruth A. Curtis; No. lit
MAILS RECEIVED.
From West—*6.55 a m; *12.08, 4.80 and 8.22 p m. Trait Co., and Mrs. Moore, and W. E. Winfred E. Clark; No. 13, Blanche Moore;
KLLSWOBTH.
From East—12.20,5.42 and 11.07 p m.
Whiting, retiree in bankruptcy, wife and No. 14, Mary F. Doyle; No. 18, Minerva 9.
Thursday and Friday, Aug. 13 and IS —
E.
subgrammar;
are
Jordan,
.Mary
back
Jordan,
to
tbe
MAIL CLOSES AT POSTOFFICE.
We OWN AND OFFER FOR SALE
daughter Ruth,
city after
Unitarian conference at Snllivan.
apeudingtwo weeks at the Qrindal cot- grainmar: Kulb Fields, primary; third
Going West—11.60, a m; *2. *5.15 and *2 p m.
Friday, Aug. 13. 9 a. m., at court bouse
assistant
at
Esther
higb
school,
Pleasant
beach.
Emery,
Going East—8.15 and 6.45 a m; 4 *n<\ 5.40 p m. tage,
$10,000 ASHLAND LIGHT, POWER AND STREET RAILWAY CO.
io Ellsworth-State board of assessors ia
*
ol
Barry.
Daily, Sundays included.
Miss Mary A. Hurley entertained a party
(.Ashland, Wisconsin) First Mortgage *> per cent. Sinking Fund Gold
The election of drat and second assist- session to meet town assessors.
No mail dispatched to or received from the
Bonds, due 1939.
of sixteen friends at bundle whist at her
east Sundays.
ants at the high school, and teachers for
Friday, Ang. 27, at Ellsworth State
home on Maple street last evening, in
U«»! fbr Maine Itvims ianlit.
schools Nos. 8 and 19, was deferred until teachers’ examination.
honor of her cousins. Misses Sylvia and
next
meeting.
Superintendent
Wednesday and Thurday, Sept. 22 and
Mrs. Mary McMann, of Bangor, is visit- Alice Gaynor, wbo will return to their the
110,000 MAINE A NEW BRUNSWICK ELECTRICAL POWER CO.
Killam has submitted to the school board 23—North Ellsworth fair.
ing friends in this city.
home to Attleboro, Mass., this week.
First Mortgage Gold 5 per cent Bonds, due 1926,
a new course of study for the high school,
COUNTY.
Miss Alice Adams of Newtonville,
Rev. H. B. Haskell, district superinten- which
Mass.,
probably will be adopted. It proSaturday, Aug. 14, at assessors’ office.
is
home
for
at
her
annual
vacation.
tbe
of
tbe
Methodent, occupied
pulpit
110,000 LEWISTON, BRUNSWICK A OATH STREET RAILWAY CO.
vides four studies for each year throughout Bar Harbor-State board of assessors ta
Henry L. Russell’s family are at the Call dist church last Sunday morning in tbe the course, and will require the services of meet town assessors.
Ftrlt Mortgage Gold 5 per cent Bonds, due 1918.
of
tbe
absence
and
delivered
an
pastor,
cottage, Shady Nook, for two weeks.
an assistant for foil time, Instead of half
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
The above b*nd" have been carefully selected with a view to absolute
H. Rae Fuller, of Hallo well, was the able sermon. Next Sunday morning Rev. time as heretofore, and one with larger Bept. 7, 8 and 9 -Bluehill fair.
safely in the first place, and secondly, as reasonable an interest return as
W.H.
ol
will
here.
Dunham,
Surry,
preach
is consistent with safety. The conservative investor who desires to place
guest of Walter J. Clark, jr., on Sunday.
teaching equipment. Miss Emery is s
Wednesday and Thoraday, Sept. 8 and 9
bis money where ft Is safe beyond ouestiou. and who at the same time deClerk-of-Courts John F. Knowiton and graduate of tbe Cistine normal
Fred P Whittaker, of Boston, spent
school, and
*ire» fair Income atturn rather than to speculate in the fluctuation of
Eden fair.
wife left Monday for Rockland, where has taught successfully in
bond prices, will find in the above list seasoned, well secured income Inand
several days last week at his former home
Bucksport
vestments, protected by large amount* of cash invested in the different
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 28 and 29
Mr. Knowiton is attending the annual Bar Harbor.
to the bond issues, with ample earning capacity, and a
here.
properties junior
—Amherst fair.
meeting of the State association of county
large margin of safety. both as regards principal and in erest charges.
Mrs. M. M. Whittaker has gone to BosDescriptive circulars of different issues, attorneys' opinion* as to the
of which he is president. Mr. and
Wednesday, Sept. 29-Orland fair.
ELLSWORTH
WATER.
clerks,
legality, etc., and all other information necessary to determine the desirton for a visit, with her sons John and
FAMILY REUNIONS.
Mrs. Knowiton will spend a week with
of these bonds as an investment will be furnished upon request.
ability
Edwin.
We will be pleased to quote prices or give further information in regard
relatives in Rockland and vicinity.
Another Analysis by Director of State
Tuesday,
Aug. 10—Gray family at Oak
to the bonds here offered, or other investment securities, and correspondMrs. F. M. Bisbee, of La Junta, Colo* eoce will be
grove, West Sedgwick.
Laboratory of Hygiene.
promptly answered.
Ensign Evans, of the Salvation Army,
is
the
Another analysis has been made of the
rado,
guest oi Arthur I. Saunders who received word last week that be was
Thursday, Aug. 12—Bunker family at
and wife.
to be transferred
from Ellsworth to Ellsworth water by H. D. Evans, director Franklin.
Dr. F. F. Simonton and family are occu- another poet, has received word that the of the Maine laboratory of hygiene at
Wednesday, Aug. 18—Butler family, at
The analysis, the figures of
py ing the Parsons cottage at Shady Nook order baa been countermanded, and be Augusta.
East brook.
for two weeks.
will remain here for the present. Envoy which are for parts in 100,000, is as follows:
We would do well to gftt oar kindnesses
ELLSWORTH, ME.
William Dillon, of Gardiner, spent Sun- Annie Peterson, of Greenfield, is to jui.i
done while they will do good, giving
Date of collection, July 12, 1909; examinaday with his wife’s mother, Mrs. Elizabeth the army here. She is expected to-day.
cheer and encouragement, and not keeption, July 13.
Present and former members of the
ing them back till there is no need for
Coleman, in this city.
Appearance—Turbidity, 0; sediment, 0; them. -Dr. J. It. Miller.
Fred P. Haynes has bought the Grant Senator Hale liose company and of the color, 1.8.
Odor—Cold, none; hot, vegetable.
place on Maple street, which he has been hose-racing team with a few friends, about
£U>ihili«nuats.
Residue on evaporation—Total, 2.7; loss on
thirty in all, went down the bay Sunday
occupying for some time.
in the steamer E. P. Dickson and launch Ignition, 0.7; fixed residue, 2.
L.
Supt.
H.. Cushman, of the Bar Harbor
S b tiding was made at Swan’s
Ammonia—Free, .0014; in solution, .0094.
Ruth W
& Union River Pow’er Co., was in Bar HarChlorine—0.25.
Island, where dinner was enjoyed. This
bor on businesa yesterday.
Nitrogen—Nitrates, non*; nitrites, none.
excursion took the place of the usual reMrs. H. C. Woodward, of Salem, Mass., union and
•
Oxygen consumed—.30.
banquet of the past few' years.
Hardness—1.9.
with
infant daughter, is visiting her
The city library has been closed the
Iron—.020.
mother, Mrs. W. H. Dresser.
Lead—None.
past week, while the interior was being
for a patron; wants vou to know that its standing
Glen A. Lawrance and wife, of Boston,
Colon bacillus—None.
as first among ail Maine trust companies because of
repainted. The work was ordered done
are
Mrs.
Lawrance’s
visiting
parents, by G. Nixon Black, of Boston, the donor
its excess of surplus and profits over capital proves
In a letter accompanying the analysis.
Justice A. W. King and wife.
On and off a
stability and reliability beyond question, and its deof the building. The woodwork and walls Director Evans says:
show
a
tremendous
patronJames F. Carey, of Massachusetts, gave in reading-room, library and balls have
posits of over fi3.500.000
The analysis of the sample of water from
W
Wherever you live
age among Maine's monied men.
an out-door address on socialism in the
been repainted and the furniture has been y< nr public supply, sent to me on the l*th
M
one
you eau do business handily with ns. Particulars
postotfice square last evening.
refinished. F. E. Tilden has been doing instant, shows the water to be free from all
seut on request.
William L. McDonald, of Alleghany, the work. The building will be ready for chemical and bacterial evidence of sewage
pollution. The water is lower in color and
Pa., is here to speud his vacation with his reopening by next Saturday.
contains less dissolved vegetaole material
mother, Mrs. Ann McDonald.
William B. Sullivan, formerly of Ells- than vould be expected at this time of the
Ralph M. Holmes has gone a trip to New worth, died at bis home in Bar Harbor year. In its present condition the water is a
can wear them.
York with Capt. W. P. Woodward in the Monday night after a long illness, aged good one to use for all domestic purposes.
Come in and see them.
Maine.
w*as
a
native
schooner Henrietta A. Whitney.
fifty-nine years. Mr.Sullivan
Now ia the time.
BRANCHES at OLD TO WIN and MACHIAS.
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Miss J. Alfa Floyd, of South Hampton, of Halifax, N. S. He moved from EllsHave your eyes examined free
N. H., who has been visiting James L. worth to Bar Harbor about twelve years
George Lord spent Sunday at Green
ago, and continued his trade as a shoeE F.
Floyd and wife, returned home Friday.
maker. He leaves twelve children, all of Lake, the guest of Robert Haynes.
The many friends of Mrs. Austin M.
is
Optometrists
whom live in Bar Harbor—James P., Mrs.
Miss Mildred Black, of Bangor,
visitFoster are pleased to know' of the decided
H. C. Dodge, William B., Mrs. G. F. New- ing her cousin, Miss Laura Flood.
improvement in her health since last week.
man, jr., Mrs. Celia M. Peach, Mrs. H. M.
Miss Laura McCarthy has returned from
Telephone 2-4 a
George Gould, who has spent the past Higgins, Walter, Edward, George, Law- Northeast Harbor, and is visiting A. W.
three months in Freeport with his son, rence, Gladys and Fred.
Ellis and wife.
Dr. Arthur L. Gould, arrived home last I
—
—
Mrs. Annie C. Chambers, of Providence,
A. W. Ellis and wife went to Orono
week.
R. 1., committed suicide at Hancock Saturday where they were guests of Dr.
'Jr
C^pt. S. A. Goodwin and wife are borne last Saturday morning, by hanging her- and Mrs. Frank Whitcomb.
—the captain for a few days while his self to the headboard of her bed. Mrs.
The BEST to be had is none too good for YOU. That is the qualiMrs. Thomas S. Tapley and Bon Wasson,
vessel, the Harry W. Haynes, is at Stock- Chambers had been suffering with a nerty we provide for our trade. We admit you may sometimes lind
of Tremont, are expected to-day for a
ton Springs.
vous disorder and suicidal mania for some
week’s stay with Mrs. Tapley’s parents,
price quotations below ours, but never on goods anywhere as GOOD
E. S. Jackson, of Portland, an experi- time, and had made previous attempts at
E. A. Flood and wife.
as ours.
We put QUALITY first of all; then figure to dfell to our
enced marble and granite worker, is em- suicide. She had spent several months in
Rev. Hiram W. Smith and wife, of Anployed at E. K. Hopkins' granite works on Ellsworth, boarding with the Fifields on
patrons at the lowest possible price.
who have been here tor a
two semi annual dividends
Franklin street.
State street. She went from here to Han- nisqnam, Miss.,
week’s visit with Charles Lynch and wife,
May we serve you on this basis?
have been at the rate of
for
the
summer.
Two
nurses
cock
Capt. Franklin Stanley, of fhe lifewith her occupied a room ad- left Monday noon for home.
saving station at Islesford, with five men who were
Mrs. Llewellyn Franklin and child, and
of his crew, was in Ellsworth Mondsy for joining hers. They heard no disturbance
in tbe night, but early Saturday morning sister, Miss Dorothy Wood, of Beverly,
the snnnal physical examination.
■ ■_
“Cash Down” Grocer
found her body. Coroner Simonton Mass., are visiting Mr. Franklin's parents,
James E. Lynch and D. H. Triboo, cor- they
Ernest L. Franklin and wife.
was summoned, but deemed no inquest
■
Mam st
nets, and Andrew* M. Moor, clarinet, are
Mrs. A. E. Foster, accompanied by her
necessary, and gave permission for the reto play with the Bar Harbor band at the
moval of the body to Providence. Mrs. sisters, Mrs. Thomas Oenthner and child
big Calais celebration nCxt Saturday.
Chambers was about forty-eight years of and Mrs. Herbert Holmes, went to MtB. S. Huzzey, wife and two children, of
age. She was a daughter of Vice-Presi- Desert Ferry Tuesday for a week’s stay.
Bangor, are guests of John P. Eldridge dent John A. Foster, of the National Bank
Mrs. Elmer Kingman, of Brewer, was
and wife for a few days. They made the of Commerce, Providence, R. I.
She
here on Tuesday visiting friends. She
trip from Bangor in their automobile.
leaves a son and a daughter.
will go to Waltham to-day for a visit with
Elliott Copeland and daughter, of Bosher mother, Mrs. Eliza Jordan, who is in
ton, who have been guests of Mies Jennie
CHURCH NOTES.
poor health.
Copeland at Mrs. McFarland’s on Pine'
AND BE WELL
16 STATE STREET,
Mrs. Frank Morgan, of Brookline, Mass.,
UNION OONO’L, ELLSWOBTH PALIN.
street, returned to their home last Moncame Saturday evening to spend several
MAIIME.
ELLSWORTH.
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, paator.
day.
her mother, Mrs. Harriet HasEndorsed by the most
The purest on the market
service at weeks with
1.
Aug
Morning
Sunday,
Prof. Uleason now holds the lobster retings. She wiU be joined a little later by
eminent physicians of the country. Sold everywhere.
cord of the shady Nook colony. He 10.30. Sunday school at 11.46. Evening Mr. Morgan, who will come here for his
BUTTONS MADE TO ORDER.
at
7.30.
vacation.
servioe
caught a thirteen-pound lobster in one of
Embroidered buttons of all kinds;
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
his traps off the Shady Nook shore last
Harry Alden, wife and son, Harry Leo,
also machine-made, plain and hardMETHODIST EPISCOPAL.
of Lynn, Mass., who have been in Ellsriramed, from one’s own clottn Made
week.
at the dressmaking rooms of
Rev. IF. F. Emery, paator.
worth several days, called on friends here I
The report of the State insurance comnoon.
ALICE Nl.
Sunday, Ang. 1 —Morning service at Friday, returning home Saturday
missioner shows that claims paid by life
Master Harry Leo will remain here
Sermon by Rev. W. H. Dunham, of
7 Mi I MANNING BLOCK,
ELLSWBBTH.
with relatives for a few weeks.
insurance companies in Maine during IMS 10.30.
school
at
11.45.
Junior
-was (3,300,000.
Of this, £9,200 came to Surry. Sunday
Telephone: <7-13.
Miss Joeie Wood and Richard Smith,
3.
service
at
No
evening
during
league
Ellsworth.
two of our best-known young
people,
July and August.
Rev. R. B. Mathews and
were married
at the
Saturday
family left
and
bible
Tuesday Baptist parsonage, by Kev. evening
study
Prayer
meeting
Kil=
P.
A.
A.
D1AUR IX
Monday for Damariscotta, where they evening at 7.80.
w"
w
*
latn. They have the best wishes of their
from
will spend the month of August. The
is employed at
friends.
Mr.
Smith
many
IAN
BAPTIST.
IND
Congregational church here will be cloetd
present at Bangor as electrician.
Bee. P. id. A, KiUam, paator.
until Sunday, Sept G.
here
News
was
received
last
week
ol
the
and
with mattress
Cod Bed
Sunday, Aug. 1—Morning servioe at
Mrs. Charles B. Rood, of Dorchester,
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school death on Monday, J uly 19, at Calais, of
Patterson and
chain
MAINE
Bowman Rogers, son of Alexander Rogers, STATE STREET. ELLSWORTH.
Mass., who has been visiting at the home at 11.46.
Evening servioe at 7 JO.
of Mrs. F. L. Kent on Bridge hill, is the
in all the latest colors.
of this place. Mr. Rogers was employed
woven
evening at 7 JO.
meeting
Friday
Prayer
BEDDING PLANTS
guest of Mrs. F. H. McFarland on Pine
as electrician at the Memorial opera house
and
suit
as to
OOEOBBOATIONAL.
at Chlais, where he resided. He leaves a
ALL KINDS KOR
street. She will return next Saturday.
Bee. B. B. Matkeeoa, paator.
widow and one child. Hia death was
Flower and
Garden.
was
Rev. Albert J. Lord and family, of Mericaused by tuberculosis. His age
Closed during August.
was
The
burial
twenty-four years.
den, Conn., are occupying the Qrindal
was on Wednesday
of
last
week.
The
Ellsworth, Me.
cottage at Pleasant beach for a month.
Hope is the dream a man has when community sympathizes with Mr. Rogers
Mrs. Lord’s mother, Mrs, H, B, Phillips, «w«ke,
in the death c! his son.
X«MVUUUC«t

For Your

XKW ADVKKriNKMKXT* THIS WEEK.

Edward Burleigh Everett, of Norridgewock, a farmer sod real estate dealer, oame
to Ellsworth lastTriday on a visit to his
oousita, H. W. Dunn, and other relatives
and friaads in this vicinity.

Savings.

burrill national bank,
LIST OF JULY INVESTMENTS

—

—

UNION TRUST COMPANY,

nnHnBmB

This Big Bank Wants You

J

Eastern Trust & Banking Company,
Bangor,

Robinson,

DON’T TAKE CHANCES

ON WHAT YOU EAT

Our last

JA
A. Haynes,

DrinkJtebo^BeveragK

|

hIaTt^hful

—

HIM

CO#™ Bill

—

J. A. HAYNES,

HOOPER,

HAMMOCKS *1 to *10

G. T. BOWDEN.

Lowest Prloes Ever,
Cape

adjustable

Palmer
Can

you

Motor-Cycles.

Hammock
hangers.
hammocks,

quality, style

J A. Thom peon

prices.

Vegetable

Ellsworth Greenhouse

CHRISTIAN

prayer Meeting Topic

Fcr

the

»Y “AUNT

U>IYU>

Week

Beginning Aug. 1. 1309.

\
ptr^OMt of thU

....

The
sttud

are

succinctly

in the

communication*, arxl Itsjuocw* depends largely
on the support given U In this resjX'ct. Com
munlcatlon* mutt lie signed, hut the name ol
writer will not be printed except by ycrndrslor
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will lie rejected vrtthout good reason. Atldrees
all

j

Minneapolis. Minn.—“I

was a

Hancock Pomona grang and State grange
Bluebill mineral spring.

Thursday, Sept. 30-Field day meeting
Mountain Pomona at Jordan’s
drive, Winter Harbor.

(Treat

I

Life lessons for me:
|
1. Fearlessness in danger (xxvli, 18I
20).

butter half the size of an egg, stir in one teaspoonful of mustard, one can of condensed
ndik, beat two eggs light and add one-haif
tablespoonful of salt, pinch of cayenne pepper and last add one cup of vinegar and neat
a few minutes.

Molabses Drop Casks—This is Ego's recipe.
One-half cup of molaases, one-third cup of
2. Trust in God in the storms of life sugar, one-half
cup of butter and lard mixed,
one egg. two
tablespoonfula of aour cream or
(xxvii, 21-25).
sour miik. one-half teaspoonful of soda, one3. The power of personal influence | ball teaspoon of cream tartar, one cup of
flour, half a teaspoouful of salt, half a tea(xxvii, 42, 43).
! spoonful of cassia, little nutmeg. t>rop about
4. A lesson on God's power to save
half a teaspoonful in a place on pan, and bake
in quite a hot oveu.
44).

I

(xxvli, 43,

BIBLE HEADINGS.

frew

.....

jI

j

1

I
!

!j

j

Daniels—Horse Colic

Cure—
money back—at any dealers;
Insure your horse against Colic.
—

Everyone would be benefited by taking
Foley’s Orino Laxative for stomach and liver
trouble ano habitual constipation. It sweetens tbe stomach and breath, gently stimulates
the liver and regulates the bowels and is so nob
superior to f i.is and ordinary laxatives. Why
not try Foley’u Orino Laxative to-day? C*.
Parch**.
*-

will be

_

j

NEW CENTURY, 356, DEDHAM.
Tbe first and second degrees were

I
con-

■

the

hope that you

will

come.

Dear M. B. Friendt:
I think I hear the roll-call for the J’s. to
will try and answer, “present.” I would like
to meet you all at the reunion, but dare not
look so far ahead, as 1 have planned so many
times to come and got disappointed.
1 saw Dell for a very few minutes the
Fourth of July. I think one of our writers
was once my Sunday school teacher, and that
I have been to school to her John—Mr. and
Mrs. D.. of Minnesota. How 1 enjoyed those
days that are gone!
! Well, dear M. B.’s. hope if I am not with
you at the reunion that you who do go will
have a delightful time.
With love and best wishes to the clan.
|
JlMNIB.

j

Yes, you beard the call toi J’s, and you
well to respond so promptly. There

j

Frank Springer, who is employed at Bar

Harbor,

was

in town

Sunday.

Miss Gertrude Goodwin is at home from
Portland for a few months.
Master Morton Bunker, of Massachuat A. P. Havey’s.

{ setts, is visiting

!
!

!

j

grange, two candidates were instructed in |
tbe first and second degrees. There was
attendance of thirty, with visitors from J
Arbutus and Narramissic granges.
The
grange is already making plans'for its fair
be
held
to
Sept. 15.

an

PENOBSCOT.
Mr*. Dora Littlefield and family have
returned to their borne in Brockton Mass.,
after a visit at her former Mome here.
Tbe ladies' aid society of the Methodist
held an ice-cream social at grange
hall April 14, for the benefit of tbe church.
church

F. G. French Is unloading coal
at the towboat wharf for Capt. J. K.
Mitchell.
Schooner

Rev. Mr. Purdy and family are in Connecticut visiting relatives.
Hon. A. P. Havey and wife and H. H.
Havey and wife are in Aroostook county
on an automobile trip.
Vox Poptru.
July as.

====^
The millennium was about to arrive.
“But we don’t want it, we tell you,” pretested a great many prominent citizens;
“it will hurt our business.”

Foreigner—What was the total loss of
life caused by your revolutionary war?
We
Native American—Nobody knows.
keep adding to it every Fourth of July.
Delay in taking Foley’s Kidney Remedy If
you have backache, kidney or bladder trouble,
fastens tbe disease upon you and makes a
cure more difficult. Commence taking Foley’s
Kidney Remedy to-day and you will soon be
well. Why risk a serious malady.’ O. A.
Psacaaa.

July

Woodlocee.

19.

Irving H. Littlefield, ot Portland,
town

last week

on

was

in

business.

Mrs. Carrie Hinckley and son Gail, of
Blnehill, are visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Sarah Wardwell is visiting her
brother, Snmner Bridges, in Belfsst.
Lynwood Littlefield, of Quincy, Mass., is
spending his vacation with his parents,
Joseph B. Littlefield and wtfe.
The many friends of M‘>s Nina Varnum
will be glad to learn that the has so far
improved from her recent illness as to be
out.
Mrs. Angeline Patten and daughter,
Mrs. Harriet Hill, of Somerville, Maas.,
are
visiting Mrs. Patten’s sister, Mrs.
Waite.
The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist
church held an ice-cream social at Grange
hall Wednesday evening. Proceeds, f7A0,
for the church.

George O. Littlefield, U. S. N., and wife,
who
are

stationed in Boston this summer,
their home here, Penobscot house,
few weeks.

are

at

tor a

The ladies of Penobscot chapter, O. E.
are preparing for their annual
sale,
which will be held at Grange hall the
third week in August.
Woodlocke.
July 26.

8.,

“These are the littlest sandwiches I ever
for. the money,” sail the traveler.
“It’s like this,” the railway restaurant
man explained: “There was so much complaint of the quality of ’em that I'thought
I would make ’em smaller so there would
not be so much to kick about.”
saw

Foley’s Honey and Tar not only stops
chronic coughs that weaken the constitution
aud develop into consumption, but heals and
strengthens the lungs. It sffurds comfort snd
relief in the worst esses of chronic bronchitis,
asthme, hay fever and lung trouble. O. A.
a

sen KB.

Baled....
If8»

straw.
Loom

..iimhimm

»*n
Baled.
'*
Vegetable*.
New potatoe*. pk
tn Onion*, ».
u4 uimm...
Turnip*. n
*
lluneli ueeta.
(to
ru.tk, p
I.' ttuce, bend
ts Carrot*, Hi
s| loach, pk
If«» C*l)ba,r.lh
2
Tt m»ioe.. Ih
10
Bunch crrot.
S*
K-wtl*hea. unrh
(a Cucumber- .» h
“
10 Aepurn.ua.
Sirin* beau*.qt
buoet,

Mnenpplea,
j Cantaloupe.
Ij Bluaberrte*. qt

jI
]

j

|j
;

jI

i

j

jj

,,,,,

°*5
2
w„£

i

>«•■“

Molasses per gal
Havana.
46
Porto Klco.
.50
Meat* and Frovlilons.
■

»«eefrJS:
Stoat.
Roaais.

1S*S5

12#25

Corned,
Ton*uca,

'o#l?>
17*14

Steak,
Eoasis,

UflS

Tml:
I

3

Oroeerle*.
Rice, per h
r«.M
"
Vinegar, g.l
*
$5 Cracked wheal.
Mocha,
*
3* Oatmeal, per»
data,
Tea-perB—
Buckwhtu, 1„kg *
~Z
Japan.
48*.88 Graham,
Oolong,
.3b* 68 Rye meal,
£
Sugar-pernGranulated meal* J!
t aM oil—per gal—
ulranulatel,
Tallow, C
0««*«*
Linseed,
os an
Powdered,
Kerosene.
•'{;'*

j CoMe-perU

I

fruit.
Cemone ,io»
ISs'1 W.ierroelon,
10.13 Go.ou-bert lelu Kaepberrlee. :b

13*80

Orange* do*

10 ft.15

Port,
Chop.
Ham, per

|
]5sl(<
%

,5

L

Shoulder.

,Ja

dan

jg?
;;

Ratun,

Lard,

»

!

*•

Law o

Limb,
12gSu
1- *
Tongues* each

5

Praah Pish.

'S CImp*, qt
u
Twenty Cod,
Lady Arabella Richmond
OS Scximpa qt
I*
Haddock.
years before her mother had been so Halibut,
i?*l* M.ick*rel.B>
Z
21 a W sbad. It.
favorably noticed by the king as to he Salmon, lb
1
a
Ural
and
the
Flour,
of
noticed
some
by
unfavorably
Oau, bu
:o
puritanical families of England. Lady ! Flour—per bbl—
7 50 g8 * n Sbortfi—barf— SSa m
Arabella had inherited a number of i Corn,lM*bag
1 *.0 MU.feed,bag 1 :• icj.
170 Mbiai!c**,i »«i mi ,| :y
torn m«ai.bag
splendid Jewels and when she wished Cracked
1 70
corn,
to crash a rising rival would put "bein I
j
all on at some aristocratic function. •
LAW REG A EDI MG WRIGHTS AM* MEASUKES.
But unfortunately, the beauty's exA bushel of Liverpool Mlt o^all welch *)
pendltures being greater than her In- pount*. ADd A l>u0tKl
of Turk'* Islam) m!; shall
1
come, she was obliged now and again ! welch
pound*.
The stamlard weigh! of a bushel of pot»io»«
a
the
time i In
to sacrifice
gem. and at
go<xi oroer ano m tor «hlpplnc, it> -o pound*.
Zeke Jenks appeared on the London j of apples, 44 pounds
iM»bdard
of a bushel of t-enn*}*
Tbe
n
nolnt
social stage she bad reached
|I good order and weight
At tor snipping, is to pound*;
where her stock of Jewels needed re- i ol wheat, betts, ruu bags turnip* an: p***,*
of corn. M pounds; of L nW r.e s;
plenishing. Indeed, wltbont cc.taln i pound*;
lKJUKds; of carrots, hnal'sh turnips, r\e sad
nddltlons her supremacy was In dan- Indian meal, AC pounds; of parsnip*, tb pound*;
of
and buckwheat, «* pound*. of osu
gcr. She was among the first to take S: barley or even measure a* ov
agreement
pounds,
up "that unique American. Mr. Jenks."
who by this time was the talk of the
DEDHAM.
had aptown. Furthermore, a
Mrs. R. H. Rlaisdell, of Sheridan. Mich v
peared from the American colony In
the person of Miss Lillian L»o. a na- is visiting relatives in town.
Mrs. Louise Hastings, of Everett Mass., is
tive of Maryland, whose beauty, delightful mnnners and naturally amia- the guests of F. H. Fogg and wife.
Mis* Myrtie Kinney has been in town
ble disposition was slowly making her i
a favorite. Notwithstanding these ad- I compiling religious statistics for the B ole
vantages Miss Lee could not have rl- ! Society of Maine.
valed the highborn Lady Richmond
W. W. Black and wife are both on the
had not the latter reached an age : invalid list
Mrs. Black with a sprained
where even cosmetics failed to pre- ankle and Mr. Black u ith
injuries frem
serve ber beauty. The charm of the a fall.
I
whole matter was that Miss Lee did
E. A. Thompson is ill in Enfield, w here
not seek to rival any one and was unhe went acme days age for mediia! treatconscious that certain prophets were
ment.
whispering that she would bo at the
George L. Johnson, a resident of this
head of the reigning belles at no distown, died at hi* heme in South (iardiner
tant date.
It was at this time that Lady Ara- July 10, after a short illness*. Mr. Johnbelle was winding ber tentacles about son was the oldest of tbe eight sons of tbe
Zeke Jenks. He had been growing late Goodwin Johnson. He is survived by
more and more devoted and gave ev- a wife and daughter and seven brother?,
fer
ery evidence that be was not only en- The remains were brought to Dedham
raptured with the position be occupied interment July 13.
before the London social world, but
Daniel Johnson, of Beverly, Mass., and
with Lady Richmond herself. One day Everett Johnson, ol Brewer, were in town
be called upon her at the hour for aft- July 13.
ernoon tea to ask a favor.
Recent visitors to town are Bert VandetDesiring, be said, to make some ac- tine and wife, of Orono, at W. W. Black s;
knowledgment to a lady of high social Mist Marion Davis, of Harmony, at J. Pstanding who had graciously accepted Cowings; Miss Vesta’McAliister. of Pitt**
his attentions, be asked Lady RichHeld, and Miss Ethel Rowe, of Augusta, at
mond to name a gift that would be acH. F. Bur rill’s.
ceptable. It being obvious that Lady
B*
July 28.
Richmond herself was to be the recipSOUTH PENOBSCOT.
ient, tbe eagerly consented. Sbe was
however, a trifle surprised at Mr.
Capt. Earle Sellers sailed for Camden
Jenks glrlng ber a limit of £3,000. At this week with a cargo of brick and lumtbe end of a week's Inspection the ber.
lad/ gave a jeweler an order to send
Miss Lida Perkins has returned home
a bracelet set with a single diamond
from Holden, where she baa been teachto tbe American with tbe bill, wbtcb
amounted to tbe limit be bad given ing.
Mrs. Susie Clement and little daughter
her. Then she walled to receive the
Pauline have returned from a viart i»
from
Mr.
It
would
Jenks.
hoping
gift
Bangor.
come In time for a function to take
Rev. C. E. Young and wife art visiting
place at Buckingham palace, where
she expected to meet the “chit from Mr. Young’s brother, Rev. A. W. Young.
»<America" as she called Miss Lee. and Rev. C. E. Young occupied the pulpit
to blind ber with tbe sparkle of the the First Baptist chnrcb Sunday.
°’
sew gem.
inly
Bnt the gift came not, and the queen
SEAL HARBOR.
at tbe belles was obliged to go to the
The steamboat wharf here has received
What was her
palace without it
chagrin to see it on tbe wrist of Miss much needed changes this summer,
Lee! Lady Richmond, after saluting presents a much improved appearance.
office
the king and queen, retired and never small waiting room and ticket
th*- first
again appeared as tbe reigning beauiy. been finished off, snd now for
on
Tbe next day she read In a society pa- time through tickets can be obtained
checked through
wharf
and
the
of
the
announcement
tbe
baggage
engageper
»
ment of the two Americans, Mr. Eze- to destination. The office is n«stly
ished in
kiel Jenks and Miss Lillian Lee.
hardwood._
Zeke Jenks married Miss Lee In the
and
of
seekInstead
aubcrtiaramt*.
eariy springtime
ing further social preferment at the
British capital went off to Egypt without even saying good by to a number
of persons to whom the husband at
least owed his elevation. Bnt, having
paid well for what he bad received, he
did not consider any farewell necessary.
Before the next London season came
on Lord and Lady Richmond appeared
In the divorce courts.
One of the
charges against the wife was that she
had sunk £1,000 In a bracelet which
she had never received. It came ont
that when Zeke Jenks had asked her
to select a gift, supposing It was for
ber, being limited to £5.000 and coveting a bracelet worth £6,000. she had
directed the jeweler to send It to Mr.
Jenks with a bill for £5.000, charging
her with the remaining £1,000.
Tbe
Londoners fonnd this Item more delicious than certain scandaloua features
connected with the trial.
Meanwhile Mr. and Mrs. Jenks were
on the ocean returning to America.
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wife.

rrreh leld. per do*.
***•
Poultry.
Chtenen#.
fowl... ..
***
Huy.
Beal leuee, per tea.
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Edward A. Snowman, wife and son
,
Robert, of Springfield, Masa., are spend- i
hear from too, and tbe summer with L. A. Snowman and

did
1

ALAMOOSOOK. 409, EAST ORLAND.
At tbe regular meeting of Alamooeook

SSTT.r.*:::::::::!::::::.

ciation.]
Zeke Jenks. a native of Missouri, at
twenty years of age lost his father
and gained thereby a farm. Not find
Ing the state big enough for him. be

,fnl
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j
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Harold Wilbur and Miss Wilson, of Banmade of me in per- gor, who have been guests of Mrs. P. t.
sonal letters if Naiilii was at the same
Pettingill, have returned home.
place as formerly, and by this message
Miss Josephine Crann spent a few days
from her you will learn that is the case.
last week with her aunt, Mrs. George PetCan’t you come down for a little vacation 1
tingill.
at the time of the re-uniou. We will make
Edna Havey, Beatrice Gordon and Vera
a place for you among some of os.
We are
1
glad to have one of Ego’s recipes. She Smith returned Saturday from Castine,
has always had a place in the column, ; where they attended summer school.
By telephone, letter and word of mouth,
Superintendent of Schools Adelbert
Ziila’s invitation has been favored.
Gordon is in Orono, at the C. of M. sumAunt Emma brings her words of cheer mer school, and Miss Bessie Gordon is in
and greeting and sympathy to all.
; Northeast Harbor for the summer.

cures or

j

■

have been

Wbst Frankljn, July 15, IMS.
Dear Friend* of the Jkf. B. C.:
Do not know as there is a hit of room for me
yet, but have been thinking about tbe re-anion
and thought I would ask where it ia to be, if I
do not expect to be one of tbe number. Irish
Molly and Aunt Maria, am glad to bear from
you, also glad to know that all are better.
How many sick ones everywhere. Poorsools,
how I pit? yon all, but have patience, for
every cloud has a silver lining.
We are having some beautiful daya now, and
some are beginning baying, but I guess it will
not be very heavy to handle this year, aa it ia
so short.
What a nice letter we bad from our sailor
man. Hope he will come again.
I think be
gave na quite a compliment. Well, it does ns
all good to be praised once ia a while, and we
will try and profit by it.
I expect many of tbe sisters are very busy

!

account of

(erred on one candidate in New Century
Dear Aunf Madqe:
Visitors were present
I vote for Parker's Point. Now I have grange July 10.
learned something about roses perhaps all from Pine Grove grange. Tbe most pleasmay not know. I have a row of bushes, two ing features of tbe evening were violin
kinds
the blush, or hundred leaf, and a
ducts by Kudolpb Ringwald, of Bangor,
bright scarlet. Last spring my pet sheep got and bis pupil, Walter Fogg. An entertainto them And trimmed all of the last year's
ment under tbe auspices of toe grange will
growth snug. Of course my John said: “Well be
given Aug. 9 by Dudley Prescott, of
you will have no roses this year." and I
Boston. Refreshments will follow.
too. But. oh the number has been
thought
beyond counting. 1 just have stacks of them,
GREENWOOD. 363, EACTBROOE.
I have cut them, too, and enjoyed them,
Greenwood grange held its regular
Years before I have !et many of them re- !
Tbe gentlemen filled
main because I liked the large red seed ; meeting July 24.
pods in the fall, but I believe that is not the chairs in a pleasing manner. During
good policy. Any of the sisters who want to recess, oyster stew was served by tbe gengo to the reunion by team, and is too far for a j tlemen.
Program for neat meeting:
morning drive, can find a haven for a night's t
Edna Kingman and Madalene Ashe;
Song,
with
roe.
That
new
barn
and
rest
bouse will
readings, Goldie Clark and Addle Lawrie;
hold a lot.
Dell.
song, R. B. Lawrie. The proceeds from
Thank you, very much, Dell, for your \
the sociable of July IT were flO.lt.
offer of hospitality to the nieces and for

Try my way of dampening clothes to iron. are others we want to
This is for small articles—handkerchiefs, i a K to whom 1 have long intended to send
napkins, towels, etc- Wring out half you a personal letter. The old associations
have to iron in very hot water, dry as you can which drew us mutually together are not
wring them; put one dry one down, a wet one forgotten by
Aunt Madqe.
on that and so on till yon have them all laid
out. then roll tightly and leave for a while. I1
WEST SCLLTVAN.
Naiixin.
They iron very easily then.

Inquiries

on

|

j

j
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Hotter.

By GRACE ETHEL WEEKS.
(Copyright, 19M. by American Prea* Asso-

higher.
Among the reigning belles of that

MARKKTsT^

The quotation, below Bl,r,
tlM)
retail price, in Elleworth.

jj season—married belles, not young
!! ladles; the lieilcs of London usually
| are encumbered with husbands- was

held once in two
the members being
weeks,
so busy during the summer months.
The
next regular meeting will be held Aug. ft,
when tbe second and third degrees will be ;
!
conferred.
1

regular meeting

entertaining 1 ieuds, but hope as many ad can
1 will
respond to the roll-call, for it baa been s
1
interesting ;o every one. We all sympathize
with Grandma G. in her loss, and with any
others that are in trouble, for you all know
that our hearts are full tc overflowing for you.
! with love and sympathy.
! Now. with my best wishes for all. will say
Aunt Emma.
j good-bye.

|

1-14; ii, 1-8, 37-47; V, 25-32;
Til, 54-60; viii, 1-8, 26-40; ix, 1-9; xll,
3-17; xiii, 1-4; xvii, 1-20.
►
_'
Acts i.

jjI

—

:

MY LADY'S BRACELET

eration to New York, where he became
a great stock and cotton speculator
and by the time be was thirty was
i worth so many millions that he didn’t
| know what to do with them.
Meanwhile Zeke, having determined
!
to see something t>eslde his own country. went to London, where he kept
I bouse Irt tine style.
Having nia«l» the
I acquaintance of several impecunious
I noblemen who pave him introductions
(for consideration!. It was not loup hefore he found himself a member of the
oeiebra'ed smart set headed by tin*
Certain pmfes| king of England.
| sloiml beauties of the Hriiisli capltal. without stopping to consider the
origin of his accumulations, proceeded
to lay plans to transfer as much of
j them as |>oxs!ble to themselves. A few
preliminary efforts lu the way of moderate amounts were so successful ns to
]j encourage them to strike for something

of Green

j

RLLSWORTR

Bold his farm and went to Texas,
where be Invested the proceeds in oil
territory, of which the Octopus OH
company kindly relieved him for a
Zeke took the considconsideration.

Thursday, Aug. 19—Field day meeting

HIGHLAND, 3ft*, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
sufferer from fema'.e troubles which
Owing to the condition of the weather.
caused a weakness
Abbie Ben Adams, may her life be spared.
and broken down I Highland grange did not meet July 1ft,
Awoke ne night and felt a trifle scared:
condition of the but held an interesting session Friday
F.»r on her shirt-waist box. croes-iegged, sate
system. 1 read so evening, July 23, with twenty members
\ Vision, writing on a little slate.
much of what I.ydia <
I
present and four visitors from Halcyon
E. Pinkham's YeeF.xceeding nervousness made Abbie quake,
grange. Tbe meeting was opened by W.
etable
Compound
she
Ani 11 the Vision timidly
spake:
Gross. After business and rehad done for other M. E. E.
The Vision looked
•What writest thou?"
suffering women I cess, a short literary program waa well
appalled
felt sure it would presented, consisting of locals, readings,
At her presumption, and quite coldly drawled:
help me, and I must I! stories and remarks.
“The list of our best people who depart
say it did help me |
For watering places, sumptuous and smart."
wonderfully.
My
HARVEST HOME, 403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
“Aud am I in it*" asked Miss Abbie. “No."
pains all left me, I
Ha vest H me grange met July 24, with
The scornful Vision said. ‘•You’re poor,J you
stronger, and within three months
Tbe finance coman sverage attendance.
know."
was a perfectly well woman.
"I want this "letter made public to mittee reported the secretary and treas••I ki.ow." said Abbie. “I go where it’s cheap;
Alter the usual
show the lienefit women may derive urer’s books correct.
1 can’t afford mountains or prices steep.
: from I.ydia E. Pinkliam's Vegetable
business, the lecturer presented an interBut, Just jot this thing down before-you fade:
j Compound."— Mrs. JohnO. Moluvn. esting program. Tbe next meeting will
1 never leave my mission dues unpaid."
j
2ll". Second St., Xorth, Minneapolis.
be Aug. 7; if stormy the next Saturday.
and
Next
The Vision wrote
vanished.
night. Minn.
A
J»te,
Thousands of unsolicited and genuMASSAPAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLUEH1LL.
ine testimonials like the above prove
He came again and brought his little slate.
of
At the last* meeting
Massapaqua
And showed the mimes of people really best, j tlie efficiency of Lydia E. Pinkham's
And, lot Miss Abble's name led ail tbe rest.
Vegetable Compound, which is made grange, after business, the lecturer presented her usually fine program, includ—CXirolyit Well*.
exclusively from roots and herbs.
Women "who suffer from those dis- ing the question: “Which is worse, the
tressing ills peculiar to their sex should bribed or the bribe-giver?*’ Decided
Dear Af. B. Friend*:
From some clippings 4unt Emma sent not lose sight of these facts or doubt against the latter. The question for the
the ability of Lydia E. Pinkham's
next meeting is:
with her letter, I chose the above part dv j
“Resolved, that hay is
! Vegetable Compound to restore their
the most important crop raised by farmers
because it amused ine as 1 read it: perhaps j
health.
I
in New England.”
it willamus.' some of you, as well: and
If you want special advice write
; following it you shall have what Naillil | to Mrs. Pii.kliam, at Lynn, Mass.
MOUNTAIN VIEW, 4»4, WE?T EDEN.
selected as a heading to her letter. If we She will treat
I
your let teras strict ly
Mountain View grange held its regular
forget all else in this week’s column, let us |! confident ini. For 20 years she
remember tbe last sentence of this quotasick women in meeting Friday evening, July 23, with
j has been helping
this way, free of charge. Don’t about thirty patrons present. There was
tion.
write at once.
hesitate
work in the first and fourth degrees. The

empire.

Tribute to Christian Endeavor.
I wish to make my brief message
Seven of our Conone of testimony.
have
leaders
recently
gregational
voiced their sentiments in the following hearty words: "The history of
twenty-seven years shows that, given
a fair trial, with sympathetic leadership. Christian Endeavor comes nearer
meeting the needs of the young people
of our churches than auy other movement ever has and nearer than any
other present organization is likely
to do."
After twelve years' pastoral experience with the Christian Endeavor society 1 can give this statement my
most hearty indorsement.
During the past year it has been my
privilege as general secretary to be engaged in the work of the Congregational Brotherhood of America. It has
been my delight to discover us 1 have
gone from the Atlantic seaboard to
the Pacific coast that among the most
aggressive of our thirty-two national
officers 1 find many who had years of
training in local and union Christian
Endeavor work. The readiness of their
response in this first year of our organization is due in large part to their
trainlng In organized Christian En*
deavor.
The present day developments of
•hurch organizations are In no case a
Endeavor.
substitute for Christian
Many of them are to be welcomed as
aupplements. In the evolution of organization In the modern church we
may And some adjustments necessary,
bat I am quite sure that we shall find
no excuse for lessened activity In the
promotion of Christian Endeavor for
Christ and the church.—Rev. Frank
Dyer In Christian Endeavor World.

_

ABP1B RKN ADAMS.

(the

"

reason.

DATES.

For Benefit of Women who
Suffer from Female Ills

TUB AMKK1CAN,
Ellsworth. Me.

>

force and spread through the Roman

good

at

com mu ideations to

upon you ye shall be w.Loses
am to Me both in Jerusalem and in
•
the
(Judea and in Samaria r.c.
The
luttermost parts of the wo:
three
It look is therefore divided ::
Jerusagmrta— ill witness beamin'
lem. chapter i. 1; vii. tUi: ifli witness
Bearing in Judea and Samaria, chapter
lettt, 1: xii, £5; (3) worldwide witness
(bearing, especially by Paul, the aposjtie, to the gentiles, chapter xiii. 1;
(xxviii. 31. In the early part of the
|book Simon Peter is the central figure.
|but from the beginning of the thirteenth chapter at least Paul become*
the great leader of the Christian
church and nobly performed the great
responsibility placed upon him. He
(was the greatest missionary the church
Huts ever produced, and through bis
celebrated Epistles the greatness of
Bis Influence has never ceased and
THE VALUE OP A F3IK.NI>.
fceTer will while time lasts.
So long as we l< ve we serve; so long as we
In the Acts the Holy Spirit is the are loved by others I w^u'd almost say that
tble; nin* man is useless
principal divine figure, in the Old we are Indispens
frestaruent God the Father wnL su- while he b is a frieud.— Robert Louis Stevenson.
preme, in the gospels God the Sou. D nr M ./?«
jb : In the Acts God the Holy Ghost
In an American some week-* ago some one
began His dispensation, and we still spoke of **inspirjti n” to write. I smiled to
Jive under it today. Fifty times in the myself. Inspiration! If I h ul ib much time
lActs He is spoken of by name, or to write as I have inspirit! n. all you M. B.
sisters woaid tini it cifficult t * get “a word in
nucre frequently than in ail the gospels. His coming was emphasized by" edgewise".
I have just devoured the last American
(Christ in the first chapter, and in the
from title page t finish. I am so sorry for
pevond chapter there is the record of Irish Molly. It really isn't the extra work
(His coming, and he still remains in with sickness that wears us out. so much as
church, the representative of the care and anxiety, I think.
Almost time for the reunion—wish I conld
IChrist and the One who applies the
attend.
Be lemption of Christ to the hearts
If you hive a silk waist, or any other garlaud lives of men.
The Acts ia a great missionary book ment which is thin, and a seared on patch
would show, try patting a patch on nnderand a most interesting one. Classes in
n« ith. sticking it on with commou mucilage.
mission study go further and do much It will last
quite a while .m will not show.
worse in not making the Acts the text
Corn starch is much nicer to use for boiled
book of their studies. No other book starch for thin waists, muslins and lawns,
should be selected until it has tieen and irons nicely if wrung very dry, rolled in
thoroughly mastered. Here is set forth a dry cloth a short time and then ironed
every possible missionary experience. while quite damp.
If the baby falls an 1 bumps its bead, bind
Missionary earnestness and progresson a
piece f cold lard. It will reIveness are emphasized.
Interesting duce generous
the swelling and prevent the bruise disHere it Is taught
events are related.
coloring.
that missions were worldwide. The
Dear Aunt Madge, I fully intended writing
gentiles had their great apostle in an interesting etter. but. have had to write
Tnul, and his personal zeal and suc- this a little at a time—between things—but
cessful efforts have never been sur- will wish you all a p easmt time at the repassed. Who has met more dangers union. and close with a few recipes
Be sure to try this salad dressing.
No
than he, and who has more boldly
faced them and snatched victory out cooking. Will keep a long time if kept in a
cool place.
of seeming defeat? Under his leaderSiLad DKBftsi.No—Soften or melt a piece of
ship the new pilgrim became a mighty
come

WANTS HER
LETTER
PUBLISHED
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coiumn

title and motto—it it for the mutual
aad aiw* t«» bo helpful an.! hopeful
Being for the romiton good. It l* brlhfww
uiob use—a public servant, a purveyor of l»
formation ami suggestion, a medium for the In(MdUHpr of Wets. In ihie capacity It solicit*

this

tbe Grange. es- ;
This column is devoted
pecially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and !
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
tbe editor, bnt none will be rejected without

MAtHlfc**.

bene tit,

■ scansion of Christ and the last commands of Christ to His disciples and
ends with Taui at R ate. after having
made his three remarkable missionary
Journeys, to be tried by Caesar himself. Arrested after his return from

3mong % <8>rangrr».
to

"Helpful and UopefuI.”

lit

By RKV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Life lessons for me from tbs
Book of Acts.—Acts xxvlt, IS'tt. (Ceose■ration meeting.)
i The book of the Acts is the earliest
Jltetoryr of Christianity, or. rather, of
the Christian church. It begins with the

third journey and undergoing
aerera; trials, he exercised his right
as a Roman citizen to appeal to C»e■ar. which appeal was granted. The
(took closes abruptly, teiliug nothing
lof what became of Pnu!. This is best
explained on the basis that the history
of the church was ro t yet losed. The
chapter was left open, that by other
(hands it might be continued ns the
life of the church continued and its
Influence grew stronger and stronger.
Only some such reason enu explain
the abrupt ending of this most interacting and useful book.
The Acts fall naturally into three diIn the first chapter Jesus
visions.
•aid, "After that the Holy ilh.-st is

airoirf«mnu*.

mutual brnrht Column.

ENDEAVOR.
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JIJTTEBFLY,
Played Her Part

She

Purpose,

as It

to Good
Proved.

By MARIE DEN8MORE.
(Copyright, 1909. by Associated Literary
At tbe

Press.]
of twenty-r.lne

Bessie

age
forced to sit down and take
stock of berself. her acquirements and
her future. The money her father had
left her, which she had foolishly be-

Tryor

fair Hilary at a place where
many
other girls were at the same work as
herself.
Six months more passed.
She and
Madge White still clung together.
Madge was her closest, almost her only
friend, for the rest seemed to have
forgotten her or at least to overlook
her.
Even Aunt Bess seemed to have no
time for her. She wrote that she was
worn to n frazzle between
Marjorie's
debut and Elinor's engagement. Well.
It did not matter, of course, but had
It not been for Madge Boss could hardly have endured her llfesometimes.
At th end of six months Homer
Baird, her father's old attorney, sought
her out and asked her to accept a position as his secretary.
"Miss Pago Is going to be married.”
he said. “She leaves the first of the
mooth. She Is an expert, and 1 gave
her $15 a week, but you may have the
same tf you will come.”
“Oh, Mr. Baird, how good you are!”
Bess cried.
Fifteen dollars a week
meant as much to her as $1,500 had
once upon a time.
Two weeks later she was Installed In
his office and was making herself ns
Invaluable to him as bis former secretary had done. Clad simply In blue,
her hair very smooth, not a gleam of
gold, not a streak of ribbon about her.
she sat each day before* the massive
office typewriter playing the keys with
awlft precision or making pothooks
upon a pad at the old lawyer’s dictation.
One morning as the sat thus nt work
alone the door opened and a man
entered—a man whom she had not seen
In two years, since that last evening
she bad danced with him and he had
gone away without saying a single
thing she had expected him to say.
She felt the color leaving her face,
she felt a tremor seize her. but she
made a brave stand In spite of all.
Her year as a wage earner had
taught her more self command than all
the other years of her life put together.
“Miss Pryor!" he exclaimed. “In the
name of all that Is wonderful, what
are you doing here?"
It was Just like him to say that, and
she could not help laughing a little at
bis too evident amazement.
“Just earning my living. If you
please, Mr. Brent" she replied.
"And Is that necessary?"
“Most necessary. Did you ever hear
the old story of the prodigal son, Mr.
Brent?"
He nodded, watching her earnestly.
“Well." Bess went on. a little breathlessly, “like him, 1 have wasted my
substance until I must earn If I would
eat.
I've been a business woman for
a year, and I’m beginning to like It
even better than being a society girl.
Ah, here conies Mr. Baird!” as the old
lawyer entered.
His entrance ended their conversation for that day, but soon after Brent
*

was

lieved would last forever, was gone,
with the exception of a few hundred
dollars.
She bad had a good time with It As
she looked back over recent years
and considered how she had spent It
she had to admit that she had bad a
First she
very good time with It
had had four yeara ln-the best college
In the country; she had had a year of

foreign travel; she had been much
about her own country; she had had
seasons In tbe mountains, seasons at
the seashore, seasons In the city; she
had heard the best music, seen the
best plays and studied the best pictures In the world. And. as for clothes,
she had worn right and left tbe finest
productions of the shops and experi-

|

enced modistes.
Now all of this was at an end suddenly. She had bad a last Interview 1
with her father’s old attorney, and be ,
had told her the truth. She had used
tip her means. Tbe past summer had !
written finis to the story of her prodlgality. Only a few hundred remained.
AVhat was she to do?
Of course there was Aunt Bess, for
whom she had been named—Aunt Bess,
under whose wing she had gayly
squandered her substance In riotous

j

I

I

living.

her nunc.
The Surprise That Came After
the Lovers Were Engaged.

Frees.]
“St. Janies park? Pardon me. Can
you direct me to the Woodson residence?”
The park's thick turf bad deadened
the sound of the steps; hence the two

wings.

The Rev. Paul watched her thoughtfully. "Sara,” he said, “the child has
possibilities. This glimpse of memory,
with one or two glimmerings of a mind
that I have surprised, convinces me

clerical looking gentlemen had observed at close range for some time
the girl In the awing before either of
them spoke.
For
ed by

that

\

j

a

a

“The graystone. drat turn to the
left.”
Then she resumed her book, the
wide hat drooping so that the merest
outlines of chin and neck peeped from
below the edge of the brim.
“A pretty hat and a pretty girl,” the
Rev. Paul Freyer meditated, “and a
picture worth remembering."
Two hours later from the landing of
the stairs his eyes fell upon the same
hat, entirely at home on the rack in
the Woodson ball.
He knew It instantly. By no chance could there be
two such hats.
It was broad and low
crowned, a mass of white popples
with dark hearts—one of those articles.
In fact, which proclaim with brazen
tongue the personality of the wearer.
Perhaps the graystone, with Its web
of dull green and gay red creepers
and Its more than full quota of nooks.
sunny and conspicuous or unexpected
and shadowy, had something to do
with the Rev. Paul's mood.
At any
rate, before be stirred from the landing the pretty girl in white, with the
glowing black eyes, had responded to
his imagination by assum|ng the proportions of his ideal—a Portia, a veritable Portia.
Who was she? The Rev. Paul derived a pleasurable shock from aD inspired guess. Who else. Indeed, but
Ada, stepdaughter to his sister, bn.
Sara Woodson? Quite distinctly he recalled a forgotten fact. There bad been
at the time of the marriage mention
made of a child. That, of course, waa
years ago. She waa now probably well
grown.
He had been in college then, afterward traveling abroad. Returning, he
had Immediately settled into a pastorate that had taxed his powers to
the uttermost and tired his very soul.
Sister and all else outside of duty had
gone from him with an imperceptible
drift till the day dawned when he was
peremptorily ordered away for rest.
He bad come protesting, regretting,
and now—what if— He laughed softly
and sought bis sister.
In the dining room, when be entered,
the pretty girl, prettier than he had
thought, stood with her hand on the
back of a chair at the foot of the table,
1
"My stepdaughter.” Mrs. Woodson's
smlie was gracious and sweet. "Ada,
my brother, the Rev. Paul Freyer, and
his assistant, the Rev. Mr. Condon. !
Just think, Ada,” she laughed gayly,
"for the whole of the summer they
have nothing to do nor a thought or
wish but to amuse. That list we were !
preparing for our summer reading"— !
“Oh, Sara!” Eager and bright the !
clear voice floated from the foot of the
table. “We must—we must first finish
that story of ‘Slndbad the Sailor.’ It is
Maupassant’s very best. Maupassant?”
she reflected. "Perhaps, now. It’s Poe,
or maybe.” and the big childish eyes
sought thoRe in turn of each present—
“No; I have it. It’s Halifax. Am I
right? Sara, do set me straight.”
Mrs. Woodson’s hands dropped heavy
on her unfolded napkin, and the Rev.
Paul’s heart contracted to diminutive
proportions. For him the golden bowl
was broken, the swift born hope of an
hour trailed lu the dust. The—the hat
—then, had not been—
He sighed, and the sigh was—for the
smallness of the beautiful concrete and
for the greatness of the beautiful ab-

she
to

And

crown

K1TTKKY TO CAHIUOIJ.
The First Heine heavy artillery regimental association will hold lta thirtythird reunion at Carmel on Wedneaday,
Ang. 18.
The oommieeloner of inland flahrriee
and game have decided to locate the flak
hatchery for Knox county at the outlet of
Lake Meguntlcoofc, Camdeu.
The land
was given to the State with the restriction
that it be used for no other purpoee. bide
are to be received at once for the erection
of the hatchery, for which the last
legislature

appropriated f&,000.

Dr. Charles O. Hunt, of Portland, one of
the best-known medical men of Maine,
died suddenly of heart disease Saturday
morning, aged seventy years. He was the
first superintendent of the Maine general
hospital, a position he held twenty-eight
and for forty years was an instruoj years,
tor in the Bowdoin medical school. He
crematory.”
“Oh. how dreadful!” exclaimed Miss j was a veteran of the Civil war.
Spinster. And then In a faraway voice
In Paris Hill the centernay of the birth
ahe added:
of Hannibal Hamlin will be celebrated on
"And just think of It! Here I am
j August 27. The exercises will bring to the
past fifty and never had a husband In birthplace of the most beloved son of the
while
that
woman up there Pine Tree
my life,
State, not only distinguished
has them to burn!”—New York Times.
statesmen of the
bnt also soldiers

could be awakened,
l’ou
send her to school.
“I didn't mean to offend.” he added
as Sara's face. Hushing nnd twitching,
appeared above her paper, her eyes
deprecatlngly seeking those of Condon.
“I think, if you don't”—
He forgot to finish.
The habit of
long years of self effaeement in the interest of unfortunate humanity rose before him like a pillar of fire. The duty
was plain.
He would accept it in behalf of his sister as well as himself.
After that the numerous nooks of the
graystone had frequent occupants, the
Rev. Paul lecturing and explaining and
Ada listening, the big eyes at last
growing so wistful that in the end,
with a great pang, he gave it up.
“Tinkling cymbals,” he muttered and
sighed again. And the sigh was for—
the lavish outward riches, the lamentable inward poverty.
She was radiant beautiful as an angel. he thought, that last Sunday morning, very like one of her own popples.
He turned In bis seat to watch her, the
rosy skin of hands and arms showing
through the meshes of her gloves as
she turned the leaves of the hymn
book. She found the place presently,
offering him a half of the book with
an upward glance and little dimples
showing about her lips.
Then they rose with the congregation. A minute after be stopped singing in the middle of a verse the better
to listen—
Bring forth the royal diadem

ought

minute a sensitive face, frambig hat, lifted, and a pair of
glowing black eyes traveled with slow
deliberation from one to the other before she replied.

j

Husband* to Burn.
The elderly spinster In ttie rear of
the drawing room oar had no more
than settled In her seat when her attention was attracted to a woman a
little farther front who was garbed
In the deepeet mourning.
As Miss
Spinster adjusted her nose grabber
glasses for a better Inspection of the
one In widow's weeds she saw the
conductor lean over and converse with
her earnestly for several minutes.
When the conductor got back to her
seat taking, the passenger’s tickets
Miss Spinster was consumed with curiosity about the woman In mourning.
“Conductor,’’ she asked In her sweetest tones, "what’s the trouble with the
lady up there In widow's weeds?”
“Oh, that’s Mrs. Gettem!” replied |
the obliging conductor.
“She's Just
j
taking her third husband out to a

head holding such gems of wisdom?”
"Mere accretions 1” She had seized
her net and was off after a big white
moth with dark patches on his downy

By BETTINA MAYHEW.
(Copyright. 1909, by Associated Literary

She knew very well why Aunt Bess :
had allowed her to go on as she had. I
She had expected her to make a notaBut fate would have It
ble match.
There
otherwise.
bad
been
men
enough, but only one for whom she
had cared, and he would have none of
her. And so she had come to twentynine and at the end of her fortune
without the slightest claim upon her
freedom.
She could live with Aunt Bess, Igut
Aunt Bess had girls of her own, who
were Just coming out, one after the
And
other, at enormous expense.
Uncle Ed wasn't the richest man In
the world.
“I can’t live on them," the girl
thought “They’d take me In and do
their best by me, but I’d be a burden. came again.
Alas and alhck. If only I had learned
Being a lawyer himself and upon
some useful craft!
And only $700 re- very good terms with Mr. Baird. It was
maining. It appears the only thing easy for him to frame excuses for freleft for me Is to be a vender of old quent calls.
clothes.
I’ve got enough of them,
“So you like doing this?” he said
goodness knows!"
one day. standing beside her and lookShe laughed a little tremulously. ing down at her nimble
Angers. She
"But, dear me. I can’t sell my clothes. looked up at him brightly.
I shall have to wear them. Well, It
“Yes. indeed. I never knew what It
stands like this: I can’t live with Aunt was to live until now. I only wish I
Bess—pride forbids.” She checked off had got to work sooner."
one finger.
“I can’t teach; I can't 1
He waited awhile. They were alone
sew; I can’t—I can’t do anything."
In the office, and In the silence the
She dropped her bead In her hands j clatter of the typewriter keys sounded
an Instant, then raised It resolutely.
startlingly loud.
"Bess Pryor, you're a chicken hearted
“I suppose." he said Anally, “that
thing! Put on your things and take you are so in love with your work here
a walk.
You will be crying next thing that nothing conld Induce you to make
you know."
a change.
And yet I have been thinkShe sprang up, donned bat and furs ing that I could offer you a position
and a few moments later was leaving rather better than this If you cared to
the bouse of the elderly friend with accept It.”
whom she was stopping during this
“But I'm not sure that It would be
urgent business quest of hers to the fair to Mr. Baird to leave him.
He
city.
bus been very good to me.” Bess said.
At the very first corner, ns sho was
“You don't understand,” Brent said,
^.walking briskly along trying to get speaking very low and leaning over
the better of her feelings, she met a her. ‘This Is a
permanent position—
plainly dressed girl who was walking that of being my wife.”
Just as briskly.
“I'd given up ever expecting to hear
"Why, Madge White!” Bess ex- that from you,” Bess said a little later.
claimed. holding out her hand eagerly. “Why didn't you tell me It that sum“I haven’t seen you lu years. Where mer at Lenox or the winter before In
la the world do you come from?”
Boston ?"
The other girl laughed.
“Because, my dear,” Brent said. “I’m
“Why, don't you know? I'm here a sane man, and no matter how much
taking a course in the business col- I cared for a woman I would never
lege. I’m learning shorthand and type- marry her were she not the right sort. |
writing. You see”—her voice dropped— I didn't see In the frivolous girl you i
"there’s been hard times at home, and were then the making of a good wife
I'm getting out by myself to ease the for me.
So, though I was strongly
burden If I can. I always did love to tempted, I went away without speaktinker with a typewriter, even when ing.”
I didn't have to, and I hoi* 1 shan't
“Then I played the prodigal daughlike It any the less now that I shall ter to
good advantage, after all,” Bess
have to look to It as a means of sup- said mischievously.
“If my money
port”
had held out this would never have
"Typewriting and shorthand,” Bess happened. But how do you know that
muse<J. “Madge,” she spoke earnestly, my old habits may not return?”
“do you suppose 1 know
Because you have learned j
“How?
enough to
manipulate the keys and make those your lesson well. And. anyway, the
pothook things with a pencil?”
role of prodigal daughter, as you call
“Do you? And you a college girl! It, never suited you so well as"—
You certainly know enough. Bess. The
“My present one?"
trouble Is you don't have to learn.”
“No; ns your future one us my wife
"Ah, but I do," Bess said soberly. will suit you.”
“Let me walk with you and tell you
all about It”
8ick Convicts’ Excuses.
And as they went slowly up the
One of the first duties I fulfilled as a
■treet together she told her story. She supernumerary warder was the care
had not cared much for Madge In col- and control of prisoners “down for the
•ege, for Madge was In a different set doctor." Convicts complaining of slokfrom her own, bat she saw now that ness are allowed to leave their cells
she had missed a
good deal by not during their dinner hour and form up
making friends with this very sensible, in a long rank outside the medical officapable, warm hearted girl.
cer's room. Into which they enter and
When at last they parted Madge had state their eases in rotation. Many ot
helped her to make a plan for the the prisoners' complaints and requests
Present. She was to enter the business at the doctor’s desk are extremely fun
school, board where Madge did and by and grotesque.
■hare her room, and she was to tell
“Please, sir. I’ve got a bad heart.'
the friend with whom she was
stay- one man says lugubriously.
mg and Aunt Bess and her father’s old
“I know you have.” the doctor reattorney that she had started out to plies, with a laugh. “If you had a
**rn a living for herself.
good one you would not. In all probaAt the end of six months of the hardbility, have seen a prison Interior.”
est mental work ahe had ever under“Would you be so kind, sir, the ner
taken Bess was declared a finished pu- man says persuasively, "as to let nr'
Pu of more than
ordinary excellence, have one or two of your sanctimoniou
SAG * Position was obtained for her at
pills?”—London Tlt-Blta.

|

wart reversnd, her white forefinger
tracing the lines, translating slowly,
word, by word, with great difficulty,
but with absolute correctness, the entire passage, her bright eyes meeting
his uplifted gaze at the finish with the.
frank pleasure of an unspoiled child.
“Why, ladybird," he laughed, "who
could have dreamed of that pretty

j

day,
fought in the Civil war and men who
were conspicuous in affairs of Btate of that
period. The Loyal Legion of Maine will
who

Strong Monosyllables.
Instructors

In

the

art

of

literary

composition usually condemn a string
of monosyllables, bnt In the well
j
known hymn “Lesfd, Kindly Light." j
written by a master of the English 1
language, yon may count thirty con- i
secntlve words of one syllable only.
They offend neither the eye nor the
ear.

Mlltcn often uses

a

series of

mono-

syllables. In the second book of “Par-

;

adtse Lost” we have:

erect

a

bronze tablet to Hamlin.

Expense No Object.
Inclement spell of weather
lady of the order of the newly rich

During
a

was

so

an

unfortunate as to contract a

painful affection of the throat, and ahe
accordingly accepted the advice of a
friend that she consult a great London specialist noted for his expensive

fees.
“Your ailment Is not a serious one.”
With head, hands, wings or feet pursues said the specialist after examination.
his way
“You'll soon be all right I'll just inAnd swims or sinks or wades or creeps1 f
dicate to your family surgeon preor files.
cisely where to touch your throat with
Such lines are not uncommon In the
nitrate of silver, and I think that will
book:
meet the case exactly."
Rocks, caves, lakes, fens, bogs, dens and
“Oh, doctor," protested the wealthy
shades of death.
matron In a tone of mingled surprise
And again:
Of neither sea nor shore nor air nor (Ire. and indignation, “do order him to use
nitrate of gold: Expense is a matter,
—London Notes and Queries.
I assure you. quite immaterial to me!”
—London Answers.
Courtship In Ireland.
The fiend
O’er bog or steep,
dense or rare.

him Lord of all.

through strait, rough,

An Irish boy marries when be has a
rid house and an Irish girl Just when
she pleases. Sometimes she so pleases
while yet her years are few: at other
times she Is content to wait upon wisdom. In the latter case, of course, she
makes a wise choice, but In the former almost always a lucky one, for
luck is the guardian angel of the Irlsji.
“You're too young to marry yet.
Mary,” the mother said when Mary
pleaded that she should grant Laurence O’Mahony a particular boon.
“If you only have patience, mother.
I’ll cure meself of that fault” was

The Rev. Paul withstood the flood
for one small moment; then abjectly. In
spirit, he knelt before the soul of the
singer. The tenderness, the pathos,
the love, his splendid vocabulary held
not the words to express the wealth of
It. His Ideals of womanliness and Intellectuality went down In a very sirocco of yearning.
The beautiful casket
with the birdlike spirit and the soul of
music far. far more than sufficed. Fortunate man indeed was he If—
They walked across the park In silence.
At the swing the Rev. Paul

stopped.

“It was here, Ada,” he said, “that I Mary’s reply.
“And she's never been used to work,
first saw you. I love you. dear, more
than anything In the world. I want Laurence," the mother said to the
suitor dlscouraglngly.
you for my wife.”
“If you only have patience, ma'am,”
Ada did not at once turn. Her shoulders heaved, and a small handkerchief : was Laurence’s reply to this. “I'll cure
with cobwebby lace was in requisition. her of that fault.” And he did too.—
Presently from behind Its daintiness Seumas MacManus in Lipplncott’s.
came a muffled voice, “I—I know—so—
The Nervous Mother.
little.”
An Atchison woman who Is very
"It makes not the slightest difference,” he urged. “Ada, just one word.” nervous and Inclined to worry is the
mother of a boy.
She recently read
“If—you're—sure.”
of a boy who was killed while roller
“Do I live? 1 am no surer of life.”
The engagement was necessarily skating and immediately put her son’s
Another
brief. The very next day it was an- roller skates in the fire.
nounced. The Rev. Paul, sitting alone newspaper told of a boy who was killwhen the mail was brought in, glanced ed riding the street cars, and as boys
are frequently killed while walking by
over the papers. Almost In scare lines
the notice met his eyes—the usual street cars running over them she
chained her boy to the frqnt door.
form, but—what—what—
He sank Then she read of a boy who died of
He sprang up electrified.
back shivering. How she had played blood poisoning caused by his shoe
rubbing his heel, and her boy’s shoes
with him—Sara too!
“Miss Woodson Is not only strikingly and stockings came off. The story of
beautiful." he read, “but she is a wo- a boy who bit off a button on his
waist and choked to death resulted In
man of rare attainments, having but
recently returned from a two years' her taking off her boy’s clothes. He
postgraduate course abroad In the best had left only a flannel shirt, and she
institutions open to women. The Rev. Is reading now that wearing flannel
Mr. Freyer ought to consider himself shirts is the cause of great mortality
and is thinking of removing that.—
a lucky man."
There was a rush of feet, then cling- Atchison Globe.
ing hands, caught his and pretty lips
The Bloom on the Egg.
close to his ear demanded forgiveness.
"I know these eggs at least are
"I couldn’t help It,” she murmured.
“The temptation was too great. You fresh,” said the young housewife. “As
did so look the grave and reverend I took them from the basket a white
bloom, like the down of a peach, came
seignior.”
off on my hands.”
Her husband, a food expert, gave a
Patti’* Narrow Escape From Burning.
stract.
On my first appearance in Moscow sneering laugh.
And Ada babbled Joyously on, her
"In that ease,” he said, “I’ll forego
clear voice and soft laugh dominant an exciting event occurred. Just preThat
“The' vious to going on to the platform I ap- my usual morning omelette.
features of the dinner hour.
!
chatter of a child,” the Rev. Faul de- proached the cheval glass in my dress- bloom, my dear, proves your eggs to
cided, unconsciously talking down to ing room to arrange the blossoms iu be a year or so old—maybe four or
her. Afterward she flitted about the my hair, when the long muslin skirts five years old.
“The bloom, as you so poetically call
1 was wearing suddenly caught fire
rooms, never still, the quick tattoo of
It shows that the
her high heeled slippers quite as mu- from a spirit lamp. Fortunately I had It, Is lime dust.
Time dust, which
sical as her rendition of a famous con- the presence of mind to keep perfectly eggs are pickled.
certo and disappearing early with a still while those in the room extin- nibs off like flour, is the surest test
guished the flames with rugs and we have for pickled eggs—a not unpleasant good night.
wholesome article, but not to be com“A charming young girl," ventured shawls. The danger was over, and I
Rev. Mr. Condon, and the Rev. Paul naturally felt upset, but managed to pared with the new laid sort.”—New
re-enforced the remark with: “For all make my appearance and sing my role Orleans TImes-Democrat.
However, on rethe world like a white butterfly, nas In the usual way.
turning to the dressing room thjyjjfB*
she never gone to school, Sara?”
Dad —Johnnie your teacher tells me that
But if Ada had not womanly graces excitement was too much and caused you are at the foot of the class. How's
me
to
The
news
of
the
faint.
mishap that? Johnnie-That ain't mv fault, dad.
and scholarship she possessed an actaken Tommy Tuff out and sent
complishment out of the usual, a con- spread quickly, and the manager, with They’ve
the
and
came
artists,
congratulated him to a reform school.
stant eruption of small talk. No conversation, serious or learned, could re- me on my escape, and there arose a
sist It Without a thought she cleft It contention for the pieces of muslin the
fire had spared, which were carried
at a blow, severing each thread past
off as trophies.
Adelina Patti in
hope of redemption.
“Tinkling cymbals," the Rev. Paul Strand Magazine.
remarked one day, watching the flying, whirling white figure In pursuit
Unci* Sam Rejects Own Stamps.
of butterflies In the occasional patches
Thomas A. Dally, an Indianapolis
of sunshine among the great trees. lawyer, was laughing at himself the
“It's a nity so exquisite a creature other day for sending stamps to the
should b? so—so— Ton ought to send government at Washington In payment
her to school, Sara.”
for a patent circular. A few days latMrs Woodson flushed to the little er he received a letter stating that
curls on her forehead.
“Paul," she stamps could not be accepted.
said, “you do Ada Injustice. I”— She
“It never occurred to me they
Stopped, laughing lightly, as Ada flut- couldn't use stamps," he said, laughtered Into the room.
ing. “But they use a frank, and of
“Ada.” she called, “Paul Is recalling course they wouldn’t want stamps. All
his youth by translating some of the the government could do would be"to
Homeric poems. He’s found his stone sell the stamps over again, and it
wall. Perhaps you can help him over.” might ns well get the money In the
Obediently Ada bent over the stal- first place.’’—Indianapolis Star.

Spontaneous Combustion,
Spontaneous combustion can only occur when oxidation causes the temperature to rise to the ignition point of
the material. Spontaneous combustion
of the human body is Impossible on account of the heat regulating effect of
the 75 or 80 per cent of water contained. The enormous heat necessary to
dry the tissues sufficiently would destroy life long before Ignition could
take place. An old Idea was that the
alcohol in a confirmed drunkard might
promote combustion, but Liebig showed that even If the body could give off
inflammable vapor and this could become Ignited the body itself would
hot be set on fire.

...
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j

j
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Hsr Proposal.
“You’ve been courting me now for
a number of years, George," remarked
a girl to a young man. “and I want to
make a little leap year proposal."
“I—I am not In a position to m-marry just yet.” stammered the youth,
“but”—
“Who said anything about marriage?” interrupted the girl. “I was
going to propose that you stop coming here and give somebody else a

chance.”—Philadelphia Inquirer.
Man’s Superiority.
“Woman.” exclaimed the suffragette,
“Is the equal of man in every respect
“Oh, I don’t know.” replied a man
In the audience; “it takes a man to
put an angleworm on a fishhook.”—
Detroit Free Press.

]

The

new

teacher, beginning the Arith“Now, boys, listen tome.

metic lesson:

Suppose John has five oranges and James
gives him eleven more. Then if John
handed seven to George, how many would
Dead

silence and great
upon the class. “Come,
come, that’s easy enough. Well my lad,
what is it?” “Please, sir,” said the boy,
he have

left?”

perplexity

fell

always do our sums in apples.”
Jakey—Fader, dere’s a fly in der soup.
Mr. Cohen—Veil, eat all but der fly before
you show it to der vaiter; den you can get

“we

some more.

..

J
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Run-Down?
Tone the

nerves,

strengthen

the stomach, purify the blood
and get a fresh grip on health

by taking

Beecham’s
Pills
Sold EvarywlMN.

la bosoa 10c. and 25c.

RANGES

—

satisfy the most
They are
aiul conbakers
quick
will

critical.

little fuel.

sume

but

They

are, in

fact,

the

most economical stove
on

the market.

F. B. AIKEN, Agt.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes & Nutter *IV\fg. Co.,
Bangor,

Me.

>

FROM WASHINGTON.

$t)f tiSUeiuoith American.

End of Extra Session in Sight—Maine
Fares Well lender New Tariff.
Washington, D. C., July 26 (special)—
rounded up
The Maine senators have
quite a bit of legislation, apart from the
tariff bill, during the extra session of
Congress- Senator Frye has taken care of
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appropriations for river and harbor
projects. These were not large in the
aggregate, but were regarded as imporsome
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at
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rate

tant, in that the measure which Senator
Frye had enacted prevented some thirty
or forty separate allotments of money being turned back into the treasury. A few
of thesj allotments were for river and
harbor projects along the Maine coast.

of $2 per

ear

Advertlatrg Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.
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closing days of the session

Senator Hale has made
appropriation bili. As

a

deficiency

soon as

he emerged

ready

month* before he is back In Washington
again to take np hlk residence in the
White Honse. And in the mesntime
Washington will be aimoet ae qr.iet as s
country village. A cabinet ofBcer or two
will be on guard here moat of the time,
bat all business of pressing importance
will be forwarded to the President and
the news of his decisions will come from
some other place than Washington.
AUTOMOBILE EXCLUSION.
New

York Paper Thinks Bar Har-

bor Will Y'ct Welcome Autos.
[From the »>>«• York Commercial \

Eden, the first M the towns
Desert

island vo vote

on

the

on Mount
automobile

exclusion question and the principal one
of the group, went “antl-anto” at Thursday’s election by an overwhelming ma-

the tariff bill, he jority, a result that bad very generally
deficiency bill passed been expected.
This week's edition of The
It is said that the seventeen men who
by the Senate so that there might be no
at the town meeting and voted
American is 2,400 copies.
delay in the adjournment of the session. appeared
This bill carries the appropriation of for protecting automobiliata in their nat2,52S f25,000 for the President’s travelling ex- ural right were ail automobilista without
Average for the year of 1908,
from the

conference

set about

getting

on

the

penses. and makes it feasible for him to go

on

WEDNESDAY JULY 28, 1909.
COUNTY

As

GOSSIP.

Senator

trip

Frye

in the autumn.

does not

serve

on

a

committee having to do with tariff
ters, he has not been as much engaged
upon that work as has his colleague, but
mat-

attraction at Marlboro
last week was S. H. Remick’s gooseberry
jatch. In three days 2,500 quarts were
picked. Mrs. Martha Frasier brought her
oaroera the last day and took a snapshot
»f the pickers in the field.
The

his far western

centre of

practi-

he has backed Senator Hale up at
cally every step, and the two have

had an
tariff.
They have stood shoulder to shoulder for
the protection of Maine industries, anhave voted in the same column with
almost

identical

record

on

the

men—John
Two of Seawall^
Jioore, aged eighty-two years, and Mel- hardly an exception. Senator Frye voted
ville, bis brother, aged seventy-five, have for free hides; Senator Hale voted for a
Been working in the hayfield for the la9t duty thereon, but Mr. Hale felt obliged
week. “Uncle Meve,” as he is called, can
under the circumstances to stay with the
beat half the young men in Seawall now committee of which be was a member, and
He spends the Senator Frye took occasion to explain
twinging the scythe.
greater part of the year at White Island publicly that there was no essential differfight station, Isle of Shoals, N. H., where ence between him and his colleague on
Sub son Fairfield is assistant keeper, but is I that item of Maine interest.
always found in Seawall at haying tirnq.
Senator Frye contributed something toward the passage of the tariff bill by good
has
broken
records
Eld
all
John P.
ridge
He was in the
work with the gavel.
Jbr fishing at the big dam of the Bar Har- chair as
presiding officer several days,
in
EllsRiver
Power
bor A Union
Co.,
when Vice-President Sherman was away,
worth. One afternoon this week in a few and
invariably was successful in hastening
he
took
five
trout
and
two
Hours' fishing
provisions to a vote.
salmon from below the dam, the largest.
end one* half
one
a
trout weighing
Representative Burleigh will be in the
pounds. An occmssinai fish has been northern exodus out ot Washington,
Mr.
taken them in times past, but
which is expected to move Saturday at the
Eldridge is the first to take a string there. earliest. The third district Congresemtn
Bat then he can catch trout anywhere. It
will be accompanied by Mrs. BUTieigh
has often been aaid of him that he could go
who has preferred to remain in Washingant on his lawn any early morning when
ton with her husband during the hot
there was a heavy dew on the grass, and
weather. They will proceed at once to
aatch trout enough for breakfast.
Augusta, and not long thereafter, probwill go ont to a camp, by one of
Moose are getting altogether too fa* i ably,
the lakes near Augusta, for a litt'e rest
miliar with domestic stock up around
from city life.
Korth Ellsworth. A Urge moose entered
The extra session just closing has been
Daniel Richardson’s pasture one day Ust
an exceptionally busy one for Gov. Burweek, and frightned the horses so that in
ligli. There were many matters in the
trying to escape one of them got badly
tariff bill of interest to his constituents
eat in a wire fence. The moose also,
in the third district. He did all he could
when men made their appearence, got
of ciaims for
into the fence, but succeeded in freeing to further the presentation
j
before the ways and means
itself. It is understood Mr. Richardson protection
when it was a matter in which
committee,
will present a cUim against the State
HU
tor injuries to his horse and damage to his constituents were concerned.
over tariff matters
was
his fence by the moose. Moose have been correspondence
large and in attending to this, he had ocseen within the past few weeks in Trencasion to make numerous visits not only
ton, Hancock Point, West Ellsworth and
to the wavs and means committee, but also
Parker Point, Bluehill. There is every
! later on to the finance committee of the
indication that they are steadily increasj| Senat?, where the bill was then pending.
ing in Hancock county.
! He worked and co-operated with Senator
Mariners all along the Maine coast are ;| Hale in helping along the protection for
interested in the announcement that an ij Maine indu«trUs and did a great deal, first
and last, in helping along the program of
amendmendment to the urgency
smart old

_

deficiency j
a lightship 1

approprUting |75,000 for
Monbegan island had been introduced
in the Senate by Senator Frye. The pres•nt mark at
Monbegan for incoming
steamers and sailing vessels is a whistling
buoy, and during fog a signal is sounded
from Manana
island near Monbegan.
This signal ia very baffling at times, however, for some atmospheric reason, and can
not be depended upon. One night it may
be heard within a radius of miles, and the
next may be entirly muffled. Manana is a
small rock, and Monhegan is a big rock;
bill

off

the

representatives

o;

the

paper and pulp

mills of Maine.

j
j

The governor also had

! ing

the extra session

a

on

lot of work durcensus

matters.

He helped push through the bill for the
organization of the work for next year,
served on the conference committee which
adjusted the troublesome differences between the two houses, and shaped it up in
time for the enactment

!

appropriation before

of the necessary
the beginning of the

exception;

and

strange

to

say, it is

a

fact

very many of the'five hundred and
forty-two who voted to shot out autothat

mobiles from the limits of Eden were
themselves owners of machines and nob a
few of them enthusiastic “antolsts”; even
Dave Hennen Morris, at one time president of the Automobile club of America,

opposed to giving the tnotor-car folks
their rights, declaring thht he wants to
drive his horses in safety along the narwas

roads of the island.
The contest of Thursday was the culmination of a half-dozen years of increasing
opposition to automobiles, both among
the thousands of summer colonists on the
island and the all-year-round inhabitants
in fact, the latter have led the war on
the motor-machines; it was they who secured the passage of the law by the Maine
legislature laat winter authorizing the
towns on the island to exclude the machines if, on a referendum vote, it should
be so decided.
The liverymen were the earliest opponents ot automobiles on the island, as
they were of bicycles a dozen years or so
ago-although not successful in that
movement—and on the very natural
ground, of course, that in both instances
the machines hurt their business. Some
of the newspapers even went so far as to
argue that bicycles and “autos” are a
menace to horse-breeding, a great Maine
industry, and that they ought to be “suprow

—

*

PRANCES W. GRANT.

Well-Known Attorney Died at Home
In Cnetlne.
Hon. George H. Warren, one o! the beetknown attorneys of Hancock county, died
at his home in Castine Saturday, after a
long illness of Bright’s disease.
Mr. Warren was sixty years of age. He
was born in Deer Isle and waa educated in
the common- schools of that town and
Wesleyan university. He entered the law
office of C. J. Abbott, of Castine, to study
taw, and was admitted to the Hancock
county ar.
He was a prominent republican, add
took an active part in town, county and
State affairs. He served as county attorney for Hancock county several years \ waa
representative to the legislature, had been
a member of the governor’s council twice,
and was auditor for the St ate several years.
He was collector of custom* for the district of Castine from 1890 to 1891, and from
1898 to 1906, making three terms. He was
Methodist
a
strong supporter of the
church.

He leaves a widow, one son-Raymond,
a brother-Prank Warns, of Stonington.
and a sister—Miss Amanda Warren, of
Portland.
The funeral was held at the home Monday afternoon. Rev. T. W. Fessenden, of
Salem, Mass., officiating. There was a
large attendance of friend*. The floral
offerings were numerous and beautiful.
The pall-bearers were Hon. E. P. Spofford. of Deer Isle; Hon. O. F. Fellow*, of
Hucksport; J. Frank Coomb*, A. F. Richardson. B. Frank Perkins and John F. Rea,
of Castine. Among the people from out
of town present were Hon. P. P. Gilmore,
W. C. Conary, Edward L. Warren, Capt.
T. M. Nicholson, of Bucksport, John
1.. Goss, George L. Beck and others from
Peer Isle and Stonington.

ORLAND.
Mrs. Vesta Haney, of Waterville,
with her sister, Mrs. Charles Saunders.

David n. Alley, of Oak Point, Had
Taught Many Terms.
David B. Alley, for yean one of the
prominent citizen* of Trenton, and a veteran school teacher, died at his home at
Oak Point Monday, aged
seventy-five
Mr. Alley had been in failing
yean.
health for a long time.
Dece^gfd was for yean a teacher in the
schools of his town and throughout the
county. He bad the distinction of having
taught more than 130 terms of school—a
record seldom equalled in the State.
He had served his town as selectman,
•
pressed”.
The narrow, billy and generally pictur- and in other office*. For yean he bad
been the correspondent of The American
esque country roads of Mount Desert island are not very well adapted to “autofrom his section of Trenton, and his pen
ing”, but the time will inevitably come j came, “Plutarch,” was familiar to all its
when islanders snd their visitors will pre- readers. Only last week be sent hi* usual
fer the good roads and motor-cars to news letter in his own familiar handwritantique bridle-paths and playing into the ing, one item of which recorded his own
hands and into the pockets of the livery- illness and the fact that he was “no betmen.
tor”.
Funenl services were held at his home
Seeds That Fly.
this afternoon. Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of
It is strange that man has been so long ; Ellsworth, officiating.
i
learning to fly. Nature in the seed has
for icons shown him a good working teroDEER ISLE.
plane. The seed of the silver maple and
A few cases of mumps have broken out
the ash often fly in the summer forty or
fifty yards. The seed’s wing is an exten- ia town.
Mn. W. 8. Pickering, who has been in
sion of the pod. Wh*n the seed breaks
Rockland a few days, is home.
loose from its bough the wing whirls rapidly round the body as an axis, its front
Mrs. Phil. Small, who recently went to
edge striking the air higher than the rest the hospital for surgical treatment, is
of its surface, and thus producing air much
improved.
pressure in an upward direction that carRev. J. P. Weeks, of Bangor, preached
ries the

tiny aeroplane

or.

and

up

in

Wright-like flight.
The linden seed clutters show an aeroplane of tremendous strength. The seeds
hang on a single stem from the center of
When this seed aeroplane
one large w ing.

forth, the wing revolves
upward, bearing onward its

sets

in

the

He

comes

Congregational
here

as a

church

is

Rev. Carl Henry, of Bangor, will occupy
the pulpit at the Universaliat church every
Sunday during August. Service* at 2J0
and 7 JO p. m.

VETERAN TEACHER DEAD.

Mr*. Caroline Ames, Mr*. Reuben Hutching*, Earle Hatching*, ol
Bncluport,
James Samuel Hatchings and wile, of
Boston, called on relatives here recently.
Mrs. Samuel Billings, of Blnehilt. baa
been the,guest of her slater, Mrs. Lena
Qilpatrick, about two week*. Last week
Mr*. Billing* an^ Mrs. Qilpatrick ttailed
their aiater, Mr*. S. E. Dorr, of Buckaport
Canter.
July X.D.
or ouo, cmr or Touoo,
I.CCA* coostt.
I*
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is
senior partner of tne Arm of F. J. Cheney *
Co., (loin* business in the City of Toledo,
County and State aforesaid. and taut said Arm
will pay the earn of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that
cannot be cored by the nee ol Hall's Catarrh
Cute.
FRANK 1. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence, this Sth day of December, A. D. IMS.

Stats

A-

E|

HiU'i Catarrh Cure la taken Internally, and
acta directly on the blood and mucous surface* of the system. Send for testimonials
free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 79c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

sweater between M. C. R.
R. station and Lamolne July 4. Finder
ase leave at Anbuicaji office.

SWEATER—Gray

Itflp EBanUt.
operators on straw sewing machines. Steady work, long season. Good

FIFTY Write
Erices. Norwalk. Conn.

Sunday.

at once

to

YAMOBanoBr A

oMfAKr,

candidate for the pas-

torate.
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NOTICE

Mum France* W. Grant, the last of a
family of three sons and four daughters,
died at the home of her nephew, J. T.
Grant, at Lamoine last Sunday at the advanced age of eighty-five years, four
months and nineteen days.
The four sisters were Mary, Ellen, Ann
and Frances, and a generation ago were
known as the “Grant girls”; they owned
and lived together on the line estate at
the summit of Bridge hill on the Bucksport road now owned.by Col. H. E. Hamlin and occupied by Mrs. A. B. Walker.
Tbe oldest brother was Robert, who
moved to Baltimore many years ago, and
died there. His son John came back to
Ellsworth, and his (John's) daughter beColin F. Davis, forcame the wife of
merly of thiscity, now of Newport.
Ttte other brothers, James Tilden and
George H., were for many years conspicuous in tbe business and political life of
this city. They composed the. successful
lumber Arm of J. T. A G. H. Grant. The
former served the city as mayor and represented the city in tbe State legislature.
The father of these seven children was
a Scotchman, who came to this country
with the late Col. John Black, whose
secretary he wys for many years. The
mother's maiden name arms Beal.
The two sisters France^ and Ann built
a bouse on
Laurel street, which they
occupied antil the latter’s death a few
year* ago. After that Frances spent part
of her time at this house, and a part with
relatives in Maryland and elsewhere.
The funeral, was held at the home of her
nephew at Lamoine yesterday afternoon.

tBantrb.

with a power greater than any bird
puts forth. The box elder, the pine and
the catalpa are other trees whose existence
is perpetuated by the aeronautical skill'of
their little seeds.

present fiscal year. He has had two or
Nominated by the Governor.
three talks with President Taft during the
Among nominations by Gov. Fernald re;
extra
session
on
of
business
imgeneral
and it is generally thought that the echo
cently announced are the following in
of the ledges has a good deal to do with portance, on wnich the President wished
Hancock county:
the
third
district
advice.
Congressman’s
the uncertainty of the signals. Picking
Disclosure commissioner, E. S. Clark,
As
usual
has
been
he
industrous
very
Bar Harbor. Notary public, Bedford E.
up Monbegan on a foggy night is a problem
around
the
A
multitude
of
departments.
that has made men old before their time.
Tracy, Winter Harbor. Justices of the
As the amendment was introduced by errands have been done there for con- peace and quorum, Lewis E. Crosby and
I
stituents
in
the
district.
His
third
work
Senator Frye, and was in the urgency deSew all Nickerson, Amherst.
ficiency bill, it is believed that it will pass at the pension bureau has been abnorbe
has
Now
mally
large.
everything
EAST SULLIVAN.
without trouble, and that another winter
will see a lightship station near Monhe- cleared up and is ready to start for home,
John D. Holmes and wife and Miss
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family‘win

VT on, T"«*»uy, August l7 at oil1, “h.
est Sedgwick. Come one.
conie
»rOT*.
eentativee from Cope Hosier and Jti
IWh."*1'"requeeted to he present. By the
*'<

prefc
M&

Maine?
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Boson or STATk
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Augusta. July 2b. ]nu l
v
*• hereby given that »h.
XfOTIC*
-aA Asseeeo-s will beln sesslonat'.ht n**B
Bouse In Elleworth

ialt

Friday
aC*,«
August: nt the Asneeeors' office In Ed.^."'
Harbor) Saturday the 14th day ol
o'clock n. m. of each day. in the
»
Hancock, to secure Informs.Ion in
t 01
to make a last and cqaal asses. ensbu
tainble proparty la the several
town, V0',h'
,IJ
county and to Investigate charges •
meat of proparty liable to
t “^'
obtain Information that will aid them
1,0'«
"
lasting nod equalising v.lnallin,
f:
land property In the several
the

a^8.tn,r

townshlpIiaSJ

county In accordance with the
SUM.
««°««*
w-J.
K. M.

Jaw..

JOH.\>TO*.
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CITY
City

lawf’o,*“«

I‘"TTLt.

TuuMrson,

of

ORDINANCE"

HTATE OF
Ellsworth.

MAINE.

23.
An Act to Regulate the Salt of .ifilk „nd
c
In the dig of Elieuforth.
Hkctiom 1. It la hereby ordained
and
acted that on and after August is.
hundred and ninu. any person .ho
offers for sale, milk or cream iu
Ellsworth shall be
required each scar ” *
J ane 1 to take oat a License from „,d c,
be granted by the Mayor and
vote
upon satisfactory evidence ihei
cows from which such milk or cream so
sow
or offered for sale. Is taken .ha
l,,v. C™'
tested for tuberculosis and found to h. 17.
haalthy condition; and tne Board m,r
require as n condition preliminary to th.
granting inch License satis.actorv tv,deuce
na to tha purity of such milk or cream
sanitary conditions under which the cam.
produced aad kept.
Auction 2. Each Licenses when grume
may ha revoked by vole ol said Board g
Mayor and Aldermen upon evident satirist
lory to said Board that the conditio
undo
which auch License was originally granted
hues so chaagad aa to make il Improper Is
the Judgment of the Board, that the same he
continued.
Section 2. No person without such Ueeue
shall sell, or offer for tale, uillk or cream is
u
tha City ol Ella worth.
Suction 4. Paaalty for violation of thti ordinance ahull be a gne of not eiceedipr n>
dollars for each oEeaae, to he recorered oi
chapter

wllJ"
prlSu

IheCutL

Aldermejb';
SL

,ndu!
i!

complaint.

Approved,

Kuans F. Simontom. Mayor.
Tha foregoing Ordinance having hid tvs
several readings ns passed under a euspeaeton of the roles Jaly 11, A. D.. INN. and approved by the Mayor.
Attest—Taoaas E. Hsl>,

City Clerk

I

lqal Hatitn.
nbaenbtr hereby fires notice tut
he has been duly appointee executor
off the last will aad testament of
BUSAN P. BLAKE, late of BROOKLINE,
in the county off Norfolk and Common wealth
of Massachusetts, deceased, and given bonds
as the law directs, and he ha* appointed Juba
M. Vogell,of Castine. Hancock county. Main*,
bis agent in the State of Maine, iu accordant!
with the provision* of section it, chapter fa.
of the revised statutes of said State. All per
aona having demands agamst the estate of
aaid deceased are desired to present the *ame
for settlement, sad all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
F.bkn B. By monos.
Exec a tor of the will of Susan P. Blake, deceased.
Salem. Maas.. July 20.1909.

THE

subscriber hereoy gtvev notice that
he baa been duly appointed executor
of the taat will and testament of
MARTHA D. SWABEY. late of BUCKS PORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, aad
given bonds as the laws direciv All persons having demands against the estate of
•aid deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, ano all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
TnBODORk H- !?MITX.
Backs port. July 24.1909

THE

a* soon as

i

|
I

ilmrm arm rrts

I

few week's vacation.

The Harborview chapter picnic held at
Dunham's point Wednesday, proved a success in every way.
The day wss fine, and
the dinner served under the dense foliage
of the trees was all that could be wished
for—fish chowder, cakes, pies, doughnuts
and coffee.
About fifty members of
Juanita chapter were guests.
Rex.
July 26.
NORTHEAST HARBOR.

Philip McLean’s little girl

very ill.
F. G. Bartlett and wife visited in Southwest Harbor Sunday.

Jfor Sale.

|

A CTOMOBILE—Model M. Ford runabout.
XV IS horse-power, in first-class condition.
Demonstration any time. Foams E. Goat,
Ellsworth.
DODA FOUNT1AN
Second-hand counter
soda fountain and orangeade stand in
running order. Also 4 dos. soda tumblers, 1
dos. mineral lumber*, l dos. soda holders, 9
mineral holders, cream pitcher, spoon-holder,
straw-holder. 6 spoons, marble counter slab.
Price $100. Reason for selling: Have bought
a wall fountain. Address, W. I. Pabtbidob,
Bluehlll, Me.

| O
|
I

is

Ellen Berry, of Lamoine, is here working
tor the remainder of the season.

I
!

atontarmrnt*,
STATEMENT OF THE

CONDITION

j
1
|

HEBRON* ACADEMY
Located in the country but having
the convenience* of the city mthe
way of water, electric light, strain
heating, etc. Modem In equipment
and method*. Three courses. Uol>*e.
English, Scientific. Admit* to N-w

j

England college* ou certificate.

j

splendid gills’ dormitory prov del
for so girl* under care<•!
lady teacher*. Home con fort ai *1
home ftupei vision. New boy*' donnltory In proees* of erection will t*
ready for use Nov. 1, 1909. ScholarFall term opens Tuesday.
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John Thompson, of Providence, R. J„
Holmes, of Brewer, are at their cottafle on
Within
|
capital will Bridgham bill.
formerly of Bar Harbor, visited friends
Keith’s Theatre. Boston.
b deserted, and the seat of government
and relatives on the island last week.
of
Kay Coughlin,
W. L Sargent Hebron, Me.
Big Rapids, Mich.,
The public is getting its money’s worth will be temporarily located at Beverly.
Miss Janet McNaughton, aged about
Ellsworth. July 16. 1909.
whose mother was Miss Sarah Hammond,
at Keith’s these days, for not only is the The tariff will be relegated as a matter of
sixty-flve years, of Albany, N. Y., a guest
vaudeville strong, but in addition, the legislation. The President, ninety-two is making his first visit with his mother’s
at the Hotel Dirigo, Southwest Harbor, A. W. King, President.
Fadettes, augmented to forty, are giving a senators and 391 representatives will be people.
O. W. Taplhy, Secretary.
died of heart disease while attending the
George I. Freeman and Evelyn Urqupopular concert preliminary to the regu- j glad to forget schedules and rates. Of
E. J. Walsh, Treasurer.
Episcopal church in Northeast Harbor,
lar show.
FOR
hart, of Boston, were married Friday
course the critics will still have a few
Sunday. She was taken ill in the church,
Dibbctobs: A. W. King, J. F. Knowlton, J.
Next week the attraction will be WA days in which to criticize, but the opera- evening at the residence of Eben G. Preble
1
and was carried to the Kimball house, A. Peters. A. W. Oreeiy, F. W. Rollins, Myer
The Homestead of the late H. M- ’ray,
Gallert, C. P. Dorr.
«
Night in a Monkey Music Hall”, brought tion of the new law will be left to the su- snd wife.
3T acres, situated about two miles west
where she died in a few moments.
to this country especially for the Keith pervision of the treasury department and
Rev. C. A. Purdy is taking a much"
Blue hill Tillage. Alto hall Interest lu Steam
26.
Obganixbo Apbil 21,1891.
July
B.
circuit. It is oue of the largest monkey to the next congressional campaign.
needed rest. His place was taken Sunday
Mill and Machinery, consisting ol tngi*
LIABILITIES.
and Boiler. Rotary, Heading machine, stave
companies ever brought together, and all
morning by Rev. Mr. Gordou, of Franklin.
LASTIN'E.
cm
Accumulated capital.
$10i.790 55
Maine on the whole, has fared pretty ! Mrs. Winnifred Noyes has
trained to give au entire performance,
machine. Plainer, Shafting, Pulleys,
pleased the
200 00
l0*
William Wilson and wife, of Boston, are Advance pay ments
One wood lot 7Sacres, well wooden: s«
without any humans on the stage. They well. The new law will not be as satis- congregation very much on tw'o
fund.
00
4,000
Guaranty
Sunday ] in town for several days.
Forfeited abares.
22 72
22 acres; 2 lou 20 acres each. One two horse
a
a
with a factory to the northeastern most state as mornings
have
stage,
stage ou
by vocal solos.
turn,
Profits.
1.143 13
Jigger, 1 two-horse Sled, Plow, Pur:
A game of base ball was played
monkey orchestra, and a leader who was the Dingley law, but enoagh is alMonday
People who oppose automobiles on Mt.
left-handed Saw, Drilling Machine, Huery
$109,066 40
makes all kinds of fun.
ready known about it to demonstrate that Desert island and invite them to come at Fort George, the Belfast team against
RESOURCESWheel, Ox Bows, etc.
the Castine nine.
On the same bill will be two of the Maine industries will not languish under
Loans on mortgages of real estate,
over on this side, where the laws
ADDRESS
$94,529 65
govern200 00
John G. Hooper and family are in town Loan on collateral.
grandest local favorites, J. K. Murray and its provisions. This fact stands forth as or speed, curves and lights are oft-times
PRANK P. GREENE, Adnar.,
Loan on name.
285 00
Clara Lane, who will present one of their proof of the influence of the Maine delefor
are
with Mr. Hooper’s Bonds.
August. They
Bluahiii, Ms.
12,222 80
guored, are not worrying much for the
Cash.
1.629
unique entertainments. Raymond and gation in Senate and House. Twelve safety of “the other fellow.”
mother, Mrs. Lizzie Hooper.
25,
Caverly, German comedians, are also on years ago, when the Dingley law was
O. F. Fellows, E. P. Spofford and L. B.
$109,066 40
George L. Osgood came from Ayer, Maas,
the bill. Howard Truesdale & Co. have a framed, Maine was especially favored, beBusiness Cart.
878
Deasy, were in town Monday to attend the Number of shareholders.
in his automobile, arriving Friday. Mrs.
Number of borrowers.
new funny sketch entitled “A Corner in
cause the late Representative Dingley was
97
funeral of Hon. George M. Warred.
Number
of
shares
came
from
Portland
Osgood
outstanding.
1,780
by train with
Hair”. Phil Staatz is an entertainer with chairman of ways and means, the commit
Number of shares pledged for loans,
802
H. SCOTT,
July 27.
G.
her youngest daughter. Misses Hilda and
Number of loans.
Ill
piano specialties, and Robert de Monte tee that framed the bill. He was in an
SPECIALTY MADE OP
have
been
with
their grandparAM*
W.
trio are comedy acrobats of the first order. nnusually favorable strategic position, Margaret
B.
Skblton,
EAST BLl’EHILL.
TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING,
ents, William Lord and wife, several
Bank Commissioner.
Another feature will be the dancing of and was able to have many amendments
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK
Miss Margaret Wardwell spent last
weeks.
Tru-lfoinserted in the bill for the benefit of
Burt Jordan.
Agent of the Union Sale Deposit A ProhAh
week with friends in Stonington.
Portland. Me., for furnishing
Augustus E. Sawyer, assistant postmasMrine industries.
Most of these same
Bonds.
and
ourety
Harry Wright, wife and two children, of
Schooner Abandoned.
Dingley amendments will survive in the ter at Jacksonville, Fla., arrived Saturday
s Drug
Fall Liam af
The four-masted schooner Alice E. new tariff law- and will remain, till the ! to join Mrs. Sawyer and the Thomsena at Billerica, Mass., are visiting relatives here.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore
Store). Ellsworth. Maine.
ELECTBICAL SUPPLIES
Schooner Lizzie and Annie, Capt. CanClark, wrecked on Frank’s ledge, near tariff is again revised, as monuments to the | the Hill homestead. Mr. Sawyer is a on
AND FIXTURES.
Isles boro, July 1, has been abandoned. good service that Mr. Dingley performed of the late N. K. Sawyer, who founded dage, discharged lumber for M. H. Long Eaiaaics m
Wbta, ul Samite, CkwrlaU; Oma.
The Amebicax In 1854, and who was its last week.
Bhe was pumped out yesterday, and when for his native commonwealth.
E.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
The President originally had it in mind I owner until 1872.
she rose, rolled over on her beam ends.
Mrs. Archie Long and children are vis- Mala 8L.
Ellsworth.
H.
to dispose of considerable public business I July 26. _________
She will be stripped.
iting Mrs. Long’s parents, John Tnfts and
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
The vessel was of 1,306 tons, built at while he tarried at Beverly. Because of
at Stonington.
A mao could save himself a lot of wife,
Bath in 1896, and owned by G. S. Winslow the prolongation of the extra session,
26.
July
R.
Maine
| trouble by not trying to make it for other
Bar Harbor,
Ladles’ and Gents’ .Suitings
She was valued at however, he is likely to devote most of his
Co., of Portland.
| people.
sold direct from the mills
No. UHL
insured.
the
at
summer
time
to
As
Telephone
VERONA.
capital
resting.
f40,€00; partially
After all, it is not what is around us,
output. MUTE FM UNTIES
his plans now are he will be there about
The twenty-seventh annual camp-meetbut what is in us; not what we have,
A record it better than a protp***'
***** ***** Is Ewrj Tm ts S*l Thus Cos*.
weeks
before
he
six
his long but what we are,
starts
on
Dm’t force your advice upon peo >le
/
^hat makes us really ing at Verona park will open Sunday, F. A.
circulation it what count*
Newepaper
tonr.
It
will
Packard.
western
be
more
than
three
Retail
Mgr.
whose friendship yon care for.
happy.—Geikie.
Dept.
Aug. 1, and continue eight days.
Box 3& Camden, Me.
advortuoro.
gan.
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TAX-PtriR,
board of aaaaseor, ,m bfv
ia< woond Saturday 0t
THE
‘"bjk,
purpose of

Capt. W. H. Burns, of Atlantic, has
spending a lew days in town. He rearound 90 to look after oar business
In unoccupied territory.
Special In*
turned home Sunday, accompanied by his MAN
and points
C. R. Bunn A Co.,
ducement. permanent.
Elizabeth Burns, who will take Nurserymen. Manchester. Conn.
weight of daughter,

seeds

^

*p«wl hotter*.

OBITUARY.

GEORGE M. WARREN DEAD.

the bill passes.
a few days now the

SALE!

ALICE

ELECTRICAL S&T

_

GEORGE

CAMDEN WOOLENS

*

GOOGINS,

!

flumrsjnsr cist
By EOMUND S. SPINNEY.
(Copyright. 1909, by American Press Association

|

■'Harry," said the chief, “I’ve a cate
There's an old
for you fo begin on.

up in Barton county where a
ghost appears ouee In ten years—an
old woman Jiugliug a bunch of keys.
house

She

appears toulgbt.
hesb and blood.”

They suspect

«iie is

important

fo>
made no comment.
1
« starter and
reached the bouse just before dinner.
1 was Invited to dine with the family
and in every way made at home. The
eldest daughter was about twenty and
a little red apple.
Her
as pretty as
unite and tier eyes were full of mischief. and it occurred to me that she
would be quite capable of playing the
part of a ghost. 1 made up my mind
to be prepared for such a result
Elsie—that was her name—Elsie Edson and 1 spent the evening chatting
and playing checkers and backgam1 was but tweuty-two and timemon.
untile to the attractions of a pretty girl.
She hud read detective stories and
seemed to look upon me as a marvel
of ingenuity. Of course since I was
1 must be Ingenious.
I
h detective
didn't ted her that this was my first
I put on all the mystery I could
case.
summon lu order to Impress her with
At 10
the depth of my methods.
o’clock she was ordered to bed, and
her mother took me to the room where
the ghost was expected to appear. It
was a chamber between a front and a
rear room, a jrall leading past it from
Some sandwiches
one to the other.
and a bottle of beer were placed on a
table beside me.
1 had all a young man's appetite for
eating and sleeping and was very fond
I
of beer, especially about bedtime.
put off my supper as long as 1 could—
about fifteen minutes—then ate up all
the sandwiches, drank the beer and lit
I would better have bad cofa cigar.
fee. The beer, followed by the cigar
and my position—I was stretched on
i

expected

an

case

LEPROSY OK THE BIBLE.*
Disense Not the Same as That So
Called To-day.
Dr. L. Duncan Rulkley, physician to the
New York Skin and Cancer hospital, who
went to the relief of John R.
Early, the
ex-soldier, whose life was made miserable
for more than a year because he was sup-

posed
leprosy while really be was
afflicted with a comparatively trivial and
curable
readily
ailment, has written some
interesting things about leprosy. The
physician declares that leprosy bears no
comparison to either cancer or tuberculosis in the mental distress which it should
cause in those afflicted.
He adds that in
this climate it is really a harmless affection to those who may come in contact
with it.
“Ever since Riblicgt times,” says the
writer, “the leper has been considered as
‘unclean.1 In certain localities, even up to
the present time, the afflicted person cries
t nt or by a bell or other means indicates
his present, that be may be shunned,
from the supposed fear of iufecting others.
The great dread of the disease leprosy has
undoubtedly been furthered by many
writers of Action. Such books as ‘Ben
Hur’ have had great influence.
“It may seem a little startling, but after
careful, prolonged and repeated study of
Leviticus, Chapter 13 and 14, and of all the
other references to leprosy in the Bible, I
am convinced that what we now know
by
that name was not intended or included
in the descriptions given. I am supported
in this view by one of the brightest and
most learned cf the professors in the
Union theological seminary. So that it is
improper to apply the term, ‘the leprosy
of the Bible,’ to the disease under disto have

cussion, lepra,
as

studied

so

elephantiasis Oraecorum,
thoroughly in Norway and

or

observed

abundantly

less

various

in the east and more
parts of the earth.
“This study of the use of the word
leprosy in the bi ble is a most interesting
one.
It may be instructing to note that in
several places the expression is used, ‘a
leper white as snow’. Now we know that
neither the tubercular nor the macular
leprosy ever presents a white diseased surface, and these instances probably related
to psoriasis. Also in many places the
bible speaks of the skin turning white
a hiunge—contributed to put me to with white hair on it, referring to leucosleep. It occurred to me that a de- derma, etc. Finally, the word zaraath,
tective should be very careful not to translated leprosy in the Old Testament,
be caught napping, and I tried hard to signifies a smiting or stroke. In the Gerkeep awake. I should bate got up man of the middle ages, the same word
and walked the floor, but—well, I was was translated aussasaig, indicating an
Of outcast or unfit to live with others.
very comfortable where I was.
course I fell ssleep.
“The testimony which could be given in
Dreams are singular regard to the non-contagiousness of lepI dreamed.
Sometime* they bare nil the rosy is very great and from all parts of the
things
appearance of reality. My dream was. world. Perhaps the most striking is that
to use a paradoxical expression, a furnished by Fr. Clement, whose death
pleasant nightmare. I dreamed that was very recently reported from Honolulu.
1 was lying Just where 1 was; thal Fr. Clement went from France in 1863
Elsie walked by the open door, looked with Fr. Damien to devote his life to work
la at me, came and stood by me, deft- among the lepers in the settlement on
ly drew my handkerchief from my Molokai; he had thus been there for
outside coat pocket—one corner was forty-six years, in constant contact with
exposed—then, bending lower and lepers, aud finally died of another cause,
lower, lightly touched my forehead without having contracted the disease.”
Dr. Bulkley quotes Dr. William H.
with her lips. This done, she tiptoed
to the door, stood for a moment look- Welch, of Johns Hopkins nospital, as saying at me with *11 the merriment of a ing In connection with the Gariy case:
“Leprosy is practically the least contaprank player, then passed out.
How much time elapsed between my gious of all the infectious diseases.”
dream nod my awakening I don't
C'ouslence Speaks by *Phone.
know.
When I awoke It was from
A New York lawyer, gazing idly out of
hearing a jingling of keys. 1 had the
presence of mind to lie perfectly atlll. his window, saw-a sight in an office across
1 felt sure Elsie was near, and 1 was the street that made him rub his eyes and
not surprised to see out of the corner look again. Yes, there was no doubt about
of my eye an old womaD pass the ! it. The pretty stenographer was sitting
door with a bunch of keys in her upon the gentleman’s lap. The lawyer
1
hand.
I waited, and the figure re- noticed the name that was lettered on the
turned and this time looked lu as she w indow and searched in the telephone
passed. 1 snored on. Once more re- book. Still keeping his eye upon the
turning, the figure stood In the door- scene across the street, he called the genway and Jingled her keys, evidently tc tleman up. in a few moments he saw him
awaken me. This falling, abe came to start violently and take down the receiver.
“Yes,” said the lawyer through the telethe lounge and was looking at roe
when 1 sprang up and caught her In phone, “I should think you would start.”
The victim whisked his arm from its
my arms. Of course she was Elsie.
former position and began to stammer
she exclaimed.
or

over

_________

"Oh. good gracious!”

“I am sorry. Miss Edson,” I said,
“to have caught you lu the acL My
chief wifi require an exact report. 1
trust your family will uot consider
your playing ghost reprehensible?”
"But they will.
I'm not the ghost
I never played the ghost before.
I
saw you were
asleep and thought I’d
Play a pnAk on you. I didn’t know

detectives

I

ever

slept.”

COUNTY NEWS.

For Additional

County iVnwi,
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Greenwood circle meets every Tuesday
Grange hall. The ladies take their dinand quite an interest has been
ners,
awakened.
July 26.
Gem.

ar-

Mrs. J. Raymond Dwelley and infant
daughter will leave for Islesford this week,
for an extended visit.
for Stanford,
Conn., Tuesday, where she will visit, en
route to Washington, D. C.
The ladies’ aid society has been qnite
successful in its Saturday evening sales
of ice-cream, during the season.

“I-I—1”_

Oou’t lie about it.

You two were
tbe same time, and I con
™ t0
try your wits on each other.
beaten ,n th» game/'
miss Edson
triumphantly bald up
■T handkerchief
I cave."

clnaZf^l

«.WCTe

af

_______

Dyer—Did his widow succeed in
breaking his will? Duell— Yes; long before he died.

service are, without

Edgar Springer, wife and little sob
Carroll, who have been visiting in Bar
Harbor, returned home Monday. They

E. L. Lowell and wife, who have been also visited their parents, Norton Tinker
spending several weeks at Mrs. l<owell’s and family, at Northeast Harbor.
old home, left for Blaine last week.
July 27.
S.
Malaria has affected several in town.
Late caseH are those of Mrs. Effle
Macomber and Mrs. L. W. Blaisdell.

MARIA ViLLE.
Vernon L. Hanscom, secretary of the
Western Automobile Co., of St. Louis,
Mr. and Mrs. DuKoy and Victor Peavey
Mo., expects to spend two weeks early in
and wife, w ith infant daughter, of BanAugust with his parents, Z. O. Hanscom
gor, are guests of Thomas Havey and wife. and wife, here. Hs has not been at home
Miss Clara I^eavitt and Mrs. Lottie Gor- for ten years, and it is hoped during his
visit to have a reunion of the brothers and
don returned Saturday from
Bangor, sisters.
where the latter had been for
eye treatJuly 26.
Spec.
The X. E. C. club, which still holds its

to

NORTH FRANKLIN.

Dallas Tracy has gone to Waterville to
work.

pay station

Chester \Villiam9 has been very ill the
part week, but is now a little better.
Nahum Bragdon has rented Arthur
Tracey s house, and will move in this
week.

Dyer and family, of Eastbrook,
enjoying an outing at Dr. Hooper’s
camp.
Mrs. Viola McCartney and two daughters, Alice and Mary, of Goffstown, N. H.,
are visiting Mrs.
McCartney’s brother,
Oscar O. Orcutt.
Alden

are

IMPORTANT WARNINGS

20, to
a

son.

HINCKLEY-At Pluehill, July 26. Mrs Ella
M Hinckley, aged 49 years, 8 mouths, 18 days.
M'NAUGHTON—At Northeast Harbor, July
25, Miss Janet McNaughlon, of Albany, N Y,
aged 65 years.
SCOTT—At North Deer Isle, Julv 19. William
P Scott, aged 71 years, 4 months, 13 days.
STINSON—At Stonington, July 25. James E
Stinson, ageu 64 years. 4 months, 6 days.
SULLIVAN—At Bar Harbor, July 26, William
B Sullivan, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 59
years.
TRACY—At Stoniugtou, July 18, Charles B
Tracy, aged 57 years
WARREN—At Castine. July 24, George M
Warren, aged 60 years. 3 months, 9 days.

T.

EAST SURRY.
are

Mrs. C. C. Johnson is at Sorrento visiting her daughter, Mrs. Nathan Foster.

Melancey, widow of George W. Chatto,
Freeport, is visiting relatives at Ellsworth and Surry.
Miss Lida Curtis, who has. been with

method.
2 To remind prospect i re subscribers of the
great value of such service as a protective
and precautionary measure, anti to suggest
that the quickest way to haven telephone installed is to make a call (also without
charge) to the Local Manager.
....

Commercial Department,

New England Telephone & Telegraph Company
THE GEORGE H. GRANT CO.,
offer for sale some desirable
Estate in

j

in Real

We do a general INi^VRANCE and REAL
ESTATE business and offer the best Companies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspondence solicited. All business given us will receive the very best attention.

THE GEORGE

H. GRANT

ELLSWORTH,

CO.,

MAINE.

LIGHTNING
Don’t go without insurance during the shower
you for a small

O.

premium

W.

so

season.

that you will be

We can insure

protected.

TAPLEY

ELLSWORTH,

ME.

_-

FARM FOR SALE OR RENT

A BARGAIN

A fine farm at North Hancock, containing 120 acres—One and one-half story house
of 10 rooms, spring water piped to buildings, young orchard In bearing. Farm is
stocked and fully equipped with modern tools. Implements and machinery.

dtiumiscmnua.

M. D. Chatto has sold the Henry Jarvis
homestead to Mrs. Hattie E. Anderson,

bargains

ELLSWORTH, HANCOCK POINT, SORRENTO.

of

Mrs. £. E. Swett for several months, has
returned to South Surry.

prlated for two par*

1 To remind the puMic in general, as well
as our subscribers, of a privilege they may
employ. absolutely without charge and to
Indicate the simplest anti most effective

days.

_

telephone
telephone by a non-subscriber,

This idvertiseneat is

ALLEY—At Trenton. July 26, David B Alley,
aged 75 years, 3 months, 4 days.
BURGESS—At Bucksport, July 20, Albert L
Burgess, aged 6 months.
CHAMBERS—At Hancock. July 24, Mrs Annie
A Chambers, of Providence, R I, aged 48
years.
GRANT—At Lamoine. July 25, Miss Frances
W Grant, aged 85 years, 4 months, 19 days.
HAGGATT—At Stonington, July 24, Leola
Inez Haggatt. aged 24 days.
HAN8COME—At Sedgwick, July 24, George
Hanscome, aged 30 years.
HASKELL—At Stonington. July 26, Mrs Elizabeth Haskel:, aged 77 years, 2 mouths, 20

Colburn Cousins has moved his family
home while he cuts his hay.

EASTBROOK.

a

pesos:

DIED.

Mrs. Laura Butler is visiting Mrs. Dora
Abbott.

26._C.

from

m

17, bv Rev Carl N Garland. Leone Hanna, of
Gouldsboro, to Hollis A Demmons, of Bar
Harbor.
8TEVES—BEATON—At Bar Harbor, July 14,
bv Rev Charles F McKoy, Nellie Steves to
Norman Beaton, both of Bar Harbor.
WOOD—SMITH—At El'sworth, July 24
by
Rev P A A Killam, Miss Josephine C Wood
to Richard A Smith, both of Ellsworth.

B.

Mrs. E. E. Swett and two daughters
visiting at Seth Smith’s, Bluehill.

or

If the emergency is of a particularly serious nature—a railroad wreck*
large tire, a serious accident, involving injury or death to many—do not
leave the telephone without also calling for the Chief Operator, so that an
executive official of our Traffic Department may take such further steps as
the nature of the emergency shall suggest.

CROCKETT—JUDKINS—At Stonington, July
24, by Rev J P Simonton, Bessie B Crockett
to Harry C Judkins, both of Stonington.
HANNA-DEMMONS-At Bar Harbor, July

Cherryfleld.

26.

Emergency Calls for Physicians.

MARRIED.

Miss June Williams is visiting in Mariaville.

July

3.

a

goii’i

friends, went
July 28.

Emergency Calls for the Police.

Department,

If there is an established fire alarm system in the place, a call for the
Fire Department also should be made from the nearest fire-alarm box.
The Company can assume no responsibility for an emergency notification,
but it will U3e its best endeavors to connect you promptly.

JJartH

HUTCHINSON—At Stonington, July
Mr and Mrs Earlen R Hutchinson,
[Charles Linwood.]

a.

TWO

I

The Maxwells have delighted their
friends with several spins in their fine
touring car. Mrs. Maxwell took a party
of ladies to Gouldsboro
Saturday to dine
with Carroll Duun and wife.
Monday
Mr. Maxwell, with a party of gentlemen

for the Fire

if he states that he desires to make an emergency call.

Ellsworth Port.
Ar July 27, sch Lulu W Eppea. Salem.
Sid
sch Catherine. Port Jefferson,
27,
July
Everett Morse went to Cherry field Satlumber for Moore and Treworgy.
urday, where his wife and children have
Hancock County Purrs.
visited the past two weeks. All returned
West Sullivan—Ar July 23, sch Lavolta to
home Monday.
load.
Ar July 28, sch Franconia to load.
Mr. and Mrs. Crossley, with their comAr July 26, sch F G French from N Y with
pany, Mr. and Mrs. Bowden, of Boston,
*
have been enjoying some of the pleasant coal for Capt J K Mitchell.
Sid July 23, sch Lizzie Lee, Boston.
drives about towm.
81d July 26, sch Lavolta, Boston.
nther. One day I told a gendarme
I
itch him for a suspicious eharac- sealw Southwest Harbor—Ar July 22, sch John B
Norris.
nd had a lot of fun out of It”—
Ar July 25, sch Imogene.
l. you did, did you?”
Hani
81d July 23, sch John B Norris.
•s.
Well, the girl I was telling
Eugene o. Hunger spent
at
Sunday
BORN.
Lamoine with his wife and young daughter, who are visiting among home friends, HAYNES—At Great Pond, July 25, to Mr and
Mrs Bert Haynes, a daughter.
Little Marion is being treated for ada-

noids.

Emergency Calls

Such call may be made without charge, from his own

MARINE LIST.

weekly meetings, was pleasantly entertained Thursday at the home of Mrs. Ray
Dwelley.

i.

by a subscriber,

ment.

A Novel Idea.
It is free and deeply interests everybody
who has aches or pains, or who is weak and
sickly. Anyone can learn the surest and
quickest means to get strong and well by
accepting that splendid free offer of Dr.
Greene, of 84 Temple Place, Boston, Afass.
He has established a system of letter correspondence through which all sick and suffering people can learn exactly what ails them,
and how to get well without expense and
without leaving their homes. All they have
to do is write to the Doctor, stating each
symptom from which they are suffering. He
gives the greatest care and attention to every
letter, and tells the cause of each symptom
so plainly that patients understand instantly
just what ails them. It is a splendid opportunity for those who cannot afford the
time or expense to go to the city. Dr.
Greene makes a specialty of curing patients
through letter correspondence. He is the
most successful specialist in curing nervous
and chronic diseases, and is the discoverer
of that wonderful medicine, Dr. Greene’s
Nervura blood and nerve remedy.

Srfrool

Bunker cemetery.
Edgar Y. Scott, of Philadelphia, is about
to have erected a building, on land leased
from Lewis G. Stanley, in which to put
in winter quarters his yacht, “Kite.*.’
R*
July 26.

VARIETIES of emergency telephone
charge, at the behest of the
were
devised
jniblic. They
years ago by the New
*&
England Telephone
Telegraph Company ,to render what it believed to be a proper public service to
the community at large, as well as a valuable service
to the Company’s subscribers.
They are:
m HREE

Mrs. fleuel Bartlett and children, of Ellsare visiting at Henry Bartlett’s.
Frank Wails and wife, of Bar Harbor,
visited at E. E. McFarland’s over Sunday.

worth,

left

j$ham lugntggg (Eollgg?

said the chief. “Did
fou catch the
ghost?"

Telephone Emergencies

_

PARTRIDGE COVE.

It was m.v turn to wince.
How
Eastbrook Sunday school will have a
would It look to my chief if I were
picnic at Molasses pond Aug. 5.
“Thh
reported sleeping on watch?
CRANBERRY ISLES.
Flora Wilbur, Eda Piper and Libbie
girl Is easily ^managed,” I said to myThere will be a dance in the town hall Wilbur, who are working in Sullivan,
•elf "I'll bluff her Just for fun.”
spent Sunday at home.
night.
"1 confess to you," I replied, "that I Tuesday
Everard Jellison, who has been in the
A. Richardson is visiting
Cora
Mrs.
felt very dull and appeared to tx
West the past year, is at home on a vaca- |
in Portland.
•sleep. I was not. To prove it I will friends
tion. His father, F. A. Jellison, is iu poor
tell you something. A certain young
Capt. Henry A. Bunker is in command health.
Writ#* to-day fo** FREE bott’e of Dr.
lady came Into the room and kissed of the yacht Virginia.
C. Mortimer Gott, who is working at (ir-en’ft Lsxura for all stomach, fiver
me."
Miss Eliza Stanley,- of Otter Creek, is
Southwest Harbor this summer, spent and bowel trouble.
She started and blushed.
visiting at E. J. Stanley’s.
“Ah. ha!” 1 thought “My dream
Lobsters are scarce, and nearly all the
Sbbtrtiflrmcnta.
was real.”
men have taken up their traps.
"You say you were awake,” she said
The new wharf on Fish point rebuilt
presently.
by the the club house people is completed.
"Of course.”
Collins Morrell and wife, of Bar HarShe pulled my handkerchief out of
her sleeve. “Then why did you let me bor, visited at the home of her mother
0,>*
uni g>{tortlm«a
take this?"
Yew Round
Sunday.
I changed
Bar
Harbor
of
the
to
a
Mr.
air
Rev.
Garland,
my braggadocio
Thorough instruction in all of the
humble one.
Methodist church, preached in the old
Commercial Branches, Shorthand,
“You say It Is
house
to
Union
meeting
Sunday.
report
your duty
Typewriting and Telegraphy
me for
playing ghost It will then be
The ladies’ aid society will hold its anmy privilege to report you for sleeping
men supplied with
Business
Portland, Augusta,
nual fair and sale Thursday, Aug. 12, at
on watch.”
office help free of charge
Bangor
its new building, “The Ladesade.”
“How about the kiss?”
Capt. S. N. Bulger, who went to Bangor
‘Oh, it will appear that you dreamed
last Monday and had his eye removed, is
I gave
you the kiss."
home, and hopes soon to be free from pain.
think,"
i
after
said
reflection,
.1
that you have the
Mrs. Florence Spurling, who has been in
of
me.”
advantage
1 think so.
Orland for the benefit of her health for
too,” she said. “I’m
the past two months, has returned home
going to bed."
I reported to
my chief the next morn much improved.
nS at li o’clock. I was astonished tc
'the Busy Bee club will hold its annual
oe Miss
Edson there. Both she and fai^and sale July 29 at the town hall. The
the chief smiled.
proceeds are for a fence to enclose the

“Hell°’ Harry”’

XDbituarauata.

wife and little son

at

Mrs. Lottie Cleveland, of Bangor,
rived Monday.

Mrs. L. A. Miller

his

Robert.

FRANKLIN.

something.
she having sold her house at Surry village
“Yes,” continued the lawyer severely, to Wesley Williams.
“I think you’d better take that arm away.
A. C. Ray, of Brewer', with hi9 family, is
And wjiile your about it, as long as there
spending a few weeks at Mr. Collins’ cotseem to be plenty of chairs in the room—”
Contention cove. Mr. Ray was forThe victim brushed the lady from his lap, tage,
merly of Surry, and has many friends
rather roughly, it is to be feared.
here.
“Wh—who the devil is this, anyhow?”
July
he managed to sputter.
“I,” answered the lawyer in deep, impressive tones, “am your conscience!”
And then he hung up the receiver.

Sunday here with

other pages

Several other Attractive Real Estate Values

Inquire

of C.

W,

<Sg

E.

MASON

L.

Properties in Ellsworth, Surry, Lamoine, Hancock,
Sorrento, Bar Harbor, Northeast Harbor, SouthREAL ESTATE west Harbor. Also other Properties on tne Coast.
Timber Lands. Representative of the National Co-operative Realty Company.

CHTTflM
wU I

*»■
SUM

IU!i,

•

Also

Representative

of the

Equitable

Life Assurance

Society.

Office at Residence, Surry Road, Ellsworth, Maine.

WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T.

BRUBAKER, Manager.

Commonwealth Hotel
Opposite State House,
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

Midway between Broad St. Station
Reading Terminal on Filbert St.

and

European, $1 per day and up.
American, $2.50 per day
and up.
The only moderate rriced hotel of reputation and consequence in

PHILADELPHIA.
Offers

THE—

Dining

CLARION.

witn hot and cold water for

room

and cafe first-class. Euro-

pean Plan.

Whether it’s a range or a fur
nace—if it is a “Clarion”, it if
*

rooms

fl.00 per day and up, which includes free
use or public shower baths.
Nothing to
equal this in New England. Rooms with
private baths for £1.50 per day and up;
suites of two rooms and bath for £4.00 per
day and up.

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Stone

Floors, nothing wood but the doors.

requirement. Equipped with its own Sanitary Vacuum cleaning plaut.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Long distance telephone in every room.
Bangor. Sold by
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.*
sure

to meet every

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth

Main street.

J. RALPH

SMITH, D. O.,

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN,
from Bang >r, will be at the American
House, Tuesday and Friday
each week.

SPECIALIST IN NERVOUS
ani» CHRONIC DISEASES.

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
PAf,

NO

WASH

CHOICE

FRUIT

of every kind, fresh,
luscious, wholsome.

Soda, all flavors, drawn from the hand*
somest fountain in Ellsworth.

Bananas at Wholesale.

ELLSWORTH

* O

Send for booklet.
STORER F. CRAFTS, Manager.

KK.

; AH kinds of laundry work done at abort notice.
I Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTBY JL CO.,
WEST END BRIDGE, ELLSWORTH. ME.

Confectionary

and Cigars.

LUCH I NI’S,
| Main Street,

(Giles Block)

KlUmith

.Ad American has subscribers at 107 nesday, July 21. Their
tf the 117 poet-oficee in Hancock county. them happiness.
4U Mo other paper* in the County comJuly 28.

many

friends wish

B.
piped da not reaeh to many. The AMERIWEST HANCOCK.
CAN it not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and ha* neveretaimed to
Mrs. Abbi» Thorsen has returned from a
he, but it i* the only paper that can prop- | visit at Parker’s Head.
erty be called a County paper; all the
Mrs. Lena Foren and daughter Eva are
reel are merely local papers. The circulavisiting friends in Holden.
tion
The American, barring the Bar
Mrs. Maria Durgan nas gone to BlueHarbor Record’* summer tiet, is larger
bill to make an extended visit.
them that of alt the other paper* printed
A. E. Foren, who is employed ip Boston,
in Hancock county.

COUNTY XEV
W

(\mrUL

<Vem

40*

«M«t

*
4xvv>"»

_

"county

news.

WEST EDEN.
Mrs. Lizzie Salisbury, of Ellsworth, is
at E. M. Hamer s.

Visiting

Mrs. Nettie Higgins has gone to Ellsher brother, E. W. Allen.

worth to visit

Higgins,

Ansel

who has

had

employ-

Brewer’s electrical shop, spent

ment in

Wednesday and Thursday at home, returning Friday to Bar Harbor to work in
R. H. Kittredge’s store.
A thunder shower of unusual severity
visited this section Saturday, July 17. A
very tall pine, an old landmark, in the
pasture of E. E. Sargent, was shattered by
lightning. Another bolt struck a tall
spruce within

feet of Lorenzo

very few

a

Mayo’s home, knocking Mrs. Mayo
but not injuring any one. At the

down
bouse

of D. G. Hail, the telephone was burned
out.
Mr. Halt's teams were coming home
from Bar Harbor, when lightning struck
a

tree in the woods close

July

by.
M.

19.
_

Mrs. Grace A. Fogg is quite ill.
Miss Gladys Lunt is visiting relatives at
Beech hill.
Mrs. Mary Richardson is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Frank Clark.
Mrs. Alvab Ray and daughter Ina, of
Belfast, are guests of C. M. Rich and w ife.
Mrs. Rita Smallidge and little son, of
Seal Cove, spent the past week with E. P.
Thomas and wife.
Mrs. Alice Leighton and daughter
Endora, of Salisbury Cove, visited relatives here this week.
Mrs. M. G. Joy, who has been confined
to her bed the past year, has so far recovered as to be up and dressed.
Miss Margaret Koch supplied the pulpit
Sunday afternoon in place of the regular
pastor. All gladly welcomed her.
Miss Mebelle Mosley has returned from
the Bar Harbor hospital. The physicians
wen

find the needle in her foot.
M.

nnable to

July

28.

LAMOINE.
Miss Clara Hodgkins went to Camden
last week to visit friends.
Miss Ellen Berry has returned to
Northeast Harbor, where she has employment for the

season.

Miss Phosie Higgins has returned home
from

Castine,

where she has been attendsummer school.

ing the

Grafton Covey, who has been employed
in

Cambridge, Mass.,

cation

w

is

spending

his

va-

parents, James Covey and

ith his

wife.

Mrs. Ansel Reynoldsand hertwodaughters, Louise and Mrs. Sumner Foster and
little daughter Helen, are spending the
summer

here.

Through

kindness of

the

Reynolds. party of young ladies enjoyed a
pleasant sail down the bay last Friday in
the yacht Alice.
Capt. O. L. Crabtree, wife and daughter
Lola, accompanied by Evans Crabtree and
a friend, made a short call at N. B. Coolidge’s Saturday afternoon. The trip was
made in A. B. Crabtree's touring car.
Dr. Herbert Hodgkins and family, of
Ansel

a

Waterville,

expect to occupy the old
Hodgkins homestead during a part of the
season.
The boys, Herbert and Harold,
are already here
putting the house in
order.
Miss Elvira Smith has returned from Bar
she spent a few. days.
While there she attended the wedding of
her brother Howe. Mr. Smith married
Miss Linnie Lelanq, of Bar Harbor, Wed-

Harbor, where

fBQirat.

Islhe'reTt:

Time
The

Testimony
People

sentations

Ellsworth

what tells the tale.

finds out when misrepre-

soon

made, and merit alone will

are

stand the test of

time.

Ellsworth people appreciate merit, aqd
many months ago local citizens publicly
endorsed Doan’s Kidney Pills; they do so
still.

Would

a

citizen make the statement

which follows unless convinced that the
article

was

just

as

represented? A

cure

that lasts is the kind that every sufferer
from kidney ills is looking for.
Mrs. Philena Moon, living three miles
out

on

says:

Surry road, Ellsworth, Me.,
“In 1897 I gave a public recomthe

mendation of Doan’s Kidney Pills, after
they had cured my daughter of kidney
trouble.

I cannot add anything to my

original statement, except
jeers

that

which passed there

during the

has been

no

further symptoms of kidney trouble in
the girl’s case.

SOUTH DEER 18 LE.

were

in

Rock-

Angelina Robbins is at North Deer Isle
a few weeks.

Fred Blake, and wile, who have been
visiting John 8. Blake, returned home last
week.
William Smith and wife, of Bangor,
with friends are occupying their bungalow on Indian point.

for

COUNTY NEWS.
for iMIHn.1

Oountg Item

M.

turn

eihor pagrt

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Miss Annie Handy baa gone to Smithville tor a few days.

to track the same school
this fan“•

July 19.

8.

--—

Mr. nod Mn.
Balcalm, 0|
Maaa., an in town visiting

Dorehest.,

friends.

Mn. Emma Jordan, who
has been
tending school In Bangor, i, at hum
1
George Cleaves, of Smithville, was a guest ; few days.
of his brother, E. W. Cleaves, Sunday.
Mn. Maud Stanley, Mrs.
Agnes Phimk,
Dr. Benjaman Williams, of Rockland, is and Mira Id. Leighton
last
week
in
Bar
is a guest of his brother, J. M. Williams.
Harbor.
Mrs. Rachel Cole has returned from a visit . Rev. Mr. Garland, of U«r „.rh„,
to Mrs. Eunice Jones, of West Ooulds- ; preached here Sunday morning
^
boro.
i in* 1» exchange with Mr. BoUes.

|

Miss Hazel Gray, of Greenville, having
daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs. spent her vacation with relatives here, returned to Greenville Monday.
Emery Eaton July 18.
recently made a short visit to his family.
G*
Mrs. Mildred Long and children, of
July 24.
Herman Sinclair, of Ellsworth, with his
Among the out-ol-town gu.,., k
Bluehill, are at Mrs. John Tufts’.
Mrs. Ernest Wood, of Bar Harbor, has
home.
into
the
has
meved
Durgan
MARLBORO.
family
*
was
Mira Eunice
been a recent guest of her father, A. H. Sunday
Annie Stinson left Wednesday for
Mrs.
Miss Elsie Russell, of Portland, is spendMrs. Abbie Bowden is quite ill.
; Lamolne, and Evenrd Moore
?*
she has employment.
where
Wasgatt.
Dirigo,
,,ld
the summer with Mrs. Bherman McFarand Mr. and Mn. Wiggin. 0|
Maynard Ford has gone to Portland to
L. K. Storrs, with his wife and daughter,
Mrs. Gustavus Robbins, of Cambridge.
Ellsworth
land.
attend an auto school.
The lalraford Thimble club wilt
with
their
the
week
on
of
week
was
here
this
Boston, spent
past
calling
hold
J. M. Milliken, of Bar Harbor, spent a Mass.,
annual rale of useful and
Leslie Gray, of Dedham, ia with F. T. father, E. W. Cleaves.
friends.
fancy
few days last week with his parents, H. C.
in
the
to help him do his haying.
laleatord
church
Hodgkins
Mrs. Walter Farley was called to Bar
Wednesday a
Abbie Snow is at home after spending n
Milliken and wife.
4. Sale from 10 a. m. to 6
Miss Margaret Burnham spent a few Harbor the first of the week
p. m, Kf(
few* weeks with friends in Sedgwick and
by the serious
Miss Alice Butler, of New Bedford,
menta will be served
S.
last
week
her
with
grandfather,
during the day
days
illness of her mother.
Mass., who is spending the season with vicinity.
If. Remick.
Samuel
Ober and wife, of
Miss Alice Given and friend, Mias
Mrs. Julia Roberts, of Milford, Mas*.,
Kans,s
her parents at Butler’s point, is visiting st
Mrs. John McIntyre and children, of Hunter, of Philadelphia, are late arrivals viaitlng Mr. Ober’a aistcr, Mrs.
is with her sister, Mrs. C. C. Warren, for a
tb* Butler home.
Phippin. Mr. Ober was called home on
Hopkinton, Mass., are spending the sum- at “Allenburst”, the Sands.
short stay.
Miss Evelyn A. Butler and Miss Mabel
account of hia mother’a illness
mer with Mr. McIntyre's mother, Mrs.
and death
Mrs. Frank Wakefield and children He
Capt. A. J. Stanley and family, who
Stokes, of Philadelphia, and Miss Adeexpects to return to the West again
Mary McIntyre.
1,1
went to Smithville Wednesday for a visit
laide Pybas, of Scranton, Pa., are at the have spent a few days here, have returned
the autumn.
July 26._ARE.
at the Wakefield homestead.
to their home in Rockland.
Butler home for the summer.
38.
July
*■
Mrs. J. W. Wanamaker and son Carl, of
Sumac.
--Jf-Mr. and Mrs. Pulsifer, who have been at
Masters Everett and Richard Hill, of
July 25.
Mr. Small's for a few weeks, went to their Cambridge, Mass., are guests of F. T. Dorchester and West Gouldsboro, were at
NORTH LAMOINI;
FRANKLIN ROAD.
Hodgkins and wife.
home in Yarmouth Saturday.
W. F. Bruce's during the week.
Mn. Wellington Barbour, of
F. S. Graves was iu Bangor Thursday on
FoICroftS
Miss Orcutt and Mr. Soper, of Bar HarMrs. Ansel Stanley was taken on Tues- !
Mrs. Orrin Haywood, who bas been in Visited her old home here last
week.
business.
were
week-end
of
Miss
Orguests
the East Maine general hospital, Bangor,
day to* the hospital in New bury port, bor,
Mn. William Brooks and
Mrs. Stella Shaw and mother are in
cutt’s sister, Mrs. D. H. Rodick.
family c(
for treatment, has returned home.
Mass., for treatment for appendicitis.
Ellsworth, visited her parents, t'ha'ika
Ellsworth for a few days.
Mrs.
Ruel
Bartletland
of
Ellschildren,
after
of
been
Miss Nina Pearson,
Miss Mina Higgins, who has
Farmington,
spend- Brown and wife, last week.
Hiram Merchant, of Hancock, was a a short visit w ith Mrs. Vernon Small, has worth, are spending s few days with her
iug a few weeks at Dr. Larrabee'a with her
Miaa Anna Young and Miss
business visitor here Friday.
Wind,
returned to the home of her sister at St on- | parents, F. T. Hodgkins and wife.
mother, has returned to her home in Win- Baker will
spend a few days it Bir
Mrs. James E. Foster, of Bar Harbor, Ingtori.
Mrs. Emms Wright, with son Hugh, who ter Harbor.
Harbor this week, the guesls of Mrs.
Ler,
was a guest of relatives here Friday.
has been spending a few weeks with her
Harry Stanley spent Sunday at home, L.
Lyman Hewins, of Washington, D. C. Whitaker.
Goss, George L. Beck and others fr4>“- with a
A. E. Tracy has bought the Marcia Dur- returning on Tuesday, The yacht Jolt'"
on
of
sailed
bis
friends,
yacht
party
Mira Ulab Marshall gave a
l>eer Isle and Stonington.
birthday
gan place for his son-in-law, Herman Sin- on which he is employed, was in Bur1'
Thursday for Boston. His nephew, Mal- party to several of her
young friend,
colm Hewins, accompained him.
clair, of Ellsworth. They moved in last Harbor.
The evening
Tbnnday
evening.
10
VETERAN TEACHER DEAD.
C.
Monday.
July 38.
The many friends of Frank A. Noyes,
spent playing games, and a jolly goed
Fifteen of Charles F. Graves's friends Boston, formerly of Deer Isle, were
time was enjoyed. Fruit and
I. W. Higgins, of Portland, is in town
iemonads
MEMORIAL resolutions.
of
{
gave him a surprise party Tuesday even- to meet him this week after an absence
wen served.
relatives.
Baisaiioan Tribe, I. O. K. M.
visiting
26.
ing, his twentieth birthday. Miss Ber- twenty-eight years.
July
Y
The Omt Spirit has again spoken End
__
Miss Eleta Elliott is visiting her annt,
-v-William Saunders, who is employed in
; niece Marshall made a birthday cake.
called to the great hunting ground our
Mrs. Leon Dorr, of Bar Harbor.
’‘Doan's Ointment cured roe of eczem*
Van Buren, is at home for a abort stay.
that
brother, Lewis Noonan. In his death we
| Refreshments were served.
Mrs. Clara Dorr, of Bar Harbor, has lose a good, worthy brother, and one who bad annoyed me a long time. The cure *u
Nelson Stewart, who was injured last He was accompanied by a friend, Guy
8.
W.
permanent*’—Hon.
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Charlotte will be greatly missed.
Matthews, ( omnis.
Tuesday at Hancock corner by a train Whitherlee, of Milo.
Labor Statistics, Augusts. Me. < n.
Elliott.
Resolved. That our charter be draped in •loner
striking the hind wheels of his carriage,
Fred Sawyer and wife, of Stonington,
for
a
thirty days, and copy of these
Mrs. Samuel Norwood and son Roland, mourning
remains about the same. He is confined to were in the village on
Sunday calling on
resolutions be put on the records of the lodge,
Delay in commencing treatment for s slitht
his bed and is unable to move.
of Lynn, Mass., are visiting at Mrs. Otis
friends. Mrs. Sawyer has been an invalid |
and a copy sent to his family and one to the irregularity that could have been cored
by Folev's Kidner Remedy roar retail
quickly
24.
Le
land's.
Q.
May
for more than two years, losing her sight
ELLawoaTH American for publication.
in a serious kidney disease. Folev's 'kidner
Mrs. Sadie Huntley, who injured herself
She hss now recovered the sight ;
Resolved, That we extend oor sympathy to Remedy builds up the worn-out tissue* tad
entirely.
EAST FRANKLIN.
strengthens these organs. O A. Pabcbks.
of one eye, and thinks that she may of the ; quite badly two weeks ago, is slowly im- his father, mother and brothers, and hope
E. L. Lowell and wife visited Mrs. G.
they will be reconciled to their great loss.
other. She is gaining strength also, so proving.
BNutUsnnnii&.
H. Welch J uly 21.
John M. Williams,
that she is able to do her work and take
Mrs. Hannah Harper and her daughter,
Ebnbst Ricr.
Mrs. Msry Sargent has gone to Camden long journeys.
Mrs. Florence Stinson, of Boston, are
Leonard 8. Rat.
to visit her brother, Dr. John K. Hooper
AJuly 23.
guests of Mrs. Frank Andrews.
Committee.
and wife, for a few weeks.
Frank Wilkinson and wife, who have
SEAL COVE.
who
lived
Everett,
WEST
GOULD8BORO.
Burleigh
formerly
the past two weeks with their aunt,
A son was born to Harley Baker and spent
here, is here from Foxcroft to visit his
Mrs. H. W. Jellison, returned to Boston
Mrs. Elizabeth Shaw, who has been viswife
12.
July
T.
M.
and
other
relacousin,
Blaisdell,
Saturday.
iting her ton at Gonldsboro Point, has ref!ves.
E. L. McLean, of Augusta, has joined
turned home.
V.
July 19.
Clifton Donnell, of Lawrence, Mass., Mrs. McLean at her home here.
Miss Ann Van E*s, of “The Sands”, spent
BASS
HARBOR.
visited his mother, Mrs. E. K. Donnell,
Fred Brown, of Waltham, Mass., visited
a few days of last week with Mary Knight
and other relatives here last week. He re- his grandmother, Mrs. C. H. Sawyer, reMrs. Kirk Bumford and family are at
Never Falls to Restore
Potter at “Wayside Inn”.
turned home Saturday.
their cottage for the season.
cently.
Hair to ltsNaturai
Mrs. Nathan Kingsley and daughter !
Mrs. John U. Hardison and daughter
Dr. Caithness and Mrs. Drake, of OamErvin Dix, who has been here superinPauline, who have been visiting friends in Color and
are
at
with
S.
Robbins’
friends
from Connecticut, bridge, Mass.,
Verna,
Robbins’,
Bar Harbor, have returned home.
No matter how long it has been gray
tending some repairs to the cottage he rehave gone to Mil bridge and other places
Point, for the season.
or faded. Promote* a luxuriant
Miss Lucy Cummings, who has been
has returned to hia home
growth
cently
bought,
in Washington county to visit relatives
of healthy hair. Stops its fallingout.
Capt. Watson Walls and wife arrived in Cambridge, Mass.
enjoying a three-weeks vacation with her j
and friends for a week.
home Saturday from Egg Rock, where they
removes Das*
ewllllily
—S_
Maurice Thurston and wife and Clifton parents in North Sullivan, resumed her
dflfl. Keeps hair soft and glossy. ReRev. Mr. Andrews preached at the Free visited Mrs. Walls’ sister, Mrs. Heber
duties at “Wayside Inn” Sunday.
Rich speDt last week in Rockland.
fuse all substitutes. 2,s' times as muck
Baptist church Sunday afternoon and Sawyer.
19.
L.
July
In $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.
Chaunre.v and Frank Rich, of Lynn, are
evening. The society has engaged him to
Mrs. S. D. Harper is at home from
11 aad Me. bottles, at drngglsM
Mrs. M. S. Dodge, of Everett, Mass., i«
preach there during the summer, perhaps Atlantic, where she has been spending a at their camp w ith a party of friends.
Send 3c for free book The Care of the Hair."
longer. He is very much liked.
Miss Julia Fanning left last week for a visiting Mrs. Nathan Kingsley.
month with her granddaughter, Mrs.
Philo Hay Spec. Cu, Newark. N J. %
1
Mrs. Sarah C. Sears, of Boston, was at
July 28.
R.
six-week s trip to England and Scotland.
Robbins.
lay*i laittaia Soap cures Pi=PW
red, rough aad chapped bands, and all skin disChester Robbins, wife and son Eugene,
Stanley Heath and wife, of Bangor, are her farm here a few days last week.
uses
NORTH SULLIVAN.
Keeps sldn fine snd soft 25c drugrms
Fred Holt, who is at work in Bar Har- tad 3c lor tlW bonk “The Care c! the bkia."
wife and son Lloyd, all visiting Mrs. Heath’s father, O. M. KitRobbins,
George
Miss Hattie Wooster came home from
of Atlantic, and Miss Mary Pierce, of Bos- tredge.
bor, spent the week-end with his family. |
Prospect Harbor last week.
Mrs. L. B. Deasy, of Bar Harbor, spent a
ton, spent Sunday with relatives in
Mrs. John F. Coffin and daughters
Newman
has
returned
Wiley
to Bethel, town.
i
Gwendolyn and Marguerite, of Brooklyn, few days last week with Mrs. Prank F. A lUliable
where
he
has
Vt.,
employment.
FOR
N.
Hill.
July 19.
N. Y., came Saturday.
Onias Springer and wife, of Boston, are
X. V. Z.
July 19.
James Dow and daughter Blanche, of
W. J. Harper and H. L. Sawyer went to i
expected this week for their vacation.
*
Portland, are visiting John H. Tracy and
SWAN’S ISLAND.
Bar Harbor on business Saturday.
Miss M. E. Moon has been visitiing
wife.
Fred Forrest, of Boston, is spending a
Allen Goodwin, of Boston, is visiting !
Cream Balm
friends at The Tarratine, Hancock Point.
Mrs. John Higgins, of South Gouldsfew days in town.
his grandmother, Mrs. 8. D. Harper.
is quickly absorbed.
Frank G. Robinson, of Boston, arrived
with
Miss Mildred
Coes Relief at Ones.
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II., are spending a few days with Mr.
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Capt. Emory Gott, wife and daughter Shaw’s
mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Shaw.
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Stands the Test.

The test of time is

The public

slightly damaged.

Fossie Sukins is with friends in South
Thomsston.
Vernon Small and wife
land Saturday.

thunder shower Saturday, July 17.B y
prompt work the Are was put out, with
little loss. The house of John Blake waa

Doan’s Kidney Pills can surious ingredients In both foods and drugs.
It is beneficial both to tbe public and to the
be procured at Moore’s drugstore, and I
eonacientiQua manufacturer. Ely's Cream
highly recommend them.’’
Balm, a successful remedy for cold in the
For sale by all dsaiers. Prica GO cents. bead, nasal catarrh, hay fever, etc., containing no injurious drugs, meets fully tpe reFoster-Milburn Co., BnOalo, New York,
quirements of tbs new law, and that fact is
sole agents for the United States.
prominently stated on every package. ItconRemember the name—Doan’s—and take tains none of the injurious drugs which are
required by the law to be mentioned on tbe
label. Hence you can ose it safely.
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C. L. Brace arrived at Mill Island
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17, (or the remainder of the season.
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SOLD BY DRUCCISTS EVERYWNERI

If people with symptoms of
kidney or bladder trouble could realise tbeir
danger they
would, without loss of time, commerce taking Foley's Kidney Remedy. This great remedy stops the palu and irregularities,
strengthens and builds up these organs and
there is no danger of Brights' disease or other
sertous disorder.
Do not disregard the earlv
symptoms. O A. PsncHia.

Thousands of Maine
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noth
years and would have
else.
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and Miss Robinson, of Yonkers, N. Y.,
guests of Mrs. C. L. Babson.

1 TELEPHONE AS
AN INTERPRETER

Misses Grace and Hester Davies entertained a few of their friends at their cottage, “Bonnie Bnie,'’ Monday afternoon.

Ijeightoo is at tbe home of
Mrs. I. E. Smith and granddaughter,
F. M. Leighton.
Miss Louise Swift, of Mt. Vernon, N. Y.,
d, father,
has gone to lslesboro
Small
are spending a few weeks with Mrs. Julia
J»V Floyd
friend#.
^jge W.

or,

abort Visit With
B S. Howard, of Boston, ia the
P. Clapp and wife.

Sweet.

July 26.

of Portland, was tbe
Mrs. Louie Lane,
Dine’# parents recently.
joesi of Capt.
Emerson arrived at her cotMrs. B. W.
D. C.
Friday, from Washington,
of Connecticut, is
Withee,
Bessie
Mrs.
E. A Byard and wife.
kiting her prrents,
Smalt spilled fifty-two
Sheriff
Deputy
a seizure reof claret Thursday
lions

cently made.

of the Rural
The woman’s auxiliary
will hold its annual
'emetery association
hall Aug. U, afternoon
air at Riverside

By F A. MlTCHEL.
Popyrlght, 1909, by American Press

Sim.
_

wlluIE.

Rev. C. G. Harwood and wife, of Beverly,
in town.

Charles Stover and wife have returned
to Cambridge, Mass.

thing unpleasant happened?"
“I don’t exactly—you see—they tell

Frank J. Dodge is visiting his sister,
Mrs. A. C. Osgood.
Fred Havlin and family, of Boston,
guests of Mrs. J. H. Morse.
There will be

a

Asso-

ciation.!
"Hello, Simmons. Got back all safe,
I see. Had a good time?"
“■Well, yes; rather.”
"Yon look as If you hadn't
Any-

BLUEHILL.

Mass., are

jUnui UKnuni*.

8UKBY.

there’s a certain time In a man’s
life when be doesn't know whether he’s
done a very big thing or a very little
one.”
"Haven't got Into trouble on account
of one of your practical Jokes, have
me

are

dance at the town hall

Thursday evening, July 29.
Misses Gertrude and Elizabeth Clough
are at tbeir home on South street.

you?”

fepAfctaim.

Alston Milliken and wife, of Qsrdiner,
are visiting friends here.
Mrs. Lttlisn Perkins, of Springfield,
Mess., is visiting her mother, Mrs. E. N.
Osgood.
Ospt. Emery Oott, wife and small daughter, of Swan’s Island, visited at Capt. McKay’s last week.
Hollis Saunders, of West Hurry, nfet
with a serious accident a few days ago.
In trying to put a belt on a drum, he was
caught in the belt and whirled around the
shaft and thrown some distance. Fortunately no bones were broken, although he
was badly bruaed.
S.
July 28.

_•

GOTT’S ISLAND.
Mrs. Edwin Joyce and Mias Vira Joyce,
of Atlantic, are employed at the Hillside

cottage.

JShr* i^tsawfai sra
day

Buy a Barrel
of This Flour
You will find it real economy
buy the famous William Tell
Flour by the barrel.

to

Mr. Burnham’s new bungalow is com*
pie ed, and, from the water, presents a
flue, cosy appearance.

worth, In said county, on the third
of August. a. d. 1909, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they
so* cause.
Sarah E. Kinsman, late of Franklin, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purposing to be the lest will and testament of
sail de.eased, together #ith petition for probate thereof, presented by H. P. Blaisdell. the
executor therein named.
Susan E. Sargent, late of Ellsworth. In said
county, deceased, a certain instrument purporting to be the last will and tesutment of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof presented by Reuben 8. Sargent*
the executor therein named.
William Herrick, late of Southwest Harbor*
In said county, deueased.
A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testam* nt of said deceased, together with petition
for probate thereof, presented by Myra N
Herrick, the executrix therein named.
Melinda W. Emerson, late of Penobscot, In
said county deceased. A cert'in instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
ot said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Joseph S. Emern, the executor therein named.
Asenath P. Staples, late of Brooksville, in
id county, deceased. Petition that Ira J.
cousins or some other suitable person be appni ted administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by K.len M. Gray, daughter of said deceased.
Austin B. Freethy. late of Brooklin, In said
Petition that Mark L.
county, deceased
i)"dee o- s. nie other suitable person be splointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased. piesented by Minaid E. Freethy,
son and heir*at law of said deceased.
Leonora Burns, late or Tr»rtoi>. in said
coun.y, deceased. Petition that Horace W.
Bu.ua or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
uf eoe ', presented by Horace W.
Burns, son
n *ir iib law of add decease
an
1 tv| a L. Joidan, Lite ot Bllsw> rth, in said
con. t„. dectas. d.
Heeond a.:cou» t oi Charles
P. Dorr, executor, filed for stttltment.
George O. Stewart, late of Brooklin, in said
First account of Reuben
county, deceased.
C. Stewart, administrator, filtd for settlement.
Daniel H. Eppes. late of Ellswoitb, infcaid
county, deceased. First account of Henry A.
Eppes, administrator, filed for settlement.
John E. Dorr, late of Aurora, in said county,
deceased. First account of E. A. Richardson,
administrator, filed for settlement.
Lincoln C. Wright, late ot Eden, in said
county, deceased. First and final accounted
Joseph E. Tripp, administrator, filed for settlem nt.
K «lph W. Temple, late of G'ouldsboro, in
siid county, deceived
Fir^i uni final account of R dfoid
B. Tracy, administrator,
tile 1 .or -ell lenient
Isidore corn aliis. lete ot Cssti'ie, in said
O' ceased.
COU-.I
fte« Oud account of Augustine H. Foiaoui. execi tor. filed <or settlement.
Oaeo b. Free liy. «n insane peis n, of
Fi'St account of
Br.i klin, in s-iid county.
Nel-on A. Freciby, guaidian, fl ed tor settle-
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i Ne surplus, not including deposit
itt their cottage for the summer.
H. 'turner, guardian, for license to sen cer65
notes,
232,336
N
E
Har
*9
2
4b
*2 45 7 00| _J _j
25|....
tain real estate of said ward, as de-cribed in
rate when April
It.
At
here.
looked
any
in
Losses
1908,
68
356,818
pai^
S W Har >*ft 8'
Miss Eleanor Eaton, of Brookline, Mass.,
2 55 *2 55 7 1ft
....1
s>id peiitn n
Losses paid since organization,
7,233.988 46
7 10
|
Hsrvild U. Sinclair, et als, minors, of EllsTheodore Everett, wife and daughters, > came, and I sta*ed for Rome I saw a Munst... i*9 40
sat “EdgehiU” for the summer.
Gain in asaetb in 1908,
403,208 27 ! worth. in said
Petition tiled by
made
me
Ellsworth
at
a m and 4.30
It
7.19
tear
In
her
uneasy,
Trains
leaving
county.
eye.
Ho:i.
are
of Arlington, Mass.,
visiting
r. II. I C. C. PLUMMER,
diaries E. Sinclair, guardian, for license to
|
m, and arriving at Ellsworth 12.20 noon, 11.07
p
Ellery Btwden, of Winterport, has been
for 1 wasn't thinking about getting p. m. connect with Washington Co R R.
G*-ner»( Agt-nts for Malm,
sell cctaiu re I estate of said minors, as deParker Spofford.
his
Bowden.
Mrs.
Clara
mother,
risking
121 Exchange Street. Portland. Me.
sc-ibtd in said pe< ition.
*
mixed up in any affair, especially with
Daily Sundays included,
Dr. A. B. Hagerthy and wife, of AshIWnice A. Sincl >ir, minor, of Sullivan, in
Mrs. Augustua Taintor and niece, Miss
a Leaves Sunday at 9 a m.
a girl I couldn’t talk to, but when I
said county.
Petiiion filed by Thadious I.
several days with his
land,
lecently
spent
A’wiccs.
iLcga;
fcgnes Kane, are spending the week in
Sinclair, guardian, tor license to sell certain
t Stops on signal to conductor,
on the train I forgot all about it,
got
mol her, Mrs. D. R. Hagerthy.
real estate of said minor, as described in said
Jtngor.
q Sundays only.
supposing the girl would do the same.
William O. Gerrisb. of Bos- petftn d.
c 8tops to leave
William Hill Genn, of New York, acholding tickets
Laviuia H. Lelai d. late of Eden, in said
ton, county of Suffolk, and Commonhr. Frederick Huntington, of Portland,
Turpin and i went down to Rome to- from points west ofpassengers
Baugor.
wealth
of
Massachusetts,
Ernest
a
by his mortgage county, deceased. Petition filed by Elvin Y.
friend,
Agretti,
pent a few days recently with Mrs. B. C. companied by
w Stops to take but not to leave passengers.
dated January 17. 18*9. and recorded in Hud- Inland. executor, that an order be issued to
gether, and he didn’t seem to think
A.
H.
h»s
Mrs.
has been visiting
mother,
distribute among the heirs of said deceaaed,
son county registry of deeds, book No. 130,
brgent.
I’d done anything out of the way, and
1 d Stops at Sorrento Su» day only to leave
page 2 7, conveyed to Stephen Brennan, a cer- the amount remaining in the hands ot said
Genn.
passengers trom points west of Bangor.
this satisfied me.
•Miss Edith Allen, who has been teachtain lot or parcel of laud situated in the town executor, upon the settlement of his first acTickets for all points South and of Hancock, county of Hancock, and State of count.
Mrs. M. J. Kittredge has gone to
‘‘One day, a month later, while walk
ng in Woodville, N. H., is at “Starboard
Eva B. Hinckley, late of Eden, in said counWest for sale at the M. C. It. K. Maine, bounded and described as follows, to
She was accompanied
Wilkesbarre, Pa.
wit:
Watch”.
ty, deceased. Petition filed by Myra Fox ana
lng down via Cavour—that's Cavout ticket office. Ellsworth.
at the northwest corner of the Harold Hinckley, both of Bangor, Maine,
as far as Rockland by her sisters, Misses
Beginning
who
should
know—in
Rome,
street, you
John Tetlow and family, of Brookline,
These trains connect at Bangor with through field at the town road and running easterly by praying for the appointment of Harold HinckKatharine and Alice Ball, who will visit
I meet but my French girl, and what trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, the town road fifty-six (56) rods or there- ley. as trustee, under the last will and testaMu?**
rest ‘‘Bonnie View” cottage lor
Boston and St John.
abouts to land owned by John Kelly;- thence ment of said deceased. Frank Hinckley the
Daniel Ball.
their
brother,
was
she
doing?”
do you suppose
:be summer.
a
and stones; theuce north- trustee named therein being now deceased.
Passengers are earnestly requestly to pro- southerly to stake
Samuel Adams, late of Castine, in said
"What?”
The many friends of Rev. Frederick
erly eight (8) rods to the first mentioned
cure tickets before entering the trains, and
Mrs. Ln\ l.ane, of Portland, ia spendtwo acres and one hundred county, deceased.
Resignation of C. Fred
bound,
containing
Ellsworth
to
Falls
and
Falls
to
of
the
so
distressed
was
She
pastor
especially
brown,
formerly
"Crying.
Kenyon
and
the
Jones,
trustee, filed.
buildtwenty
(120)
rods,
including
nga few weeks with her mother, Mrs.
Ellsworth.
Elm street Congregational church, are about something that she didn't sec
ings thereon.
EDWARD B. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass. Agent.
iobert Gray.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage A true copy of the original order.
I spoke to her. and you should
me.
very glad to learn of bis success at Darthas been broken, now therefore, by reason ol
MORRIS M’DONALD,
Attest:—T. ¥. Mahoney. Register.
Bsnfurth Comins, wife and children
a breach thereof. I claim a foreclosure of said
mouth college, where he has taken two
have seen the relief light up ber face.
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
STATE OF MAINE.
are returned to their home
this notice for that purand
in Winmortgage
give
*
remember
•The only thing I could
Portland, Me.
prizes in a literary competition contest,
Stephen Brennan.
pose.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
iMter, Mass.
one for the best short story and one for
to say to her in French was ‘Good
By his attorney, Frank Lewis.
Ellsworth, in and tor said county of Hancock,
on
the sixth day of July, iu the year of our
Mrs. Duane 9. Everson and daughter the best junior essay. His bealth is much
Sbt
morning,’ so I said Toi que J’aime.’
subscribers hereby gives notice that Lord one thousand nine hundred and nine.
lelen, of New York, are guests of Mrs. improved.
burst into a fresh crying spell. I was
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
they have been duly appointed executors
a copy of the last will and testament of
obn If. Davis.
of the last will and testament of
dying to know why she was in Rome
Hon. Eugene Heiner, wife and daughFRANK STEVENS, late of the BOROUGH
ALANSOS
late
of
TUCKER,
DERRY,
now
couu
out
and what was the matter,
OF BROOKLYN,
Reuben Hemick, of Bar Harbor, passed a ters, of Lincoln, Neb., spent a few’ days
NEW HAMPSHIRE,
and state of New York, deceased,
in the
«(lays last week with hia aunt, Mrs. recently with George Blodgett and wife. I since she could only Jabber French Fare Between Bar Harbor and deceased, which will has been approved and and ofcity
the probate thereof in said state of
struck
me? Then a happy thought
toker Billings.
allowed in the couuty of Hancock, no bonds New York, duly authenticated, having been
They have just returned from Europe, at
being required by the terms of said will. presented to the judge of probate for our said
Mrs. Frank M. Redman and children where they visited all the principal places me. Turpin could act as interpreter
Boston
All persons having demands against the county of Hancock lor the purpose of being
to
Tur
her
Of course 1 couldn't take
estate of said deceased are desired to present allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
are returned to their home in Newton
of interest. Mr. Heiner is a prominent
the same for settlement, and all indebted court of our said county of Hancock.
pin, but I might get him on a tele
d>per Falla, Mass.
one way and
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
lawyer in the West, and has large manuthereto are requested to make payment imme$4.25
of
ue
each
tell
and he could
phone
sevein
inteiests
and
diately. Thomas Motley has appointed as his all persons interested therein, by publishing
banking
Mrs. John Bennett
spent part of last facturing Mrs. Heiner was Miss Julia what the other said. Good Idea, eh?’
agent Robert H. Gardiner, whose address is a copy of this order three weeks successively
ral states.
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
™«k w ith her
River avenue, Garuiuer. Maine.
$8.00 round trip.
mother, Mrs. J. W. Spin“Very.”
Hubert H. Gardiner.
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of HanBlodgett, formerly of Bucksport.
*fi*t Little Deer Isle.
cock,
where
there
Thomas
Motley.
prior to the third day of August,
"I stepped Into a place
Ja.
d.
11. 1909.
1909, that
they may appear at
July 21.
July
July ID.
9IM.
it
succeeded
nnd
J
Steamer
T Morse leaves Bar Harbor 1 S'*
was a 'telefono' sign
a probate court then to be held at Ellsworth,
week days and Sundays for Seal Harbor,
in
for
said
of Hancock, at ten
and
was
county
as
he
starting Sni
subscriber nereby gives notice thai
getting Turpin Just
Miss June S. Philbrick, of Bangor, ia
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
ortheast Harbor, Southwest Ha«hor, Brookif
he has been duly appointed adminis- o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause,
out to visit the Roman aqueduct ruins lyn, Deer Isle, Sargeutvllle, Dark Harbor and
thev have, against the same.
any
is
of
“king Irlends here.
trator
of
the
estate
Lincoln Sibley, of Somerville, Mass.,
with steamer for Boston.
Rockland,
Probate.
of
connecting
EDWARD
E.
then
CHASE,
Judge
had
what
1 told him
happened;
NELLIE A. 8TANLEY, late of BROOKLIN,
Miss Mary Kendall left Saturday for spending his vacation at Allen HenderA true copy of the original order.
Steamer Boothbay leaves Bluehlll 2.00 p m
the girl told him her situation; then
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.
•ke Msranacook.
week days ana Sundays for South Bluehlll, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
son's.
as
the
translated
bonds
law
and
he
directs.
All
receiver
I took the
perStonlngton, North Haveu and Rockland, con- given
COM MISSION EKS’ ""NOTICE.
sons having demands against the estate of
Dr. Moore and
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friends
with
Ralph
with
steamer
an
ad
for
Boston.
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“The
me.
She’d
necting
are
Mayo,
to
Ralph
the story
family
occuping
Hancock ss.:—Bucksport. Maine, July 9, 1909.
said deceased are desired to present the
*kgrs'’ lor the season.
the undersigned, having been duly
Webber and
Harr.v Balyntine, has re- of a Roman family for a governess tc
for settlement,
and all
Steamer Juliette leaves Sedgwick 8.00 p m same
indebted
appointed by the Honorable Edward
week days and 8uodays for Hqrrlck’s Landing, thereto are requested to make payment imMilton Taylor and wife left Saturday for turned to Waltham, Mass., after spending teach the children French and hac South
E. Chase, judge ol probate within and for
William‘Nutter.
Krooksvllle. Eggemoggln, Dlrlgo and mediately.
said county, commissioners to leceive and dewir home iu
a pleasant vacation at Mr. Mayo’s summer
been sent for to come to Rome. Sht Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
Bluehill, July 14,1909.
Lynn, Mass.
cide upon the claims of the ci editors of Julia
home, “Rockledge.”
was delayed for want of funds, am,
Dr. Harry
a. Patten, late of Bucksport, in said county
RETURNING
is
visof
subscriber
Scranton.
Logan,
Pa.,
hereby gives notice that of Hancock,
U.
the
deceased, whose estate has been
found
19.
arrived
she
at
last
when
July
she has been duly appointed administra™* hi* sister, Mrs. H. A. Knapp.
New turbine steel steamers Bel fact and Cam- trix of the estate of
represented insolvent, hereby give public
tt
been
called
had
suddenly
family
notice agreeably to the order of the said judge
Boston
at 8 p m
leave
week
and
den
York
Miss Kuth
New
to
days
has
gone
KITTREDGE HOOPER, late of SEDGWICK, of
Roy Henderson
Sargent ia visiting her
Berlin. Well, she was in a pickle.
probate, that six months from aud after
Sundays for Rockland.
in the cpunty of Hancock, deceased, and July 6, 1909, have been allowed to said
"stiperents, E. E. Snow and wife, in yachting.
“1 telephoned Turpin to tell her tha.
Leave Rockland at 0.15 a m, or on arrival of given bonds as the law directs.
creditors to present and prove their claims,
All
per•ogor.
Bert Hendrickson has moved into the
I begged she would accept funds from steamer from Boston, week days and Sundays, sons having demands against th*> estate and that we will attend to the duty assigned
and inter- of said deceased are desired to present
for Bar Harbor,
us at the office of T. H. Smith, in said BucksBduin Hipley, wife and daughter Phyllis Mayo house.
me to return to Paris.
Turpin told mediate landings.Bluehlll, Sedgwick
the same for settlement, and all indebted
port, on Thursday, September 9, 1909, and on
sre returned to
on
a
cother
receiver
is
at
the
thereto
are
to
their home in AuburnShe
Thursday,
January 6,1910, at nine o’clock in
of
her.
make
t-n
dropped
requested
Mrs. Carleton,
Bangor,
payment
the forenoon, of each of said days.
Comport T. Hooper.
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
mediately.
*k, Mass.
*
shoulder
on
her
head
and
season.
table
my
Guv W. McAlister,
tage for the
Sedgwick, July 19,1909.
Miss Gladys
Edward L. Bbazley,
Then she took my arm, and the nexl
Bigelow, of St. Albans, his
Mr. McPbeters, of North Sedgwick,
Commissioners.
of
those
subscilber
one
that
In
notice
we
were
the guest of her
knew
I
hereby
gives
thing
classmate, Miss Vera preached here Sunday.
Banking.
she has been duly appointed executrix
COMMISSIONERS' NOTICE.
churchei
thousand-year-old
larding.
measly
of the last will snd testament of
bis
is
of
Frank Brown,
Boston, spending
Hancock ss.:—Back sport, Maine, July 9, 1909.
The girl Jabbered Frenct
over there.
ABEL F. STUBBS, late of BUCK8PORT,
Billings and wile, Misa Julia 8ul- vacation at Charles Ferrin’s.
'IYTE. the undersigned, having been duly
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
to a priest, which he seemed to under
rsn and
YY
appointed by the Honorable Edward
of
Mass.,
brother,
Cambridge,
being required by (he terms of said will. E. Chase, jbdge of
R. B. Eaton and Fred Sylvester made a
stand, and a little English, too, for ht
probate within and for
tived Friday.
All persons having demands against the es
said county, commissioners to receive and debusiness trip to Bangor last week.
tate of said deceased are desired to present cide upon claims of the creditors of Mighill
told me that to be married I must gc
is what your money will earn if
tbe same for settlement, and all indebted P. Patten, a
Alfred Freethy, Mra. Frank Freethy and Mrs. Flossie Sweet, of Connecticut, is through the proper forms.
invested in shares of the
person of unsound mind of
thereto are requested to make payment imin said county of Hancock, whose
Bucksport,
“It was that rascally Turpin. He’d
Lottie A. Stu-bs.
mediately.
visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Sarah
estate nas been represented insolvent, hereby
with
chronic
and
throat
lung
North Bucksport, July 8, 1909.
People
give public notice agreeably to the order of
told her that I asked her to marry me /
aiev’s h ave ,ound comfort and relief in Fogg.
subscriber nereby gives notice that the said judge of probate, that six months
stubborn
and go to America with me.”
»0*hJnIi)neyw^,,d Tar»M it cures failed.
wife and two children, of
from and after July 6, 1909, have been allowed
Mr.
Fisher,
has
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been
L.
adminisappointed
duly
°,t,her treatment has
to said creditors to present and prove their
"What did you do?”
trator of the estate of
Io*a, writes: “The Somerville, Mass., are guests of Mrs. NetA NEW SERIES
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Day.
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We
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thing
and pain in my
menu, SI per than.
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Mrs. Frank Sibley and daughter Elsie,
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I
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and
A. PA*cHaaare UOm M •ound M • bullet/’
having demands against the estate of said o'clock in the forenoon of said days.
of Somerville, Mass., are spending the seadeceased are desired to present the same for
Guv W. McAlister,
“Well, old man. I’ll call on your wife WHY PAT RENT
Edward L. Bbazlky.
son at Cliarles Henderson’s.
settlement, and all indebted thereto are reafter I’ve seen her and
and
when you esn borrow on your
tonight,
Commissioners
to make payment immediately
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26.
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shares, give s first mortgage and
July
___________
Forrest B. Show.
talked with her—I speak some Frencl
8, 1909.
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whethei
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1
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you
and
Interest
duly
appointed
you
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myself,
payments
together
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When it comes to settling up the score
will amount to but little more
he has been duly appointed adminis- trator of the estate of
scalp.
Turpin has done you a good or an evt
than you are now paying (or
trator of the estate of
is nothing more expensive than tha
AMOS M. MANCHESTER, late of MOUNT
there
turn."
"V rid themselves of
rent, and in about ten years you
DESERT,
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ISAAC P. EASTMAN, late of OBLAND,
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for settlement, and all indebted tnereu* ira
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
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First
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immediately
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to
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payment immediately.
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A. YT. Kero, President.
had a big stroke of luck.”
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Rev. G. Mayo, of Ellsworth, preached in
the Baptist church Sunday, July 25.
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WHAT ALINE.
FOUND OUT,
The Great Change It Made In
Her Mode of Life.
By BELLE MANIATES.
tOopyrlght, 1:>09. by Associated Literary
Press. 1
Aline looked up from her book as
her husband rose from his chair.
“I am going to work again tonight."
tie remarked casually.
A faint Bush stole to her cheeks.
For the first time In her three mouths
of married life her thoughts were centered on her husband. Stephen Alden.
When her father committed suicide
because he had lost his fortune In
speculation Stephen had asked her to
marry him. Her wealth bad hitherto

prevented t-is paying her any special
attention. One other refuge was available. A distant cousin whom Al'ne's
father had once befriended and who
lived on a farm offered her a home.
She accepted Stephen, and three
months after her father’s death (hey
The home Stephen was
were married
able to provide was a very simple one.
and It had not been a very happy one.
Aline was lu the listless state that sueroeds violent grief and apathetically
allowed the Uonse to be run at the will
of a succession of slatternly servants
Three nights l>efore a break in their
from
monotonous life had resulted
Stephen's leaving the house at T
o’clock and not returning until lire.
His excuse of having to work would
have passed unnoticed tonight except
for the fact that she had been nnable
to get him by telephone at the office
the night befyre even after repeati-1
calls.
At 10 o’clock she bad gone to bed
An houcJater she heard him or me In
and go down the hall to his room. His
behavior engrossed her thoughts entirely throughout the following (lay.
The fact of his spending his evenings
out did not disturb her. but she was at
a loss to fathom his motive in deceiving her. It assailed her conscience and
opened her eyes to the truth that she.
his wife, did not know him well
enough to resent the deception nor to
•peak to him nbont the matter.
A newly awakened sense of duty
and a feeling that she ought at least
to assume the duty of taking some
Interest In his movements impelled her
to attempt to discover where he was
•pending his evenings. Therefore, as
he was again leaving after dinner, she
slipped out a side entrance and followed him at discreet distance. After
a walk of nearly two miles she saw
him pause io front of a theater.
"Poor Stephen;" she thought.
"His
No
evenings must have beeu dull;
wonder he seek's recreation."
But he turned and went down the
aide street, entering the theater by
the way of the stage door.
As a solution of his conduct occurred to her
she felt a great heart wrench—the
only thing she had felt sure of was
taken from her
Without knowing
that she valued It. she had had perfect confidence In his love for her.
Instantly she felt a wild—almost an
Insane—desire to know what manner
of woman had attracted him. It was
a vaudeville theater, and she bought a
ticket, choosing a
part of the house.

seat

In

an

obscure

At the end of an hour she learned
what she had come to find out and
quietly stepped from the theater and
returned home. She spent an hour at
Stephen’s desk and then went to bed.
She did not pass the night In sleep, but
laid out a course of action which she
began to follow at breakfast
"Stephen,” she said quietly, ”1 am
■or—very well. You know I am not
used to staying In the city in the
aummer."
He looked up quickly, a flush on his
face.
“I know you are not,” be replied.
“Cousin Lois has been anxious for
me to pay her a visit ever since father
died. I think I will go to her today.”
“The country air would do you
food.” he said slowly.
“The cook’s going to leave today.
Ton can stay here and get your meals
to the city, can’t you?”
"Yen: I ciib manage all right”
A month later, at the end of a long
Bummer day, Stephen approached borne,
He dreaded
weary and discouraged.
to unlock tbe door and go Into tbe
■tale, shutup atmosphere of the dust
But when be
coated, empty rooms.
had entered the living room he stood
■till In amazement.
The windows
were open and
freshly curtained In
soft muslin. The room was in perfect
order. A bunch of fragrant old fashioned flowers filled a big bowl on the
table.
Wondering, he went on into
the dining room. The table wag laid
with clean linen, shining glass, specklees dishes and decorated by another
bunch of country flowers.
He'heard a light step in the kitchen.
The door opened, and AUne, dressed,
but In
hot In mourning,
becoming
color, came In.
“Oh. Stephen!" she cried, runolng
Into his arms.
He held her close and quiet for a
her face
moment When she lifted
tor his kiss she put her hand caressingly across his tired eyes.
‘Ton haven't dined? I was sure you
game home from the office first. It is
too hot for a regular dinner, but I
bare prepared a cool little meal for
us.”
“But AUne, when did you come?
Why didn’t you let me know?"
“ira a surprise.” she laughed. ‘'Sit
dowi^at tbe table while I bring tbe
things In."
He followed her into the kitchen.
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I tered

cook,

something beneath Ma breath
Fmr %<Ul>tional Onuniy 19—n — oihrr png—
and gave up In despair.
was In his arms. Then
At the end of the last day but one
|
he held her at arm's length. She was
! of the two weeks Carter realized that
NORTH DEER ISLE.
Her face
no longer pale and listless.
j the central figure of hls canvas was
Howard Lowe went to Bar llarbor Satwas full of life.
completed, and the realization brought urday.
As soon ns he had begun to cat tbe
i a poignant feeling of regret The reaMrs. Kimbel Barbor vialted her father,
palatable little meal be looked at her
son
for It came when It suddenly 1
F. B. Weed, laat week.
In amazement.
was
tomorrow
him
that
flashed upon
"How did you learn to do all this. The
She Came to Get a Per- ; Miss Parks' last day. And then It was | Mrs. Lillian E. Small is visiting her sisAline?”
(bat Carter made a discovery that a ter, Mrs. Grover Small.
manent
"That's another surprise. And there
less lnczperlenced man would have
Mrs. Charlena .Lowe has gone to Ban; arc a
great many more surprises
made long before. It came with such gor to learn the millinery trade.
awaiting you, Stephen."
shock that he was fairly stunned.
a
By ALICE R. WETMORE.
Mrs. Anna Price, of East Boston, is vis| “I am afraid he said, "that tbe j1 (Copyright, 1909, by Associated Literary He. John Carter, the most unimpres- iting her brother, Warren Powers.
! Mggest surprise of all will be that this
Press]
tlonist of men, in love with hls model!
Gapt. F. A. Haskell, in schooner L. G.
L* all a dream!"
"Where are you. Rill?” came a lazy
When Miss Parks appeared the next
sailed Monday for Nsw York.
Whitmore,
But eat your dinner. J drawl from the tiny anteroom, which
! “Stephen:
flay be greeted her with hls usual
Brown and wife came over
! Then you shall hear them all. You will Thompson designated the office.
Cyrus
Gapt.
rheerful "Good rooming,” but not annot go out tonight. Stephen?”
"Here." replied that gentlemnn a- other word was spoken until she bad from Camden Saturday evening in their
I He flushed guiltily,
distinctly as a mouthful of brushes taken the old familiar pose—for the launch, and spent Sunday with Mrs.
j «xo. hut 1 will have to telephone."
would permit. “ICs only Carter.” he last time, he said to himself, with a Hatch.
“I did that for you
Mrs. C. W. Thorn, of Grecnport, L. 1., is
explained to his model. “Or perhaps pang.
"You! You—knew. Aline?"
you'd rather”—
There was a strange restraint of visiting her mother. Mrs. Haskell's son
!
She laughed, but would say no more,
"Oh. let Mm come In by all means."
which both were aware.
At
last. Emery, who has been for the past four
not even when they were clearing the
replied the girl. "I'd rather like to see "This Is the last day of the pose." the years in the navy, most of the tithe on the
the
her
wash
was
lie
and
him."
(able
helping
girl ventured. Carter worked furious- | Pacific coast, is also at borne for a visit of
j dishes. Then they went out on tlielr
A long, clean limbed young fellow
ly. "Yes.” he answered shortly. An- four months.
lounged In. halted apathetically for a other pause.
"Then you won't want
I little porch.
Mrs. lieorge Browm gave a party in
know?"
When
did
me.
tell
you
_Now
behind Thompson's eanr.-is me
moment
any more?" The girl's voice strove honor of her daughter Ethel's seventh
and then sunk lazily Into n pile of hard to t>c commonplace.
birthday last week. About twenty of her
'The third night you went out 1 fol- cushions on tile floor.
Carter threw down hls palette In de- little playmates and friends gathered for
lowed you."
The girl on the model stand scruti- spair. The girl kept her
FACIAL NEURALGIA.
pose bravely, two or three hours of fun and amusement.
'Aline!"
j nized him closely and made up her her pretty head tilted, lint the eyes Another birthday was observed Saturday,
Mr*. C. 8. Sagerser. 1311
v.VkxIUsu
were
not spending your
"1 knew you
mind that he was the most typical y
which met farter's held a look which when Mrs. Belcher Howard gave a party Avo„ Kansas City,.Mo., writes:
it wasn't jeal- lazy man she had ever seen. His vpice. even he could not mistake. The
1
evenings at the office,
man
to her three-ycar-old daughter Ruth.
"I feel it a duty due to
yen anil u,
But it his walk, l.'s carriage.' had an absolute brushed hls hand
ousy or curiosity. Stephen.
neross hls eves In a
There were thirty-aeven present. The
others that may lie afflicted like
myitll
came to me that I was of no help to
lack of effort that was positively fas- quick, desperate little gesture.
He parlor and dining hall were beautifully
to speak for Peruna.
For a moment when 1 saw you cinating. and to complete the Impres- seemed to have brushed the old nonyou.
Davis
decorated. Mrs. Frank
kindly
trouble first came after la
■•My
grlpp.)
going into the greenroom 1 doubted sion his strong, lean face was abso- chalance away. He was fairly trans- brought her grapbopbone and entertained
eight or nine ye*-s ago, a gathering h
But in lutely devoid of expression.
you.
Forgive me. Stephen.
formed.
the little ones.
head and neuralgia.
my
I
suffered
that moment I learned that 1 loved
Suddenly, however, he gazed Intent“Want yon!" he gasped. “Want you! |
Death took ore of the oldest citizens, m 'St ait the time. My nose,
When ly and with a semblance of awakened Don't
you. 1 went into tbe theater.
you know I want yon more than
were badly affected for
William
P. Scott. Monday evening, Jnly
eyes
thelasttwo
Interest at the model
Tbe pose was anything In the world?”
you came on In the second number I
19.
Mr. Scott had been ill about seven years. I think from your description of
knew you in spite of your makeup, and rather striking. A heavy black velvet
"But you dotft understand." the girl
Internal catarrh that I must here had
and for the past three years had
I had heard of that wonderful athletic gown accentuated that peculiar trans- liogan finally in a voice that was some- years,
that also. I suffered very sort
been confined to the house most of the
rely.
I divined why you parency of coloring which accompastunt of yours.
what smothered by Carter's broad
time. He was a kind neighbor, a faithful
••Nothing ever relieved mo like Pawere
doing It—1 had been extrava- nies a certain deep rich shade of au- shoulder.
"There are reasons." she
It
and
lo.
father.
He
leaves
sonsme
two
nina.
from
ing
keeps
taking eold.
A dull green background continued, with
gant. and in order to indulge me you burn hair
dignity, "why I can- William D. Scott, of Portland, and Charles
••With the exception of some deaf,
were
slaying night and day. and I was reconciles! the brilliant coloring of the not marry you.”;
of
this
with
whom
Mr.
Scott
had
ness
I
am
place,
H.,
feeling perfectly cured. 1
upper part of the plrtnre to the dtiskv
"I am all ears." avowed Carter solgiving yon—nothing!
am forty-six years old.
made his home several years, and one
“I came home and looked over your mysteries of the lower canvas. The emnly. “but yon won't mind if I say
J.
of
Olymdaughter—Mrs. Mary
Hirling,
••I feel that wonts are inadequate to
I
accounts and saw we were in debt.
pose of life figure was saved from Inright now that the reasons won't make ■
pia, Wash. Mr. Scott leaves two brothers express my praise for Peruna.”
solence only by the winsomeness of
went to Cousin Lois and told her all.
a particle of difference, will you?"
—David Scott, of Eaat Boston, and F.
She taught me to cook and keep house the fare.
Stomach Trouble Seven Years.
"Oh. but they will. I've been deceivP. Scott, who lives on the old homeCarter pulled lazily at his pipe and
I am more fitted
and keep accounts
ing you." she confessed haltingly.
Mrs. T. Freeh, R. R. 1, Hickory
stead. Mr. Scott was seventy-four years
Point,
continued to gaze at the girl with half
now to be the wife of a"—
"Go on." commanded Cnrter more
Tenn., writes:
of age. The funeral took place Thursday
“Nice color.” he
closed critical eyes
“Poor roan.”
soberly. All kinds of dreadful poaslblb forenoon at the house. The
been
am.cted
with
••Having
catarrh
family has
“No. an honest roan.
Itles loomed up before him.
But there’s finally asserted. ”Ry Jove, that’s a
and stomach trouble for seven years,
the sympathy of all.
more.
"You’ll never love me when you
Long ago father paid off a wonderful pose!" with a sudden hurst
and after having tried four different
26.
H.
the
July
that
startled
of
enthusiasm
girl
know," she continued, with visible ef- ;
mortgage on C<>us!n Lois’ farm. They
doctors they only relieved me for a little
with
after
finish
"Are
engaged
you
you
are very prosperous now. and she gave
fort. "I—I’m not a model at all. I'm
while. I was Induced to try Peruna,
EAST OKLAND.
V
Thompson
me a check for the $1,000.
I would
Hilly Thompson'a cousin." she rushed |
James Dyer, of Portland, is the guest of xnd 1 am now entirely well."
The other artist opened his mouth: on. “and when
nor take any Interest, of cours^.
You
you came In and
H. F. Webb.
It
a
smile,
closed
Man-a-lin an Ideal Laxative.
with
then,
qnlet
have your vacation next week. and.
was
a
thought I
professional I |
Stephen, dear, we are going to take attain. The girl smiled, too, n little wouldn't let Billy tell you. and—I 1 Harrison Lrarb, of Ellsworth, visited
smile that curled her upper lip deli- thought It would be such a
sonfe of that $1,000 and have our real
good Joke. relatives here last week.
good idea of the extent and appearance of
ciously.
because Billy had told me how you
Mrs. Qould and son Harry, of Hyde Park, the building when finished. The new
honeymoon.”
"No. sir: I’m not engaged next rover cared for
glrla or—anything, Mass., are-at their cottage here.
building will relieve tbe congestion of Bar
week.” she replied quietly.
and"—
Mrs. Helen Gntt and son are the guests Harbor’a big postal business, tnd will bet
The Antiquity of the Cat.
“Can you come to me for a two
“You there. Jim?" Interrupted a fa- of her brother, Charles Gibbs.
handsome addition to tbe ton n.
It seems hard to believe that during
weeks' ]*>se then. In the mornings5”
miliar voice from the hall. The girl
all the long ages which passed beThe tax rate of the town has been fixed
Mr.
and
Mrs.
of
Waltham,
Smith,
Mass.,
looked
at
the
Thompson
dubiously
fled to the model stand and took her
tween the dawn of civilization and the
visited her cousin, E. L. Marks, last week. at (JS per fl.000—an increase of 13 over
girl. ”1 os. sir. I'll come.” she said.
pose. Carter dabbed lazily and with
Christian era the Romans and Greeks
annual budget Ibis
The next Monday the model presentWarren Maxcy and wife, of Brookline, that of laat year. The
perfect composure at his canvas.
should have been ignorant of the roost
year is some 120,000 more-than last year,
ed herself at John Carter’s studio.
Billy strolled In. an amused look In j Mass., arc boarding at F. W. Wentworth's. while the increase in valuation is slight.
familiar pet of our homes, the comHe seaieely looked up as he greet- bis eyes. "Nice model." be remarked.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylord, two sons and
mon
cat.
Yet no fact seems estabAa usual John 8. Kennedy, of New York,
ed her.
"Can I engage you for next week, my servant, of Buffalo, N. Y., are the Mason
lished tiicre clearly than this
Hahn
pays tbe largest tax, while those whose
Do you
“Oh. is that you. Miss—
house for August.
pretty maid?"
in his “Wanderings of Plants and Anitaxes amount loover 11,000 Include Joanna
know. I forgot to ask your name.” he
Carter turned abont lazily and remals” insisted upon It. and ft has since
Prof. Frederick Smith and wife and R. Auchincloes, DeWitt Clinton Bltir,
drawled.
garded his friend
been established by the united efforts
James Nicaerson and wife arrived from George 8. Bowdoin, 8. W. Bridghatn, the
"Parks,” the girl Supplied smilingly.
“I'm afraid not. Billy,” he drawled. South Waterboro Monday.
of scholars and zoologists. We know
estate ol Busan W. Hardy, Frank T.
was
also
The gown h
gave her
“Yon see. your cousin has a permanow that our domestic favorite, with
Harry White, who has been at home for Howard, John I. Kane, W. H. L. Lee. Edblack.
He had hung heavy stuffs nent engagement with me."
its winning, coy ways, uneasy when
ward Morrell, the estate of C. J. Morrill,
a short visit, has gone to Rockland, and
around and above the model stand unremoved from man's society and yet
from there will return to his work at Bar Edgar Scoff, Frances E. Muigrave. Msrjr
til the black gown and the background i
never completely trusting It. with its
Actors Under King William III.
E. Ogden, Joseph Pulitzer, the J. MontHarbor.
mingled darkly and the white face and
Flow summarily actors and manaW. Vandermysterious old world air, was unknown auburn hair fairly
from the
Dr. A. Abrams, of Hartford, Conn., is gomery Bears estate, George
Jumped
to the chief nations of antiquity till
Scott,
gers were dealt with In the days of
here to spend the rest of the season with bilt, Dr. Haskett Derby, Edgar
gloom lu a single, startling note of
after the Christian era.
John J. Emery estate, Ernesta G. Fabbri,
King William IFF. is shown by the pe- his
color.
are boarding
at Mrs.
family.
They
It was the patient and gifted nation
tition of Alexander Davenant and othRobert B. Bowler, Josephine E. Carpenter,
E. C. Mason’s.
Carter set to work with a feverish
of the Nile valley that built the hall
ers. dated
Dec. 19, 1091. which has
Charles T. How, Philip Liviugstou.
which quite transformed him.
energy
Conrad
C.
H.
A.
E.
Caristinson,
Reend,
of columns.at Knrnnk and that reared,
been found among the historical docuj
He tried first one pose, then another,
such colossal statues as that of Ramments of the honse of lords.
These Anderson, Andreas Anderson and A. KahBCCK8PORT.
such rapid succession that the girl
in
eses II
at Memphis, not to speak of
“sharers and adTenturers in the play- j lon, of Dorchester, Mass., are tenting at |
was positively bewildered.
Benjamin P. Blodgett and wile returned
the pyramids, that first tamed the cat.
house"—this seems to have reference Heart pond cove.
When be bad at last found one that
j
Boston.
A party of six young ladies who have Batnrday from a short visit to
to the Dorset Garden theater In WhlteHereditary antipathy as deep as that
him he drawled apologeticalwhich reigns between the feline race pleased
Miss Annie Nicholson lelt Sunday for
frlars—set forth that Lord Longuerllle, been at the W. L. Wentworth bungalow
with a slow, winning smile. "I'm
and mankind does not die out In ajgeu- ly,
of being assaulted, two weeks, left Saturday for their homes Boston, after several weeks at the Wardrather a bard fellcMr to get started, haring complained
eration.
well.
Countless years and many
with his servants, by the in Hartford, Conn.
together
Miss Parks, but I won’t give you much
dynasties must have passed ere the
guard at this famous playhonse In the
Rev. Maurice Prince, formerly president
William Pierce, of Roxbury, Mass.,
trouble once we're off."
wildest members of creation became
course of what seems to hare been a came
Saturday for a two-weeks' visit at of tbe seminary, who has been visiting
The girl watched the man with fasthe most faithful servants of mankind.
rather serious fracas, the king bad bis cottage. Mrs. Pierce and Mias Pauline friends here, has returned to his home at
cinated eyes. He worked with the
In Egypt we know that cats were reorders at the desire of the peers Allen came a week earlier.
Carlisle, Pa.
and energy of a splendid ma- given
precision
garded with veneration and embalmed
that no soidiers should be on duty
Dr. Robert B. Patteraon, »bo died in
chine. Els face shone with positive i
Mrs. William Pierce gave an enjoyable
and buried after their death.—London
there for the future and that the playinspiration.
party in honor of her guest, Miss Pauline East port, July 19, at the age of eightyAcademy.
ers should be “suspended from acting
of
As for Carter himself, be was bliss- 1
Allen, recently. Among those present three years, waa a former reaideut
till they had begged pardon for the afa son of the late James FilterWith the true artist's !
were Misses Evelyn, Edith tnd Katherine
fully
happy.
Bucksport,
*
front”
An Exeuu For a Pardtn.
sensitiveness he felt the absence of the
Webb, Dora Dunbar, Alberta Dunhar, ton. Dr. Patteraon had been lor nearly
The house had also, it appears, vinWhen the stern Duke of Wellington
in
usual clash between the half hearted, |
Doris Blake, Grace Gibbs, Frances Gilkey, fifty year* one of the leading demists
dicated its dignity, thus outraged in
was prime minister under George IV.
Persis and Helen Pickering. Dainty re- Eaatport. He ie aurvived by a »idow snd
prosaic models and the Ideals he strugthe person of one of Its members, by
he managed the old monarch easily
one sister— Vise Julia Patterson, Boston.
freshments were served.
gled to embody by their aid. The at- |
enough, but when he attempted the mosphere lacked a single inharntonl- ordering.a sergeant and a soldier to
26.
M.
July
The entertainment
given Thursday
j same tactics with the young
Queen ous element, for the girl seemed to be sent to the gatehouse at Whitehall,
evening under the auspices of the Kebekah
then used as a prison. The petitioners
Victoria he met hie match. She con- throw her whole
BAR
HARBOR.
personality into the
sewing circle was a great success. The
having humbly solicited the “removal
stantly outwitted him. One of his work.
Wilson
A five-story building on West street,
impersonations by Mis* Marian
of the suspension upon them” and
earliest official acts was to bring beJ At last be emerged from his trance
near the swimming club, owned by NickThe costumes were
were greatly enjoyed.
to “do their best to prevent
i tore her a court martial death senpromised
erson, Spratt A Greely, and occupied as appropriate and the selections very pleassufficiently to observe that a white line the like
ience which he expected her to sign as
miscarriage for the future." a
had appeared around the girl's comlodging-house, was badly damaged by ing. The mueical part of the program »•»
It Is officially noted that “the suspena matter of course
A soldier was to
fire Monday afternoon. The building was
pressed lips and that she wavered as !
by local talent, and consisted of vocal
sion on the players was removed” and
tie executed for desertion, and as the she stood.
once part of the West End hotel.
solos by Mias Lillian Ames snd pi»n»
that
“on Dec. 29 the sergeant and soldeath warrant was placed before the
!
"It must be time to rest.” he obThe new postoffice is rapidly taking solos by Miss Winilred Buck. Arthur
1 dier
were on petition released."—Lonqueeu by the duke she raised her eyes,
served. "Why,’’ as be glanced at the
shape, and several rows of granite blocks Fisher, of Philadelphia, was sccomiwnUtdon Standard.
full of tears, to his face, saying:
clock, "ycu've been posing for nearly \I
have been placed in position, giving a
July 27._
"Hare you nothing to say In behalf an hour.
Why didn't yon rest V he
of this poor man?"
Not
an Affair of the Heart.
demanded reproachfully.
aDfeirtitraitnu.
“Nothing." said the duke, standing
The girl sank Into a chair with an
They stood at her door, and there
at attention like one of his own prlamused gleam in her eyes. “I never seemed to be some constraint between
rates; “be has deserted three times."
them.
saw anybody so completely loet” she
“Oh. yorr grace, think again,” plead- ! said. “I couldn’t bear to disturb
He was a trifle older than she, and
you.”
ed
the
as
If
she
were
queen,
|
asking
The next morning be found himself she had the advantage of him In looks
| for the life of her dearest friend.
a waiting
with
unmistakable lmpa- too.
AYER’S HAIR VIGOR
"Well, your majesty, he certainly la I tlence the arrival of his
In bis eyes there was supplication,
model, and
a bad soldier, but there was
Stops
Mai.An Elegant Dressing
railing
somebody :; when at last she did stand before him and in hers there were disdain, scorn,
who spoke for his good character. He i with a
Destroys Dandruff
Makes Malr Grow
j
smiling “Good morning” on her rejection.
may be a tolerably good fellow In civil ] lips he regarded the girl with an art"If I might’’— he began.
of Sulphur. Clycerin. Quinin. Sodium Chlorid, Capsicum, Sage, Alcohol,
Composed
life.”
ist’s satisfaction.
“No, sir,” she Interrupted. “It la toWater, Perfume. Ask your doctor his opinion of such a hair preparation.
“Oh. thank you.” said the queen In
She was charming In her dark street tally unnecessary.”
heartfelt tones, and before the aston“But”—
Her face was flushed and her
Town.
AYER’S HAIR VIGOR
lshed duke could utter a word of pro"I do not wish to hear you.”
eyes bright with the exhilaration of an
test she bad written across the paper
“One word."
autumn
morning, and Carter was
the word “Pardoned.”
“Not one. sir.”
strongly tempted to put away serious
J <' Aram >
-:Low, 11 M»»._
work and make a study of her as she
“Well, If you won’t”—
“I want nothing you can offer me.”
Sweet Revenge.
stood. He banished the Idea, however,
!
Sam Sunflower
"But I”Teas, Miss Pearl and soon they were at work on the
“Once for all, I tel! you 1 want no
i Jilted Sam Bones en married Pete •‘masterpiece.’’ He refused to believe
; Green.
It when the noon whistle Insisted that tinware today.”
Jim Sumac—Huh!
She shut the door and went In, and
How did Sam ft was 12 o’clock and Mias Parks deBones take de disappointment?
the peddler went on to the next house.
parted.
Against sudden attacks of constipation, indigestion, sick head8am Sunflower—Why, he goee to de
The afternoon was unprecedentedly
ache,
biliousness, torpid liver, by always keeping on hand the
wedding en throws his old shoes at long. He felt strangely disinclined to
Defiant of Fashion.
true “L. F." Atwood s Bitters. An occasional dose safede happy pair.
v
work and finally put aside the canvas
“Those geople don’t seem to care
X.
guards the system against the ailments most common
Jim Sumac
Well!
Well!
Dat*s and brought out some unfinished what the world thinks of them,” said
ror nearly suiy
to men, women and children,
what I call forgiveness.
sketches. He worked on these until be the fashionable woman.
for health and happiness
stood
have
Sam Sunflower
years
they
No. dat was re- discovered that be had converted live
"How do you know?”
m thousands of homes.
; renge.
Sam wears a No. 17 shoe and different heads Into unmistakable likeJJ cents a bottle.
"They still play progressive euchre
1
wrecked
de
nesses
dey
of Mjss Farki. yiya Jjye jgal- jpA^a^Ufft.VjKaghingtoa.
hack.—Chicago News.
i
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